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РeЗИMe

reZiMe

Тема мастер рада је урбанистички развој градова Босне и Херцеговине
за вријеме Аустро-Угарске окупације у периоду од 1878. до 1918. год.
Циљ рада је се кроз културно-историјску и саобраћајно-стратешку
анализу 12 градова Босне и Херцеговине успостави урбана законитост
која их сврстава у одређену урбану типологију. Од некада утврђених
средњовијековних градова, који се кроз вишевијековну османску
владавину претварају у градове орјентално-исламског типа и као такве
затиче их Аустро-Угарска, започиње процес европског обликовања
градова. Аустро-Угарска монархија настоји да Босну и Херцеговину
као најзаосталију провинцију царства, али веома богату природним
ресурсима, културно и економски интегрише у своју државу. Успоставља
се нови бирократски систем власти и интензивно почиње изградња
саобраћајне инфраструктуре, управо ради експлоатације тих природних
ресурса. На урбаном плану због успостављања катастра и оснивања
грунтовнице приступа се геодетском мјерењу земље, а такође граде се
јавни, индустријски, стамбени, сакрални објекти, паркови и отворени
јавни простори. У укупном том процесу Босна и Херцеговина доживљава
економски, културни, духовни и просвјетни напредак. Формирана урбана
матрица у том процесу је дала основне планске смјернице за настанак
данашњих градова Босне и Херцеговине, а многи објекти из тог периода
су данас на листи националних споменика.

tema master rada je urbanistički razvoj gradova Bosne i Hercegovine za vrijeme austro-ugarske okupacije u periodu od 1878. do 1918. god. cilj rada
je da se kroz kulturno-istorijsku saobraćajno-stratešku analizu 12 garadova
Bosne i Hercegovine uspostavi urbana zakonitost koja ih svrstava u određenu
urbanu tipologiju. od nekada utvrđenih srednjovijekovnih gradova, koji se
kroz viševijekovnu osmansku vladavinu pretvaraju u gradove orjentalno-islamskog tipa i kao takve zatiče ih austro-ugarska, započinje proces evropskog
oblikovanja gradova. austro-ugarska monarhija nastoji da bosnu i hercegovinu kao najzaostaliju provinciju cartstva, ali veoma bogatu prirodnim resursima, kulturno i ekonmski integriše u svoju državu.

У раду је приказан кратак историјски развој Босне и Херцеговине, који је
условио урбано обликовање градова, развој саобраћајне инфраструктуре
у периоду Аустро-Угарске је утицао на убрзани развој градова, те је због
тога описан и развој путева и жељезница у Босни и Херцеговини. Зависно
од политичко-стратешког положаја одређеног града кроз историју
условљена је и активност картографа шпијуна, тако је у раду дат преглед
картографисања градова Босне и Херцеговине кроз приложене карте.
Појединачном културно-историјском и архитектонско-урбанистичком
анализом 12 градова долази се до њиховог сврставања у одређену
типолошку групу, на крају самога рада.
Најбитнији извори који су кориштени у овом раду су велики број
извјештаја, изгледа и планова градова из Државног Архива, одсјек ратни
архив, и Националне библиотеке Аустрије. Кориштена литература, поред
тога, потиче још из различитих државних институција Републике Српске
и Федерације Босне и Херцеговине. У то спадају Владини извјештаји,
књиге, путописи, монографијe, научне публикације из периода АустроУгарске окупације, али и књиге, научне публикације и докторске
дисертације савременог доба.
Објекти који су саграђени у периоду Аустро-Угарске Монархије су
формирали урбану матрицу градова Босне и Херцеговине и поставили
битне темеље и смјернице за обликовање градова какви су данас.
Њихове законитости се могу данас уочити и предстастављају есенцијалне
елементе данашњег градског ткива.
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uspostavlja se novi birokratski sistem vlasti i intenzivno počinje igradnja saobraćajne infrastrukture, upravo radi eksploatacije tih prirodnih resursa. na
urbanom planu zbog uspostavljanja katsatra i osnivanja gruntovnice pristupa
se geodetskom mjerenju zemlje, a takođe grade se javni, industrijski, stambeni, sakralni objekti, parkovi i otvoreni javni prostori. u ukupnom tom procesu
Bosna i Hercegovina doživljava ekonomski, kulturni, duhovni i prosvjetni napredak. formirana urbana matrica u tom procesu je dala osnovne planske
smjernice za nastanak današnjih gradova Bosne i Hercegovine, a mnogi objekti iz tog perioda su danas na listi nacionalnih spomenika.
u radu je prikazan kartak istorijski razvoj Bosne i Hercegovine, koji je uslovio urbano oblikovanje gradova. razvoj saobraćajne infrastrukture u periodu
austro-ugarske je uticao na ubrzani razvoj gradova, te je zbog toga opisan i
razvoj puteva i željeznica u Bosni i Hercegovini. zavisno od političko-strateškog
položaja odredjenog grada kroz istoriju uslovljena je i aktivnost kartografa špijuna, tako je u radu dat pregled kartografisanja gradova Bosne i Hercegovine
kroz priložene karte. Pojedinačnom kulturno-istorijskom i arhitektonsko-urbanističkom analizom 12 gradova dolazi se do njihovog svrstavanje u odredjenu tipološku grupu na kraju samoga rada.
najbitniji izvori koji su korišteni u ovom radu su veliki broj izvještaja, izgleda i
planova gradova iz državnog arhiva, odsjek ratni arhiv, i nacionalne biblioteke
austrije. Korištena literatura pored toga potiče još iz različitih državnih institucija repubilke srpske i federacije bosne i hercegovine. u to spadaju vladini
izvještaji, knjige, putopisi, monografije, naučne publikacije iz perioda austro-ugarske okupacija, ali i knjige, naučne publikacije i doktorske disertacije
savremenog doba.
objekti koji su sagrađeni u periodu austro-ugarske su formirali urbanu matricu gradova bosne i hercegovine i postavili bitne temelje i smjernice za oblikovanje gradova kakvi su danas. njihove zakonitosti se i danas mogu uočiti i
predstavljaju esencijalne elemente današnjeg gradskog tkiva.

KurzFassung

suMMarY

Thema der vorliegenden Masterarbeit ist der städtebau in bosnien und herzegowina in der zeit der Österreichisch-ungarischen okupation von 1878 bis
1918. ziel der arbeit ist es, durch die kulturhistorische und verkehrs-strategische analyse von 12 städten in bosnien und herzegowina eine urbane
gesetzlichkeit aufzuzeigen, die es ermöglichen soll, sie einer bestimmten urbanen typologie zuzuordnen. die ehemals befestigten städte, die sich durch
die mehrere Jahrhunderte dauerende osmanische Herrschaft in städte orientalisch-islamischen types verwandelt haben, werden, von den invasoren
Österreich-ungarns überrumpelt, und der Prozess der europäischen städteformierung wird eingeletet. die Österreichisch-ungarische Monarchie bemüht sich bosnien und herzegowina die zwar die zurückgebliebenste provinz
des reiches, aber sehr reich an Bodenschätzen ist, kulturell und ökonomisch
in das Habsburgerreich zu integrieren. es wird ein neues bürokratisches regierungssystem aufgebaut, und man beginnt intensiv mit dem ausbau der
verkehrsinfrastruktur, was für die exploratation der Bodenschätze wesentlich war. Mit der einführung des Katasters und von institutionen, die sich
der Landvermessung widmen, wird ein Überblick über das Land gewonnen,
werden öffentliche Bauten, industrie-, Wohn-und sakralgebäude, Parks und
öffentliche Plätze errichtet. in diesem gesamten Prozess erlebt Bosnien und
Herzegowina einen ökonomisch-kulturellen und geistligen erneuerungsprozess. das städtebauliche system formiert richtlinien für das entstehen der
heutigen städte Bosniens und Herzegowinas und viele der damals errichteten
gebäude sind heute auf der Liste der nationaldenkmäler.
in der arbeit wurde versucht, die historische entwicklung von Bosnien und
Herzegowina, die eine urbane städteformierung bedingte, nachzuzeichnen.
der ausbau der verkehrsinfrastruktur in der Zeit der Österreichisch-ungarischen Monarchie beeinflusste die entwicklung der städte nachhaltig,
weshalb, auch die entwicklung der verkehrswege und eisenbahnen in Bosnien und Herzegowina beschrieben wird. die politisch-strategische Position
einer bestimmten stadt zeigt sich auch anhand der spionage-Kartographie,
weshalb die beschreibungen der städte von bosnien und herzegowina durch
beigelegte Karten ergänzt werden. aufgrund der kulturhistorischen und architektonisch-urbanen analyse der 12 städte ergibts sich am ende der arbeit
eine typologische einordnung.
die wichtigsten Quellen, die in dieser arbeit benutzt wurden, sind viele
Berichte, und stadtpläne aus dem Österreichischen staatsarchiv, abteilung-Kriegsarchiv und der Österreichischen nationalbibliothek. die benutzte Literatur stammt außerdem noch aus verschiedenen staatsinstitutionen
der republik von srpska und der Federation von Bosnien und Herzegowina.
darunter befinden sich regierungsberichte, Bücher, reisebücher, Monographien, wissenschaftlliche Publikationen aus der zeit der Österreichisch-ungarischen okupation, aber auch Bücher, wissenschaftliche Publikationen und
doktorarbeiten aus der heutigen zeit.
gebäude, die in der zeit der Österreichisch-ungarischen Monarchie errichtet
wurden, haben die Formierung der städte von Bosnien und Herzegowina beeinflusst, und bilden die Basis für die heutige stadtgestalt. die zur anwendung
gelangten regulierungen und bauordnungen sind als prägende elemente im
heutigen stadtgefüge präsent un ablesbar.

the topic of this thesis is the urban development of cities in Bosnia and Herzegovina during the austro-Hungarian occupation from 1878 to 1918. the aim
of this work is to use cultural-historical and roadway and strategic analysis of
12 cities in Bosnia and Herzegovina to define urban characteristics determining their urban typology. the process of european reshaping of once fortified
medieval cities converted to islamic-oriental cities during the centuries of ottoman reign began with the arrival of austria-hungary. The austro-hungarian
Monarchy intended to culturally and economically integrate bosnia and herzegovina that was the most underdeveloped province of the empire, but was
rich in natural resources. a new system of administration was established and
intensive building of road infrastructure was initiated in order to exploit those
natural resources. the establishment of cadaster and land registry institutions
enabled land surveying. Public, industrial, residential, sacred objects, parks,
and open public spaces were built. during this entire process, Bosnia and Herzegovina experienced economic, cultural, spiritual, and educational progress.
the urban matrix formed thereby provided basic master planning directions
to the birth of today’s cities of Bosnia and Herzegovina, while many objects
built in the period are now national monuments protected by the state.
the thesis provides a brief description of the historical development of Bosnia
and Herzegovina, which determined the urban structure of cities. the development of road infrastructure in the period of austria-hungary facilitated fast
development of cities. therefore, this work also describes the development
of roads and railways in Bosnia and Herzegovina. Political and strategic importance of cities individually through history determined activities of spies-cartographers and this work offers an overview of cartography of cities in Bosnia
and herzegovina through provided maps. individual cultural-historical and
urban-architectural analyses for 12 cities resulted in their classification to determined typological groups at the end of this work.
The most important sources used in this work included a great number of
reports, images, and plans of cities from the state archives, the War department, with the national Library of austria. various state institutions of the
republic of srpska and the Federation of Bosnia and Herzegovina provided
additional literature including government reports, books, travel logs, monographs, scientific publications from the period of austria-Hungary, and also
contemporary books, scientific publications, and doctoral dissertations.
objects built in the period of austria-Hungary formed the matrix of cities in
Bosnia and Herzegovina and laid the foundations for shaping cities today.
rules applied in their construction are still visible and represent an essential
element of modern-day city structure.
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preface
a review of available literature on bosnia and herzegovina revealed that
there is no individual publication comprehensively describing the urban
development of cities in Bosnia and Herzegovina and their typological
categorization in the present, the period of austria-Hungary nor in the
ottoman period.
there are certain books about the development of some cities, but extensive studies concerning urban development in most of the cities in Bosnia and Herzegovina during these periods still have not been published.
The book Cities of Bosnia and Herzegovina (Gradovi Bosne i Hercegovine),
Bublin, 1999, is concerned with general description of city development
during various periods, but it does not provide individual descriptions
of cities in the period of the austro-Hungarian occupation. Likewise, the
state institutions and the institute of urban Planning of Bosnia and Herzegovina usually do not have land survey maps created from 1880 to 1884,
neither the copies of old spy maps preserved in the war archive in vienna. Most of the city plans in this work have not been published previously.
some of them can be found in the book The Historical Atlas of Bosnia
and Herzegovina with Geographical and Historical maps (Istorijski atlas
Bosne i Hercegovine sa geografskim i istorijskim kartama) by Zijad sehic
and ibrahim tepic, 2009.
Literature used in the creation of this work was collected partially from
private libraries, but for the most part from the institutions of the republic of srpska and the Federation of Bosnia and Herzegovina such as: the
Museum of the republic of srpska, the republic institute for the Protection of Cultural-Historical and natural Heritage of the republic of srpska,
the archives of the unsko-sanski Canton, university of Banja Luka, and
the university of sarajevo. The most important source of maps and plans
is the War archive in vienna, while the work relied on literature from the
university of vienna as well.
documents dating from the 17th to 21st centuries were used in the work.
there are several 17th century maps of cities in Bosnia and Herzegovina
created by spies that are kept in the war archive in vienna. They may not
provide enough information, but they are useful for obtaining a general
idea of the appearance of fortified cities in that period. another interesting set of documents from that period are travel logs of the ottoman writer and traveler Evlija Celebija, Scyahatnamesi, who used to describe cities
in bosnia and herzegovina in a pompous and hyperbolic way. 18th century
maps offer more detailed information especially about frontier cities on
the una and sava rivers that occasionally belonged to austria and hungary. There are also travel logs of some austrian adventurers and spies.
19th century documentation is much more thorough and accurate. in
terms of plans, triangular system of land surveying had already been introduced so plans were made with great accuracy. as previously said, all city
plans are stored in the war archive in vienna. Travel logs and books from
this period were also used in this work. some of these were: Kukuljevic
and sakcinsk, Travels Across Bosnia (Putovanja po Bosni), 1858; Lerchenfeld Land und Leute von Bosnien und Herzegowina, Ferhad-Pasha Bridge,
Bosnien und seine Bewohner, 1878. Lopasic, Bihac and Bihac Frontier

(Bihać i Bihaćka krajina, 1890) , Bauwesen in Bosnien und Herzegowina ,
1887.
they describe the appearance of cities in the period of austria-Hungary,
usually with accurate descriptions of urban forms and characteristic architectural styles of the day.
very important documentation includes books from the beginning of
the 20th century such as chronicles, scientific articles, and yearbooks
published in the gazette of the national Museum and nase novine, as
well as books providing general information on Bosnia and Herzegovina
in that period such as Bosnia and Herzegovina (Bosna i Hercegovina),
1909;Larous Encyclopedia (Larous Enciklopedija), Balkan, 1909; skakic
wrote extensively on railway infrastructure, Bosnia and Herzegovina
(Bosna i Hercegovina), 1922; Historian who lived and wrote in sarajevo
during the austro-Hungarian occupation provided a detailed overview of
the history and development of sarajevo, Sarajevo and its Surroundings
from Ancient Times to the Austro-Hungarian Occupation (Sarajevo i njegova okolina od najstarijih vremena do Austrougarske okupacije), 1922; and
also smolle, New Countries Governed by Austria-Hungary (Nove zemlje
pod vlašću Austro-Ugarske), 1901. even though the following two books
were very criticized by historian Mazalic, in stari grad Jajce, (in glasnik zemaljskog muzeja) some pieces of information can be accepted as correct:
thalloczy, the History (of the banovina, fortified city, and town) of Jajce
(Povijest (banovine, grada i varoši) Jajca1450-1527, 1916; truhelka, The
Royal City of Jajce (Kraljevski grad Jajce), 1904.
Contemporary books listed in the reference list were written by university professors, architects, engineers, and historians. doctoral dissertations
from the university of Banja Luka, university of sarajevo, and university of
Zagreb were used as well.
Cultural-historical and urban-architectural analysis of cities in Bosnia and
Herzegovina was performed with the assistance of the listed institutions
and use of literature, maps, and plans from the War archive in vienna.
according to the analysis cities were categorized into geographically determined groups based on their positions along rivers. after the analysis of
urban planning, basic characteristics were determined for each analyzed
group of cities, which determined its position in the typology of urban
structure.
This work is to provide a comprehensive urban planning analysis and synthesis of 12 cities of Bosnia and Herzegovina through history with an accent on the period of austro-Hungarian occupation and its influence that
still remains, supported by plans and maps from the ottoman period to
austria-hungary.
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inTroducTion
the geographical position of cities in Bosnia and Herzegovina remained
unchanged though history. different conquerors arrived changing the borders of the country, so cities sometimes belonged to different states, but
they always remained in the same spot resisting time. initial typological
determination of cities was established based on their spatial and geographical connection and their strategic and transit position. the main criterion for the categorization of cities for the purposes of analysis was their
geographical position as the only permanent and unchanged constant
through history. the selection of cities analyzed in this work was based on
the fact that Bosnia and Herzegovina, a country rich in rivers and natural
resources, produced cities on these beautiful rivers. they have been the
source of life for the population inhabited there. Furthermore, these cities were located on important roads or railway routes, which determined
their further urban development.
this work is a brief historical-urban overview of 12 cities in Bosnia and
herzegovina with a special focus on the period of the austro-hungarian
governance from 1878 to 1918. With the exception of Livno, all these cities are located on the most important and longest rivers in the country:
sava, una, vrbas, drina, neretva, and the Bosna. it is the geographical
position and historical context what determined them typologically, with
sarajevo, Banja Luka, and Mostar as the main centers. depending on historical and temporal determinants, the upper mentioned rivers were, and
some still are, the borders of Bosnia, i.e. Bosnia and Herzegovina with
the neighboring countries. Their urban development through history has
always depended on that political-strategic position. the Bosna river,
around which the medieval Christian state of Bosnia formed and later continued to expand for centuries, gave birth to the capital sarajevo, which
developed from the medieval town of vrhbosna. one of the biggest cities
in Bosnia and Herzegovina, Mostar, is located on the neretva river, which
flows into the adriatic sea in Croatia. For a brief period, it was the capital
of the bosnia eyalet. The drina river represents the border with serbia.
Cities Foca, zvornik, and visegrad that are located on its shores often belonged to serbia through history. the city of Banja Luka, which used to be
the capital of the Bosnia eyalet on one occasion during ottoman reign,
and Jajce, the seat of the last Bosnian king, both lie along the vrbas river.
bihac and novi grad lie along the una and are located near the border
with Croatia, so they often belonged to Croatia and Hungary. all these
rapid mountain rivers, except for the neretva, flow through the beginning
of Pannonia into the quiet sava river. Cities gradiska and Brod lie on it
and it is also the border with Croatia. the city of Livno, which is not near
any of these rivers and through which the small river Bistrica flows, used
to be the largest fortified city in Bosnia in the Middle ages on the road to
dalmatia. all these cities were of great significance in terms of trade and
transit, and most of all they had political and strategic importance, which
was the reason why austrian spies mapped them frequently.
That is the reason we are able to use the copies of these city plans as a
part of this work and whose originals are kept in the austrian state arhives and the austrian national Library in vienna. during the 40 years of

austro-Hungarian occupation and annexation, part of this work and
whose originals are kept in the austrian state arhives and the austrian
national Library in vienna. during the 40 years of austro-Hungarian occupation and annexation, with the application of modern urban planning
ideas of the day, cities in Bosnia and Herzegovina experienced complete
transformation. that was how Bosnia and Herzegovina became a part of
one large country as its most underdeveloped province, but which had
abundant natural resources. this fact influenced the most on its development as a country in terms of spatial and urban planning. Firstly, in order to exploit natural resources it was necessary to build road and railway
infrastructure to reach the most remote parts of the country. That was
when austria-Hungary faced the problems of a country in disarray, a consequence of permanent unrest in former Christian country that had been
going through islamization for five centuries gradually starting to resemble
oriental cities. the first thing the new authorities did in these cities with
spontaneous oriental urban structure and no master plans was that they
initiated land surveying and drafting plans for each city, 12 of which are
described and presented in this work. this process lasted from 1880 to
1884 invloving the use of high-end methods. european way of governance
was introduced by organizing public service through land registry, cadaster, and judiciary. austria-Hungary respected the inherited objects from
the ottoman period by not altering the found structure and by building
new urban zones. the new authorities usually opted for the construction
of public, industrial, and residential zones in Christian parts of cities, and
for the construction of central city zones. Plenty of attention was given
to green zones and parks at that time in europe and that concept was
implemented in bosnia and herzegovina as well through building beautiful alleys and parks to serve as open public spaces. the state of Bosnia
and Herzegovina thus experienced a complete cultural-educational and
urban-economic prosperity.
The goal of this work is to perform a cultural-historical analysis of the selected cities having in mind their initial typology to determine whether
there are other similarities or regularities by which they could be assigned
to the same typological group, which is determined by the urban form of
city matrix.
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The hisTorY of bosnia and herZegovina
The prehisToric age
The oldest archaeological remains in bosnia and herzegovina were found
near Bosanski samac and it is assumed they are around 100.000 years old.
other sites include: Bijembare, Lednica Cave, rastusa Cave, Podlipe Cave,
and Badanj Cave. traces of life dating to the Middle Paleolithic age were
found there – stone tools, axes, blades… there were bones as well, mostly
of the cave bear, deer, and wolves that could be at least 35.000 years old.
strabo mentions the titans and the giants as the first residents of the area
from the Black do the adriatic seas, naming the titans Pelagonians. according to research, the Pelagonians are considered to have been the indigenous people of the balkans. Today’s pannonia bears their name. They
were disciples of the solar cult, just like the slavs. even Homer and later
herodotus claimed that the pelagonians were the powerful and branched
old-Balkan tree that expanded throughout europe and the Mediterranean. other groups of nations originated from them such as the illyrians,
thracians, sarmatians, and many other ethnic groups. the Pelagonians
were the first farmers in europe and they had written script in the vi millennium already. they created the vinca culture, the oldest one in europe.
archaeological sites in the village of vinca in Podunavlje, serbia, where
the remains of this culture were found are several thousand years old. 1
The territory of modern-day bosnia and herzegovina has been inhabited
since the neolithic age, and even earlier. traces of the vinca culture were
found in the upper tuzla region in Bosnia and Herzegovina, implying that
the same people, of the same vinca literacy level, lived there as well. 2

The old age
The roMan period
in the early Bronze age, the neolithic population of sarmatians were defeated by belligerent tribes known as the illyrians. during the reign of octavian augustus, illyrian lands became the roman province of illyric. after
the fall of Baton’s uprising in 10 ad, the province of illyric was divided: the
northern part of the modern-day bosnia and herzegovina became a part
of the new province of Pannonia, in which one of the cities was Municipium serbinum (lat. Mnicipium serbinum), where today’s city of gradiska is
located, as visible on the tabula Peutinger. the southern part of the modern-day Bosnia and Herzegovina belonged to the province of dalmatia.3
the dalmatians lived in the south-west of Bosnia, in the area of today’s
1 Pešić, Prof. dr. radivoj, in Catena Mundi, Matica srba i iseljenika srbije, slovo, Kraljevo
Beograd, 1992, -p. 23
2 Kljakić, Ljubomir, Kulturni evolucionizam in Catena Mundi, Matica srba i iseljenika srbije, slovo, Kraljevo i Beograd, 1992, -p.32
3 antić, Čedomir i Kecmanović, nenad, Istorija Republike Srpske, srpska književna zadruga, republika srpska, 2015

Livno, glamoc and duvno and for the most part in today’s middle dalmatia. the word dalmatia probably originates from their name. the name
of the city serbinum in Pannonia is most often linked to the presence of
serbs in that area in antiquity times. it is known that the sarmatians lived
in Pannonia in the old age, who were the original serbs, according to the
iranian theory, that had settled there from sarmatia in asia (the northern
Caucasus) in the fourth century together with the alans or who were the
indigenous people originated from the pelagonians who inherited the vinca culture. 4
according to the iranian theory, the serbs and the alans were very closely
related sarmatian tribes, while today’s ossetians in the Caucasus are descendants of the alans (another theory claims that the serbs were also a
part of the alans). Based on this theory, the sarmatian/alanic serbs mixed
with the slavs in the elbeland, giving them their name and preserving their
ancient vincan script, which is the modern-day Cyrillic. 5
the Croats are undoubtedly linked to the serbs or the sarmatians. some
theories state that these were the same people out of whom some
changed under Western influences. others state that this tribe moved
across the Balkans with the serbs or, as the iranian theory states, that
they settled from the Caucasus together with the serbs. it is clear that the
serbs and the croats have had similar and intertwined history from the
ancient times. Ptolemy, who wrote in the second century ad, also mentioned the serboi as one of the sarmatian tribes north of the Caucasus.
Most scientists believe that the serbs and the Croats were slavic tribes
with the iranian ruling elite or that they were originally iranian tribes that
gained slavic subjects. 6
archaeological layers of the vinca culture hold the remains of serbian
graves from the period of the roman emperor Constantine, who was also
a serb from nis by origin. The serbian people celebrate emperor constantine and his mother, empress Jelena, as saints even today. after the division of the roman empire in 395 ad, the province of dalmatia, including
the territory of the modern-day Bosnia and Herzegovina, belonged to the
western roman empire. The roman empire lost control over pannonia
and dalmatia in 455 and the ostrogoths conquer this area. they were defeated by the Byzantines in 553, so dalmatia remained a part of the Byzantine empire.

4 Pešić, -p.7
5 deretic, Jovan, in Medjunarodni kongres o dokirilovskoj pismenosti i prethrišćanskoj
kulturi, Petrograd, 2008
6 Malcom, noel, Bosna-kratka povijest, Buybook, sarajevo, 2011, -p.26
Figure 1: Peutinger map from the 4th century ad, part of segment vi
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The Middle ages
the slavs settled in this region in the sixth and seventh centuries. Connections between the indigenous peoples and the slavs became closer and
closer in time. Being greater in number, the slavs gradually assimilated
the most part of the indigenous peoples. the sarmatians, or the serbs but
also the Croats, as cattle keepers, mixed with the slavs entirely. this happened mostly because they too were cattle keepers and were not divided
by faith.
during the Byzantine rule over the Balkans one vent happened that would
have permanent consequences on the history of this region. The byzantine emperor Leo iii the isaurian separated from rome and joined illyricum, which was subjected to the roman Church,to the Patriarchate of
Constantinople. this marked the beginning of separation between rome
and Constantinople. By expanding the area under the Patriarchate of
Constantinople the emperor made conditions for a broad uplift that the
Byzantine Church would experience after that. after this decision, rome
maintained its influence only along the coastline, while one part of people
in this area remained under the jurisdiction of the Pope, while the other
part became subject to the Patriarch of Constantinople. universalism of
the roman Church began losing ground, so the final division happened in
1054.
in the ninth century, most of the modern-day Bosnia and Herzegovina belonged to serbia. Most scholars agree that the western border of serbia
was the vrbas river (others claim it was the una river). at the same time,
in the southern part of the today’s bosnia and herzegovina or the republic of srpska independent serbian states existed: zachumia and travunia
(trebinje). it is assumed that the first forms of government were local parishes based on blood relations that would later be organized in broader
communities, i.e. states. aside from them there were mentions of Pagania
(the neretva river region), rama, usora and soli (tuzla), donji Kraji (Kljuc,
Kotor), Pliva, Hlivno, Pset. vrhbosna should not be left out (with cities of
Kotorac and the unknown desnik). it was a region around the spring of
the Bosnia river in the sarajevo Field, which would expand later into a
banovina gathering the upper mentioned areas.
serbian ruler, Petar gojnikovic, ruled serbia and thereby zachlumia and
travunia, parts of the modern-day B&H. Petar gojnikovic managed to rule
until 917, when the Bulgarians tricked him and threw him into dungeon.
the Bulgarians conquered zachlumia and travunia in 924. From 930 to
960, serbian duke Caslav Klonimirovic ruled eastern parts of Bosnia and
herzegovina and western parts of today’s serbia. he liberated his country
from Bulgarian occupation and acknowledged the supremacy of the Byzantine empire.7
in historical context, the first time Bosnia was mentioned as a territory
was in a political-geographical manual written in 958 by the Byzantine
emperor Constantine Porphyrogenitus. in a section about the lands of
the serbian despotate he writes: “…in the Christianized serbia there are
7 Milanović, Miodrag, Pisani izvori i komentari o povesti Srba sa hronologijom, vandalija,
Beograd, 2013
Figure 2: tabula moderna, Bossinae, serviae, greciae et scclavoniae, year 1513

inhabited cities destinicon (etc.)…and Katera and desnik in Bosnia.” this
clearly means that bosnia (smaller than the modern-day bosnia and concentrated along the Bosnia river flowing from a place near sarajevo northwards) was viewed as an individual territory, even though back then it
belonged to the serbs. in the sixties of the tenth century it once again fell
under Croatian rule and remained under Croatian authority for a half a
century. 8
Bohus says the following about Bosnia: ”it was named after the river Bosnia, former rama, rama is the old name of Bosnia. Hungarian kings from
the Xi century added rex ramae (king of Bosnia) to their title. the river
was known for its gold-colored sand found on its shores. it flowed through
a province known for dense forests and mountains rich with ore. Two cities, Keter and desnik, were at its heart. Bosnia consisted of parishes protected by natural fortifications, inaccessible to the enemy. White serbs
from Bosnia were Christianized in 863 ad. their episcopate was founded
in 877.” 9
at the turn of the ninth century, northern Croatia and a good part of northern and north-western bosnia were conquered by the franks of charles
the great. these territories remained under Frankish rule until the seventies of the ninth century. it is probably then when the old tribal order
in Bosnia and Croatia began to change under the influence of Western
european feudalism. at the beginning of the tenth century, Croatia was
powerful and independent state ruled by king tomislav, when most of the
northern and western Bosnia belonged to his kingdom. after his death
in (probably around 928), Croatia was torn by a civil war and for a short
period (between the thirties and the sixties) most part of Bosnia belonged
to the restored and strong serbian Principality, which acknowledged the
supremacy of the Byzantine empire.
therefore, in 1019, once again powerful Byzantine empire under emperor
Basil ii, “the Bulgar slayer”, forced serbian and Croatian rulers to acknowledge the supremacy of the Byzantine empire. nominal vassalage of the
Croats gradually transformed into a form of alliance, so in the 11th century parts of Bosnia came under the rule of a Croatian lord for a certain
period, while the eastern parts came under the rule of serbian lords who
were under closer Byzantine control. More independent were areas to the
south of Bosnia – the territory of duklja, known as zeta (Montenegro) and
Hum or zachlumia (Herzegovina), where local serbian dukes resisted Byzantine rule. these areas united into a serbian principality that expanded
to the serbian territory of rascia in the seventies of the 11th century. in
the eighties it further expanded under king Bodin including most of Bosnia, but shortly after Bodin’s death in 1101 the kingdom broke apart. 10
the rascian ruler desa merged duklja and travunia with rascia after 1162.
on the rascian throne desa was replaced by his brother, stefan nemanja,
in 1170, the founder of the ruling dynasty of nemanjic. Besides rascia, stefan nemanja ruled duklja, travunia, zachlumia and Metohia. subsequent
rulers from the nemanjic dynasty continued to rule these territories. 11
8 Malcom, -p.27
9 Milanović, -p.56
10 Malcom, -p.28
11 antić, Čedomir i Kecmanović, nenad, Istorija Republike Srpske, srpska književna zadruga, republika srpska, 2015
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the first known Bosnian ban was ban Boric (1154-1164). He lived until the
end of the 12th century, so he was probably very young when he ruled
bosnia. during his rule there was a great war between the hungarian king
stephen v and the Byzantine emperor Komnenos over domination in the
Balkans. Ban Boric sided with the Hungarian king and participated with his
army in this war and in the siege of Branicevo. on his return to Bosnia, ban
Boric was defeated by the Byzantine army. 12

The bosnian sTaTe in The Middle age
the Bosnian state was formed during the rule of ban Kulin (1180 – 1204),
when it included a small part of the modern-day Bosnia and Herzegovina,
while southern parts of the modern-day bosnia and herzegovina (herzegovina) belonged to serbia and northern and western parts (semberija,
Posavina, Bosanska Krajina) belonged to Hungary. in the 13th century, in
the area under Hungarian rule there were provinces (banovinas) named
soli and usora. From 1282 to 1316 the serbian king ruled soli and usora.
the Bosnian ban stefan ii Kotromanic (1322 – 1353) merged territories of
soli, usora, donji Krajevi and Hum to Bosnia, by which most of the modern-day bosnia and herzegovina came under his reign. 13
stefan tvrtko i Kotromanic, the Bosnian ban from 1353 to 1377, expanded
the territory of bosnia even further. he joined bosnia with gornje podrinje, trebinje and western territories. Because of the fact that he ruled in
some of the countries of the nemanjic dynasty and because he was their
relative, according to heritage rules and customs he crowned himself the
King of the serbs, Bosnia and Primorje (seaside). tvrtko was crowned by a
serbian metropolitan in the monastery of Mileseva, on the grave of saint
sava. He was crowned with the crown of stefan the First-Crowned, the
first king of the nemanjic dynasty in 1377. From that moment onwards he
bore the nemanjic name as well.
around 1412, the most part of the Kingdom of Bosnia and western part of
the modern-day republic of srpska was ruled by the herzeg hrvoje vukcic
Hrvatinic, while the eastern part was ruled by Pavle radenovic. He ruled
trebinje, Bileca, visegrad, etc. other parts of Herzegovina were ruled by
duke sandalj Hranic Kosaca.
stefan vukcic Kosaca stood up to king stefan tomas and founded the
dukedom of saint sava which he ruled by himself. in 1448 in the monastery of Mileseva he was proclaimed the herzeg of saint sava. The territory
he ruled was later named herzegovina.
son of the Bosnian king stefan tomas, the King of the serbs, Bosnia, Primorje, Hum lands, donji Kraji, usora, soli, Podrinje and Western sides stefan tomasevic married the daughter of the despot of serbia, Lazar Brankovic, in 1459. tomasevic then became the despot of serbia, by which,
along with Bosnia, his ruling family began their rule over serbia as well,
which practically was the unification of Bosnia and serbia. However, his
rule over serbia lasted only two months. stefan tomasevic had to flee serbia in front of the ottomans, and serbia itself fell under ottoman rule.14
12 Klajic, nada, Srednjovijekovna Bosna, politički položaj bosanskih vladara do Tvrtkove
krunidbe 1377,zagreb 1989
13 antić, Čedomir i Kecmanović, nenad, Istorija Republike Srpske, srpska književna zadruga, republika srpska, 2015
14 Klajic

The new age
the history of B&H in the new age was marked by ottoman rule and austro-Hungarian occupation.

oTToMan rule
the last Bosnian king stefan tomasevic was killed by the ottomans in 1463
and that was when Bosnia came under ottoman rule. Herzegovina became a part of the ottoman empire sometime later, in 1482. at that time,
northern parts of the modern-day bosnia and herzegovina were under
Hungarian jurisdiction. srebrenicka and Jajacka banovina existed in these
areas then. in the 16th century these territories were occupied by the
ottomans as well.
Hungarian forces occasionally raided and overtook ottoman properties
but their resistance was finally broken at the beginning of the 16th century. in 1521 hungary lost belgrade and srebrenicka banovina together with
it. in the battle at Mohacs in 1526 the Hungarian state was destroyed. its
remains were put under the protection of the Habsburg dynasty, which
took over some Hungarian properties in Bosnia as well. However, that
reign was short-lived, because the ottomans unstoppably advanced towards the west conquering Jajce, Lika, slavonia and dalmatia in the modern-day Croatia. 15
From the beginning, the ottoman feudal system was imposed to Bosnia.
during ottoman rule, the modern-day Bosnia and Herzegovina was a part
of the Bosnia Pashaluk, which was divided on sanjaks. important sanjaks
were the Bosnian, Herzegovinian and zvornik sanjaks, which lasted the
longest and which were founded before the bosnia pashaluk. during
ottoman rule, great numbers of the serbs were forced into islam. one
of the most prominent islamized serbs was the grand ottoman vizier
Mehmed-Pasha sokolovic, born in Bosnia, thanks to whom the operation
of the patriarchate of pec was restored in 1557. other member of the
sokolovic family, Ferhat-Pasha, became the first pasha or the governor of
Bosnia in 1580. in 1527 the Bosnia eyalet was established which became
the Bosnia Pashaluk in 1580. Within the ottoman empire, a pashaluk was
the biggest socio-political entity consisting of more sanjaks, eight in the
case of bosnia. The bosnia eyalet was governed by beglerbeg and it included occupied parts of the modern-day Bosnia and Herzegovina, plus
some parts of Croatia, Montenegro and serbia. While the neighboring
countries were divided into several eyalets, Bosnia remained a single entity and maintained its territorial integrity throughout the entire time of
ottoman occupation. the first seat of the Bosnia eyalet since 1527 was in
Banja Luka, but it moved to sarajevo in 1639, then to travnik in 1697, and
then again to sarajevo in 1850. in the entire period, the strength of the
ottoman state is demonstrated through high taxes and other pressures
imposed on the local orthodox and Catholic population. in that period
15 stanojević, stanoje, Istorija Bosne i Hercegovine, naučno društvo za slovenske umjetnosti i kulturu,2002 , -p.15
Figure 3: dalmatia et albania, istria, Bosnia, servia, Croatia e parte di schiavonia, year 1698
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bosnia and herzegovina became home to the sephardi jews that found
refuge in it after being persecuted from spain.
all these event proved that the ottoman empire was a fearsome and very
effective military machine. during the reign of Mehmed ii (1451 - 1481)
there was a series of conquests and challenges for the neighboring powers: after he conquered Constantinople in 1453, he continued forward
conquering northern serbia, parts of anatolia, vlachia, Bosnia and Herzegovina, defeated the venetian army in greece, raided Moldova and Hungary, sieged the island of rhodes and was preparing for a great invasion of
italy but then he died. His heir Bayezid ii (1481-1512) focused more on internal affairs of the empire, but he also waged wars with Moldova, Poland,
Hungary and venice. suleiman the Magnificent (1520-1566) once again
hit the north-west: in his first 13 years of rule he brought most of Hungary
down to the status of a vassal territory and arrived at the gates of vienna.
the peace treaty he signed with austria in 1533 marked the beginning of a
long period of bloody but mostly static clashes between the ottoman and
Habsburg empires; by the end of that century both sides built a borderline zone against each other, guarded by a network of fortifications and
belligerent peasants who could not be controlled entirely by either side.16
the ottoman empire, until it began to deteriorate and lag behind, which
was a process beginning in the middle of the 16th century, was essentially
a military organization. it focused on robbery and collecting tributes, while
the administrative system had a goal to provide it two things: men who
would wage wars and money to pay those men. armed forces consisted
of two main categories. There was the regular army directly paid by the
ottoman state, which consisted of the Janissaries (regular foot soldiers)
and permanently paid cavalry known as the sipahis of the porte (the porte
was the traditional name of the emperor’s government in stamboul). the
janissary received new troops through the system of paying tributes in
male children (known as devoirme/devshirme/”collecting”). this was how
serbian orthodox children in Bosnia were taken away from their parents
in order to feed the machinery of the ottoman state known as “tribute in
blood”. in the 15th and 16th centuries, when devshirme was in full swing,
throughout villages of most of the Christian europe boys were collected
in various but frequent periods and taken to stamboul. There they were
converted to islam and trained to join the janissaries or to become the
sultan’s personal servants or clerks in various state ministries. 17
at the end of the 16th century ottoman advance was slowing down after
the habsburgs strengthened their central power on their lands and organized the system of military colonies known as the Military Frontier. in the
17th century occasional clashes occur along that border without winners,
until the ottoman empire lost a part of territories of the Bosnia eyalet
after the exhausting Candian war with the republic of venice. 18
the turning-point in ottoman history was the defeat at vienna in 1683,
after which the Habsburgs retook Hungary and slavonia from the otto16 Malcom, -p.28
17 Malcom, -p.48
18 stanojević, stanoje, Istorija Bosne i Hercegovine, naučno društvo za slovenske umjetnosti i kulturu,2002 , -p.18
Figure 4: Carte de la Bosnie, Croatie, La Morlaquie, Partie des Confins, Maritiemes, partie
de la dalmatie, partie de la servie, et partie de L’esclavonie, year 1698
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mans after a long war, while the venetians from dalmatia also raided Bosnian territories. those losses were verified by the peace treaty in sremski
Karlovci in 1699. territorial losses continued with the Pozarevac treaty in
1718, when permanent border was established between venetian lands in
dalmatia and the ottoman empire, which would later become the foundation for the present southern border of Bosnia and Herzegovina. the same
peace treaty enabled the habsburgs to claim a part of the modern-day
Bosnia and Herzegovina, but they had to leave it after defeat in 1739.
in the 18th century, the first rebellions of the local islamized nobility
against the central government occurred. Partially wanting to lower their
dissatisfaction, the central government made certain concessions to local
feudatories by giving them broad autonomy through the existing system
of captaincies.
19
in the first half of the 19th century there were frequent rebellions and
uprisings of captaincies. in 1831, Husein-Captain gradascevic led a rebellion defeating the ottoman forces and officially proclaiming the autonomy
of Bosnia in sarajevo. on the other side, in serbia, the First serbian uprising took place during which some eastern parts of the modern-day B&H
occasionally belonged to Karadjordje’s serbia. in 1833 the Herzegovinian
Pashaluk was established. it was a special ottoman province completely
detached from the bosnia pashaluk. over the following two decades another two rebellions occurred in Bosnia. as a response, the sultan sent
omer-Pasha Latas to Bosnia in 1850, who established complete control
over bosnia and who abolished captaincies introducing a new system of
government which divided the country into 9 regions. each of the regions
was governed by a kaymakam. still, increasingly bad economic situation
in the country and increasing pressure on the Christian population led to
further rebellions. in 1875 the uprising in Herzegovina broke out expanding to the territory of bosnia as well. The following year rebels received
support from serbia and Montenegro. in order to protect these countries
against ottoman retaliation, russia intervened and its forces reached as far
as stamboul. in order to prevent russia from taking control over the entire
balkans other european powers organized the berlin congress. it formally
confirmed ottoman sovereignty over Bosnia and Herzegovina, but, in order to protect the Crhistian population, it was decided that austria was to
enforce law over this area and the region of sanjak. 20

ausTro-hungarian rule
even in 1857 marshal radetzki and admiral Tegethof emphasized the importance of the occupation of Bosnia and Herzegovina for strategic reasons – to secure austrian coastline lands of istra and dalmatia.
after 1878 the territory of Bosnia and Herzegovina came under the jurisdiction of austria-Hungary. By the end of ottoman rule the serbs were the
largest ethnic group in bosnia and herzegovina. according to the census
19 Hammer, Joseph von, Istorija Osmanskog carsva, tom 3, zagreb, 1979
20 stanojević, -p.19

Figure 5: Corographia del regno di Bosna argentina, year 1738

from 1879 the population of Bosnia and Herzegovina was: serbs (43%),
Muslims (39%), Croats (18%). the Banja Luka County existed as an administrative territorial unit during austro-Hungarian rule. 21
Leading military and political figures of the Monarchy were convinced
that by the occupation of Bosnia and Herzegovina important objectives
were being realized: in strategic terms, control was being maintained over
istra and dalmatia, important steps were being undertaken in economic
and political advancement to the south-east, it prevented the foundation of a greater state at the southern borders, and important economic
area was secured for austro-hungarian capital. by conquering bosnia and
Herzegovina it would be unnecessary to maintain the Military Frontier,
because Bosnia and Herzegovina would then its role of protecting the border. the Frontier would then be returned to Croatia, which would then be
enlarged and able to unite all Croatian lands. that greater Croatia would
be the counterweight to serbia and Montenegro and also the guard of the
Monarchy in the east. austrian occupation caused great changes in Bosnia
and Herzegovina in every aspect. after chaotic situation in which these
two provinces existed for over a half a century, after lawlessness and insecurity, Bosnia and Herzegovina came under rule of a modern state. the
next step was to modernize these provinces. When austrian army occupied them, every aspect of life there resembled life of the Middle ages.
austria wanted to create cultural provinces with modern societies in regions where disorder and insecurity existed. 22
after agreement was concluded in stamboul on april 21, 1879,
austria-Hungary sent its troops to sanjak, while the Porte maintained its
governance and administration in that region.
the former Bosnia eyalet then became reichsland, sanjaks became counties and kazas became kotars, while nahiyas became kotar outposts. With
some changes, 54 kotars and 23 kotar outposts existed during austro-Hungarian rule. The main body of authority was the state government in sarajevo. it officially began to function on January 1, 1879. the government
was headed by the governor of the country. 23
administration was consolidated quickly, after minor attempts of armed
resistance out of which the most important was the herzegovina-boka
uprising which lasted shortly. new administration brought quick and relatively visible progress to the people of Bosnia and Herzegovina, even
though bosnia and herzegovina remained one of the poorest and underdeveloped regions of austria-Hungary during the entire occupation. reform of public administration was introduced along with new, advanced,
laws, and the Bosnia and Herzegovina railways and modern roads connected it with the rest of europe. also, industry is established for the
first time in history in Bosnia and Herzegovina. significant demographic
changes occur in that period. a part of the islamized population migrates
to regions under ottoman rule, while the Croats and other members of
other nations of the Monarchy settle Bosnia and Herzegovina, thereby
21 Hrvatsko planinarsko društvo, Bosna i Hercegovina, tisak antuna scholza, zagreb,
1909
22 skarić, vladislav,nuri Hadžić, stojanović nikola, Bosna i Hercegovina pod austro-ugarskom upravom, geca Kon, Beograd, 1938
23 smolle, dr.Leo, Nove zemlje pod vlašću Austro-Ugarske, Bosna i Hercegovina, styria,
graz, 1901
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increasing the share of Catholics in the total population. 24
Military administration governed the country during the occupation. emperor’s order from october 29, 1879, ordered that military commanders
were to head the administration. they were responsible for public security, road building, and organization of governance. governor of the country was general with the state government at his side, which was initially
divided into four departments (internal affairs, finance, justice and construction), while from 1912 it had six departments (administration, justice, religion and education, and economy and technology). until 1882 the
country was governed by the occupational military administration, which
was then replaced by civilian administration. that same year, actual executive power was given to “adlatus” under jurisdiction and according to
instructions from the joint minister of finance from vienna.25
the temporary organization of occupational administration in Bosnia and
Herzegovina showed many weaknesses and the administration system fell
into crisis on various internal policy issues, which led to deterioration of
relations with the majority of the population, which finally resulted in an
uprising in the eastern herzegovina and eastern bosnia in 1882. favorable
situation in international relations and immense financial and military assets enabled the Monarchy to defeat the resistance movement. in amidst
those developments, in the summer of 1882 changes occurred in the
structure of occupational administration. Benjamin Kallay was appointed
the joint minister of finance. He was very well familiarized with Bosnia and
Herzegovina and Balkan circumstances. in 1908 austria-Hungary decided
to formally annexate Bosnia and Herzegovina. as compensation, sanjak
was returned to the ottoman empire. this provoked the annexation crisis
and increased inter-ethnic tensions within bosnia and herzegovina. They
would intensify after the Balkan Wars, which ended with the victories of
serbia and Montenegro, i.e. the division of sanjak. 26
after preparations regarding interior and foreign policy affairs were completed in the summer of 1908, the austro-Hungarian emperor Franz Joseph signed the documents on the annexation of Bosnia and Herzegovina
on october 5, 1908, which was then published in the newspapers on october 6 and in the official “Wiener zeitung” on october 7. 27
different attitudes towards the annexation were present in Bosnia and
Herzegovina. initial reports on the reaction stated that a great majority of
the rural Christian population in the country was politically disinterested
in the new order only hoping for a better quality of life. any significant
movements could not be established because of weak reaction from opposition political groups. the urban orthodox population was against the
annexation but it did not demonstrate its dissatisfaction, heeding to the
advice of political organizations.
the Catholic population greeted the news on the annexation with great
joy. Most of the Muslim population was shocked by it. therefore, immediately after the annexation symptoms of emigration movements could
24 stanojević, -p.23
25 skarić, vladislav,nuri Hadžić, stojanović nikola, Bosna i Hercegovina pod austro-ugarskom upravom, geca Kon, Beograd, 1938
26 Ćorović, vladimir, Historija Bosne, in glas srpske, Banja Luka, 1999
27 Sarajevski list, Proglas, sarajevo, 1908
Figure 6: Plan von einem theil der grafschaft Herzegovina, year 1788
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be felt. 28
during the great War, the prevailing opinion within political circles was
that the annexation crisis marked the final turning-point in the international political life. recent researches have revealed even more arguments that the annexation crisis was the turning-point at which not only
individual powers but also blocks of world powers departed from each
other, altogether leading directly to the resolution of their differences
through war. 29

The firsT world war
similar to Croatia, in Bosnia and Herzegovina among politically active
youth emerged radical nationalistic organizations advocating for the creation of the yugoslavian state. one of them was the young Bosnia, whose
member was gavrilo princip.
after the maneuvers at tarcin on June 26 and 27, 1914, in which troops
of the Xv sarajevo and Xvi dubrovnik corps participated, the heir to the
throne, an archduke Franz Ferdinand arrived in an official visit to sarajevo on June 28, on the orthodox saint’s day of vidovdan. Besides officials
assassins anticipated him as well and his security was flawed. a bomb
thrown by nedeljko Cabrinovic did not hit its target, but the first bullet
fired by gavrilo Princip was fatal for the archduke Franz Ferdinand, while
the second one, intended for the governor general Potiorek, hit his wife
sofia, the duchess of Hochenberg. 30 this event served as the provocation
for the first world war.
after the assassination of the archduke Franz Ferdinand, the state of war
ensued in Bosnia and Herzegovina. the assassination caused deep distress among the Catholic and Muslim populations. First street protests occurred in the evening of June 28 in sarajevo. officers took part in it as well.
the next day a true small-scale war followed. Muslims and Catholics began with destroying serbian shops and houses. Police, gendarmerie, and
even soldiers were not able to prevent rioting. Protesters targeted serbian residents and institutions, so the first ones that were attacked were
“Prosvjeta”, “narod” and “srpska rijec”, serbian schools, hotel “europe”
and many other shops that belonged to “narod” and group connected to
“otadzbina”, which were all devastated by protesters.
Military and political elites in vienna and Berlin saw the sarajevo assassination as an excellent cause for war against serbia. therefore, it was
concluded that a demand in the form of ultimatum should be delivered to
serbia but in such form that it was most probably impossible to be accepted thus paving the way for a radical solution. 31
once the Council of Ministers gave its approval, the official vienna and
Berlin began drafting the memorandum, which was kept far from public eyes. When nikola Pasic, the president of the Council of Ministers of
serbia, delivered negative response of the serbian government regarding approval for an independent investigation of the assassination on the
28 Sarajevski list, izvještaji iz BiH, sarajevo
29 Larous ,Enciklopedija, Balkan, 1909
30 tomac, Petar, Prvi svetski rat, Beograd, 1968
31 dorst, Klaus, Wünsche,Wolfgang, Der ersten Weltkrieg. Erscheinung und Wesen, Berlin,
1989

territory of serbia, the austro-Hungarian ambassador in Belgrade provided a brief comment stating that the serbian response was dissatisfactory
and that embassy staff would leave Belgrade on the same day. after the
ultimatum period expired, serbia initiated mobilization, because the declaration of war was expected to happen in a matter of hours. one of the
omens of an impending war was the removal of officers’ families from
Bileca and trebinje. When it finally became clear that war was imminent,
emperor Franz Joseph gave authorization to the High Command to ready
all fortified points in Bosnia and Herzegovina and dalmatia, including the
petrovaradin fortress for the state of war.
at the very beginning of war, eastern Bosnia served as the base for two
unsuccessful attempts of conquering serbia when the Monarchy was defeated in the battles of Cer and Kolubara. still, the southeastern part of
Bosnia and Herzegovina became battlefield and remained under the control of serbian and Montenegrin forces. When the Central Powers finally
conquered serbia and Montenegro in late 1915 and early 1916, peace ensued in bosnia and herzegovina.
From the beginning of august of 1914 until the beginning of 1916, Bosnia
and herzegovina was the area of direct combat. ravages of war in areas
of military operations, refugees, evacuations, and interventions caused
great disorders in country’s economy and an increased demand for contributions for war. after the unsuccessful offensive of the v and vi austro-Hungarian armies on serbia in Jadar, they had to retreat across the drina river.32 during 1915 a whole series of political court processes was led
in bosnia and herzegovina. That year four larger court processes against
students were implemented.
the great War opened realistic possibilities of the foundation of the yugoslavian state in case of defeat of the central powers. Main promoters
of such development were the serbian government and the Yugoslavian
Board. ruling elites in serbia considered a possibility of the creation of
the yugoslavian state by simply expanding the border of the Kingdom of
serbia to Bosnia and Herzegovina, Montenegro, southern dalmatia, vojvodina, and srem.
the arrangement of the future state was agreed on Corfu after deliberation led by serbian political parties and members of the yugoslavian
Board. the Corfu declaration proclaimed on July 20, 1917, stated that the
future state would be arranged as a unitaristic, parliamentary monarchy
under the name of the Kingdom of the serbs, Croats, and slovenes (sHs).
the principle of citizen and religious equality, with certain degree of autonomy, was emphasized.
at sessions held in zagreb from october 17 to 19, the People’s Council of
the slovenes, Croats and serbs was transformed into the central body of
the state of sHs. 18 representatives of Bosnia and Herzegovina entered
the plenary session of the People’s Council of sHs. the definitive foundation of the state of sHs came on october 29, 1918, after the Croatian national assembly decided to break all state and legal connections between
the tripartite Kingdom of Croatia, slavonia and dalmatia with the Kingdom
32 Bogičević, vojislav, Sarajevski atentat, sarajevo , svjetlost, 1965
Figure 7: Übersichtskarte der allgemeinen Bevolkerungsdichtigkeit per Quadratmeilen,
von Bosnien und der Herzegovina, year 1885
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of Hungary and the austrian empire and to join the state of the slovenes,
Croats, and serbs. Members of the sHs state delegation found themselves
under great pressure in Belgrade, so they had to abandon the instruction
from Zagreb to insist on federal arrangement of the future country. on
december 1, 1918, the delegation delivered to the regent alexander Karadjordjevic the so-called address, in which they invited him in the name of
King Peter i to take the governance over the whole country and in which
they expressed the desire that the state of sHs unifies with serbia and
Montenegro into the joint state of the serbs, Croats, and slovenes. they
also expressed the desire to form the joint People’s representation and
the single government together with representatives of the government
of serbia and political parties of serbia and Montenegro. in his response
to the address, alexander Karadjordjevic issued a statement proclaiming
the unification of serbia with countries of the independent state of the
slovenes, Croats, and serbs into the unique “Kingdom of the serbs, Croats,
and slovenes”. that was how Bosnia and Herzegovina became a member
of the state of the slovenes, Croats and serbs thus entering the newly
formed Yugoslavian state. 33
austro-hungarian rule in bosnia and herzegovinaended in october 1918
when this area was taken over by the state of the serbs, Croats, and slovenes.

The Modern age
the state of the serbs, Croats, and slovenes united with the Kingdom of
serbia on december 1, 1918 into a state of the serbs, Croats, and slovenes.
Within the new state, Bosnia and Herzegovina ceased to exist as a unique
administrative whole when the vidovdan Constitution was adopted in
1921. it was divided between several surrounding regions and from 1929
it was divided into several banovinas. the Banovina of Croatia - created in
1939 by merging the savska and Primorska banovinas - was additionally
expanded by the addition of some parts of Bosnia and Herzegovina. the
drinska and vrbaska banovinas, however, remained under control of the
government in belgrade.
during the World War ii, the Kingdom of yugoslavia was attacked by the
axis powers in 1941 and forced its army into capitulation on april 17,
1941. ten days before, german forces entered zagreb and the independent state of Croatia (ndH) was proclaimed the same day. the victorious
axis powers decided that the whole territory of Bosnia and Herzegovina
should come under the ndH control, whose governor ante Pavelic initialized to implement a policy of elimination of serbian population that involved forced conversion to Catholicism, expelling and genocide. during
that period, in concentration camps and war activities around 1 820 000
of the serbs were killed. on the other hand, the ndH considered Muslims
as the islamic croats.
the ndH, however, could not impose its authority over the entire Bosnia
and herzegovina where many rebellions against the new regime began
to occur, especially in areas inhabited by the serb population and during
the period after german attack on the ussr in June 1941. in time, rebels separated into two fractions - the partisans under the control of tito’s
33 Šehić , zijad, in Narodno jedinstvo

communists, who were once again the serbs in majority and who fought
for socialism and federal rearrangement of yugoslavia after liberation, and
the chetniks, who tried to preserve the pre-war state arrangement.
after the fall of the uzice republic in serbia in 1941, main partisan forces
moved to Bosnia and Herzegovina, which was to become the center for
their activities.
after the end of war, Bosnia and Herzegovina was one of the most undeveloped and poorest regions of yugoslavia, additionally ravaged by horrific war destructions and great demographic losses.
it is important to mention the recognition of the Muslims - who had been
regarded as only a religious group - as one of the constitutional nations of
the sFry. this happened at the beginning of 1970s.
in 1991 mass persecution of more than 400 000 serbs began in the territory of the republic of Croatia, which was the reason for the intervention
by military forces of the yugoslav national army. on January 9, 1992, the
serbs proclaimed the serbs republic of bosnia and herzegovina. it was
the response to the decision of the government in sarajevo to implement
a referendum on the independence of B&H on February 29 and March 1,
1992. on the grounds of that the independence of bosnia and herzegovina was proclaimed on april 5, 1992. the dayton treaty ended the war
in 1995. thereby, the republic of srpska (originally named the serbian
republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina) lost a large part of its territory. this
agreement divided Bosnia and Herzegovina on the Federation of Bosnia
and Herzegovina, the republic of srpska, and the district Brcko.
today, more than 20 years after the treaty agreement, Bosnia and Herzegovina is still in an unfavorable position and a bad economic situation.
tensions between members of different nations in the country still exist.

Figure 8: Map of Bosnia and Herzegovina, year 1909
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The developMenT of infrasTrucTure in
bosnia and herZegovina Through hisTorY
roads
the development of infrastructure in Bosnia and Herzegovina significantly
influenced the development of settlements and, later, towns as stopping
points on those roads. therefore, an overview of infrastructural development, i.e. roads and especially railways during austro-Hungarian rule, is
essential for understanding the urbanization of Bosnia and Herzegovina.
While in the dark and Middle ages traffic was mostly directed towards the
adriatic coast, later, at the end of ottoman rule it turned more towards
east and the great belgrade – stamboul road. during austro-hungarian
occupation traffic was mostly oriented towards centers of the former
monarchy.

roman and classical period
the history of Bosnian roads goes far back in time, even in the old classical roman era, when they ruled the Balkans. the romans knew how to
choose the most favorable passes through mountains and short lines as
well. there were roads from several developed dalmatian cities to the
inland of Bosnia and further to the sava, danube and drina rivers, thorugh which the romans controlled those areas. traffic was dense on these
roads because gold and silver mines were exploited in the inland.there
were two important roads: one led through the glamoc field, Mliniste, Podrasnica, Banja Luka and gradiska, while the other went from arzan and
the Kupres field all the way through the upper vrbas and travnik reaching
the Bosnia river. also, there was a road from narona that went through
the valley of the neretva river through Mostar and Konjic, stretching further to sarajevo and romania Mountain following the valley of the drina
river. in northwestern bosnia there are traces of a roman road thorugh
the glamoc field along the valley of the sava river.

ed roman road over Kupres to travnik and the middle Bosnia region; road
from sarajevo following the valley of the Bosnia river through visoko,
vranduk, doboj and Kotor on the sava river; road from Kladusa to Krupa
through the valley of the sana river through Jajce and travnik; road from
sarajevo through visegrad to dobrun. 34

ottoman rule
the rule of omer pasha Latas brought significant improvements in infrastructure due to his military operations. roads from Brod through zenica,
sarajevo, and Mostar to Metkovic were reconstructed thus paving the way
for the most important railway route that would be built there 100 years
later. The same happened to several roads around the lower sava river.
the total length of roads in this period was 900 km. an ottoman law
obliged all male residents aged 16 to 60 with labor duties. each year, all of
them had to use their draught animals to work for 5 to 6 days on roads in
the vicinity of 12 walking hours from their place of residence.
some significant bridges were built during ottoman rule, such as the
bridge in visegrad, built in 1577 out of carved stone. the bridge endured
the catastrophic floods of 1896, but it was damaged during the great War.

austro-hungarian rule

two groups of roads are known to have existed during the Middle ages.
one group included roads leading away from the coastline roads on the
sava river and towards the great military road leading from belgrade to
Constantinople (stamboul). the other group of roads included the roads
spanning parallel to the coastline, following the curves of valleys from
north-west to south-east. These were the main dubrovnik trade routs
from the coastline to the bosnian market. roads of importance for this
paper are: from dubrovnik to trebinje, Foca and novi Pazar and further to
nis; road used for the transportation of silver from the neretva river over
ivanovo sedlo further through visoko and zvornik to Belgrade; the inherit

article 25 of the Berlin Contract dated July 13, 1878, granting the Monarchy the international mandate to occupy and govern Bosnia and Herzegovina, enabled austria-Hungary the right to maintain garrisons and military
and trade routes in the novi Pazar district (sandzak) in order to support
the new political conditions and availability and safety of roads.
the occupation of Bosnia and Herzegovina marked the beginning of an
entirely different era of roadbuilding. occupational administration needed
as much new roads as possible and as soon as possible in order to implement occupation and to establish and organize its system of government.
reconstruction of existing roads started immediately. Military aided in the
construction until 1883. in those 5 years they reconstructed around 1500
km of roads.
situation caused by the occupation produced these fixed principles for the
construction of road network: on the sava river three points of penetration in the inland had to be built leading from gradiska, Brod and Brcko to
the country’s capital. good roadways had to be built from sarajevo to the
boundary with neighboring countries to the east reaching sandzak and a
road to thessaloniki. roads had to be built in several directions of inland

Figure 9: routen in Bosnien und Herzegowina, year 1876

34 skakić, Miloš, Bosna i Hercegovina, sarajevska sekcija udruženja jugoslovenskih inženjera i arhitekata, sarajevo, 1922, -p.239.
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penetration beginning in spljet (solin), Metkovic and dubrovnik. traffic
modernization in Bosnia and Herzegovina was initialized in the middle of
the XiX century, when increased importance of the sarajevo-Konjic-Mostar-Metkovic road turned it into a major regional road spanning through
the valleys of the Bosnia and neretva rivers (Brod-sarajevo-Metkovic) thus
gaining advantage in bosnia and herzegovina trade with other countries
and becoming the decisive factor in the integration of domestic trade, especially within the austrian and Hungarian economic and trade expansion
in bosnia and herzegovina.
the existing road network consisting of 1375 km of main roads and 1083
km of local roads was handed over for reconstruction in 1879. in order
to address this huge necessity the austro-Hungarian authorities resorted to using local population and legalized the work obligation inherited
from the ottomans. From 1880 to 1900, around 2750 km of roads and 121
bridges were built. the most expensive road was from Jajce to Banja Luka
due to steep and rocky canyon of the vrbas river. additional tunnel building made it even more costly. The majority of roads was built from 1884
to 1887. according to 1910 statistics the total length of roads registered
was around 6900 km. traffic density on these roads varied. the road from
Brod to sarajevo had low traffic density because railway was built shortly.
More attention was paid to railways. it is the railway infrastructure that
lifted Bosnia and Herzegovina up to another level of development. 35

railwaYs
atmosphere prior to austro-hungarian monarchy
raiLWay doBrLJin - BanJa LuKa
austro-Hungarian traffic plans and policy prior to the occupation considered Bosnia primarily as a possible transit area towards the east, without
direct interest to establish railway connection between the Monarchy and
bosnia.
baron hirsch was tasked with building the main line from stamboul to
austrian border in Bosnia, connecting with südbahn railways on the sava
river. While austria-Hungary insisted on junction in Brod, the ottoman
empire wanted to place it in novi, but could not provide adequate financing. still, in 1872, Hirsch built the first railway in Bosnia and Herzegovina from dobrljin to Banja Luka, which was opened for traffic on december 24, 1872, in the municipality of Bosanski novi or novi grad as it is
called today. This was a narrow gauge railway from banja luka to dobrljin
(101.6km). 36 it was built according to plans of the ottoman empire as a
section of stamboil main railway that was supposed to connect stamboul
with vienna through südbahntrase. The so-called stamboul main railway
was supposed to go from trakia and rumelia, skopje and Mitrovica, Bijelo
35 skakić, Miloš, Bosna i Hercegovina, sarajevska sekcija udruženja jugoslovenskih inženjera i arhitekata, sarajevo, 1922, -p.243.
36 Privilegovane zemaljske banke za Bosnu i Hercegovinu, Bosansko-hercegovački kompas, vogler i dr. Buchdruckerei, sarajevo 1911, -p.34
Figure 10: ubersichts-Karte von Bosnien und der Hercegovina, year 1885

Polje, sarajevo, Jajce, and Banja Luka to dobrljin. traffic on this railway
stopped in the middle of 1875 due to the uprising in Bosanska Krajina.
it was re-established in 1878 with the entry of austro-hungarian forces
when this line was named “emperor’s - King’s railway Banja Luka-dobrljin”. 37
austrian efforts to build an oriental railway through Bosnia were related
to a project by the englishman ralph earl, aimed at connecting dalmatia
and vienna through Bosnia. despite being welcomed in stamboul, this
plan failed like all other plans on connecting split and dalmatia with the
inland and austria. the reason for this lied in the opposition of the Hungarian government to enabling split become competition to rijeka and in
its protection of the rijeka railway, whose construction had began in the
meantime. 38

The period of austrio-hungarian rule
Following the 1878 occupation, capitalistic social relations in Bosnia and
Herzegovina was developing in conditions where the state acted as the
most important political and economic factor in the development of
traffic, industry and other branches of economy aside from agriculture.
The state owned most of forests and total ore resources of the area. The
state did not have own financial assets to exploit these resources so it
was forced to seek capital for initial investments. What made the situation
more difficult was the fact that domestic private capital almost did not
exist, while foreign capital was entering too slowly because of the lack of
infrastructure, unresolved legal status of the occupied area and lack of
necessary workforce. capital that was entering the austro-hungarian and
european markets was coming from taxes paid by domestic tax payers,
mostly peasants with revenue from agriculture. the first collected capital
the state used for developing railway and other traffic that enabled exploitation of forests and ore, and a further uplift of industry. 39
on July 8, 1878, austria-Hungary and serbia signed a convention obliging
them to build their respective junction lines in three years, even though
these stipulations were only preliminary. ambitious plans by austro-Hungarian military authorities about the construction of normal gauge railways that were created following the occupation remained unrealized
because it was not possible for the Monarchy to finance the construction
of railways in bosnia and herzegovina and there were no interested entrepreneurs that would finance the construction. in Bosnia and Herzegovina
only those railways that the country could finance on its own could be
built. 40
Kallay maintained that the occupation of Bosnia and Herzegovina was
37 Juzbašić, dževad, Bosna i Hercegovina u austrougarskoj politici izgradnje zelejznica
prema istoku, sarajevo, -p.10
38 skakić, -p.221
39 Hadžibegović , ilijas, Bosansko Hercegovački gradovina razmedju 19. i 20. stoljeća,
institut za istoriju sarajevo, sarajevo, 2004
40 Juzbašić, -p.14
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aimed at strengthening the position of the Monarchy in the Balkans. to
achieve that goal, according to Kallay, thorough “cultural activities” had
to be implemented in Bosnia and Herzegovina, while a mandatory step
further would be using the occupied countries for establishing closer relations between the Monarchy and its neighbors in the Balkans. therefore
it was necessary to add new connections with other Balkan countries but
these would be going from Bosnia and Herzegovina. Kallay emphasized
that sandzak railway would be of special importance for strengthening
the military position of austria-Hungary. it would enable the Monarchy to
send greater numbers of troops to sadzak at any time thus being able to
stop possible riots quickly. He also thought that the new rail connection
with the ottoman empire would contribute to the revival of economy.
in a situation of an increasing struggle for markets on the global level,
Kallay attached significant economic importance to the establishment of
a direct railway connection of the Monarchy and turkish railways, finding
it an effective means of permanent affirmation of economic importance
of austria-Hungary in the Balkans. Kallay’s proposal was that one line of
normal gauge track railway should go into the occupied area from samac
along the valley of the bosnia river to sarajevo and then further along the
valleys of the Miljacka, Praca, drina and Lim rivers to turkish border at
uvac, with one section going through visegrad to vardiste in the valley of
the rzav river near serbian border. 41

railwaY board and railwaY in dervenTa
on september 10, 1878, the first railway Board of Bosnian and Herzegovinian railways was established in derventa named «The board of the
emperor’s and the King’s Bosnian railways». the director was the austro-Hungarian major - engineer Johan tomasek. administration of the
Board consisted of seven austro-Hungarian officers and military clerks,
30 civillian clerks from austria-Hungary and a number of other personnel
– mostly foreigners. domestic workers were auxiliary staff. Military administration ordered that the railway section to derventa had to be completed in two months. Locomotives and available cars were transported
from romania, where a narrow gauge railway line timisoara – orsova was
in the final stage of construction. the locomotives and cars were property of the firm «Higel and sagel». this occurrence determined the future
character of bosnian and herzegovinina railways – narrow railways with
the track gauge of 0,76m. 40 engineers and 4000 workers built the railway
to derventa and it had several very difficult points. there was no time for
the creation of any kind of technical studies and elaborates.in 1886 the
railway board moved from derventa to sarajevo. 42

railwaYs in The beginning
in the first stage of railway construction, the degree of technical reliability
41 Juzbašić, dževad, Bosna i Hercegovina u austrougarskoj politici izgradnje zelejznica
prema istoku, sarajevo, -p.20
42 Žigić, dušan, Izgradnja pruga i razvoj željeznica na području Bosne i Hercegovine od
1872. do 1972. god, Beograd, 1972, -p.7

was at the lowest possible technical level barely meeting the minimum of
requirements for safe traffic. the radiuses of curves were 30 meters, ascents even up to 16 permilles, while the top layer was made of weak tracks
type vi, weighing 13,5kg/m with the length of 7 meters. a special problem
were railwayswitches, the so-called “gypsie girls”, made by blacksmiths on
site without supporting plates and with very bad compositions. the rolling
stock consisted of small locomotives and cars. Locomotives were 20 to 40
horsepower strong, while open cars called “Loris” were able to carry up to
two tons. Cars were coupled in a primitive way and because of the rigid
connections trains often breached in curves.

railwaY brod – sarajevo
after the Berlin Congress (1878), austria-Hungary occupied Bosnia and
Herzegovina and began intensive construction of railways. occupational
forces built railways on the paths of their advance in bosnia to secure supply chains to their troops. as early as september 1878, the construction of
the narrow gauge railway from bosanski brod to sarajevo began.
in 1879 the military administration constructed narrow gauge railway from
Bosanski Brod to zenica. the first section of this railway, from Bosanski
Brod to doboj, was completed on december 2, 1879, section from doboj
to zepce on april 22, 1879, and section from zepce to zivinice on June 5,
1879. railway line Brod – zenica that was 185,8 km long was primitive.
one train travelled this line per dey and the trip lasted for 15 hours. 43
in 1882 this railway was extended to sarajevo in the length of 78,3 km.
the construction of narrow gauge railway to sarajevo proved to have been
crucial for the construction of other narrow gauge railways. the railway
was completed on october 5, 1882, when «raMa» locomotive brought
the first train to sarajevo. total length of this railway was 270.117 km.
Further exploitation brought many improvements to the railway, with the
most significant being the tunnel construction in 1910 and installation of
tracks type 4, weighing 22 kg, which significantly improved the top layer.
the next railway that was built was the mining and forest railway semizovac-ivancici. its main purpose was the exportation of manganese ore from
the rich site at Cevljanovici and transport of semi-processed timbers. the
narrow gauge railway doboj – tuzla – simin Han 66,7km long was opened
in 1886. This was a detachment from the main railway brod – sarajevo –
Metkovic into bosnian industrial area along the valley of the spreca river.
this railway provided a determined incentive to the development of the
tuzla mining and industrial basin, ensuring the exportation of quality coal
and salts from the rich Tuzla basin.
on november 7, 1895, the railway Podlugovi – vares 24,5 km long was
opened and its main purpose was the exploitation of coal and iron ore in
breza and vares. for the needs of the city of sarajevo a network of city
railways (5,271 km) and a detachment ilidza – ilidza Banja (1,28 km) were
built from 1885 to 1891. 44
43 Žigić, -p.3,21
44 Hrvatsko planinarsko društvo, Bosna i Hercegovina, tisak antuna scholza, zagreb,
1909, -p.141
Figure 11: skizze zum Bosnischen zuge des Prinzen eugen von savoyen , year 1697
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raiLWay saraJevo - Mostar-MetKoviC
in a desire to establish communication from the inland to coastline, the
austro-hungarian Monarchy decided to build the southern railway. The
first section of that railway from Metkovic to Mostar was opened on June
14, 1885, in the length of 43 km. another section was added to it by building a rack railway over ivan Mountain to sarajevo. this second section from
Mostar to ostrozac was opened in 1888, while the section from ostrozac
to Konjic was opened in 1889 in the length of 13,1 km. the last section,
from sarajevo to Konjic, was the most difficult to buil, which meant the dividing range of Bosnia with great altitude differences had to be overcome.
For the first time here the rack railway according to the abt system was
used. it was the design by the swiss engineer roman abt. The total length
of the sarajevo – Konjic railway was 55,8 km, out of which 18,8 km fell
on the rack railway. The railway went through one mountain tunnel 648
m long and 876 m above sea level. Construction was completed in 1891
after two years of building. thereby, one important railway with coastline
access for the exportation of Bosnian timber, ore and coal was established.
the solution over ivanovo sedlo was not the best possible, the proof of
which came shortly after. Likewise, the exit in Metkovic was not the most
favorable because of the high costs of cleaning and maintenance of the
neretva river bed, best proved by inactivity in the Metkovic Harbor. 45
Metkovic was primarily an exit station for those Bosnian products that
travelled by sea and that could not endure transport by river following the
northern route, despite the significantly cheaper transport fees. the Metkovic river Harbor was not accessible for bigger sea ships and sea traffic
between the two parts of the Monarchy and bosnia and herzegovina was
insignificant. after the extention of railway connection from the valley of
the neretva river to sea harbors in gruz and zelenika in the Bay of Kotor,
traffic along the southern route increased, but the character of traffic did
not change significantly. 46

oTher connecTions To The adriaTic sea
Following the completion of railway in the neretva river valley a narrow
gauge railway was built along the valley of the Lasva river with a section of
rack railway over Komar Mountain reaching Jajce in the north and Bugojno
in the south of the vrbas river valley. another detachment was westwards
along the Lasva river valley to travnik, Bugojno and Jajce in the length
of 40,8 km. detachment donji vakuf – Jajce 33,7 km long was opened in
1895. this connection over Bosanska Krajina was realized when the wartime railway of Jajce- srnetica was built in 1914, which was connected to
the network of otto schteinbeis’s network of railways going to Knin. the
lasva - bugojno railway with a detachment for jajce crosses from the basin
of the Bosnia river to the basin of the vrbas river. Komar mountain, divid45 skakić, Miloš, Bosna i Hercegovina, sarajevska sekcija udruženja jugoslovenskih inženjera i arhitekata, sarajevo, 1922, -p.225
46 Juzbašić, dževad, Bosna i Hercegovina u austrougarskoj politici izgradnje zelejznica
prema istoku, sarajevo, -p.16
Figure 12: umgebung von vranduk, year 1863

ing rivers Bosnia and vrbas, required the use of roman abt rack railway
and a tunnel of 1362 m long and 779,5 m above sea level.
it was planned to extend this railway through arzan to split, but that has
never been realized.
after a three-year pause, the second period of railway construction began
in 1898, during which two new lines were built, detaching from the main
line eastwards, which, aside from the communication and industrial value,
had primarily military significance. in 1901, after three years of construction, the gabela – zelenika railway was opened. it was 155,5 km long with
detachments Hum – trebinje 16,28 km and uskoplje – gruz of 17,24 km
long. aside from reaching boka and gaining a frontline towards Montenegro through trebinje, this southern war-time harbor of the former monarchy was to secure a new sea access thus mitigating the problems of the
Metkovic harbor. 47

The easTern railwaY
in the fall of 1902, the construction of the so-called “eastern railway” from
sarajevo to vardiste, including serbian border, in the length of 127,7 km,
with a 23,8 km detachment along the valley of the Lim and uvac rivers that
was already in sandzak. it was comprised of two railways: sarajevo – uvac
and Medjedja – vardiste. the construction of this technically interesting
and challenging railway with 99 tunnels and galleries and many supporting
walls and bridges was completed in July 1906, when it was opened. the
basin of the bosnia and drina rivers was overpassed with a tunnel 852 m
long and 944 m above sea level. 48
this railway is considered one of the most expensive, because its route
was built through difficult rocky terrains and canyons. the austro-Hungarian Monarchy decided to build this line because of strategic reasons.
one kilometer of this railway cost 450.000 gold crowns. the length of the
eastern railway was 161,5 km and it was opened on July 4, 1906. 49
the railway enabled more intensive exportation not only to sandzak but
also to other neighboring regions. Without junction with ottoman and serbian railways the new sarajevo – eastern border railway would have been
a dead line with no economic justification. even though it was not extended though the novi Pazar sandzak, the eastern railway contributed to the
growth of austro-Hungarian exports to this area, which was unreputedly
the Monarchy’s market. it was not until the downfall of austria-Hungary
when the connection between Bosnian and serbian railways was established by the construction of the uzice – vardiste railway. 50
this marked the end of the second period of the construction of Bosnian
and Herzegovinian railways, which was followed by the annexation of
these countries in 1908.

47 skakić, -p.228
48 skakić, -p.229
49 Žigić, dušan, Izgradnja pruga i razvoj željeznica na području Bosne i Hercegovine od
1872. do 1972. god, Beograd, 1972, -p.29
50 Juzbašić, dževad, Bosna i Hercegovina u austrougarskoj politici izgradnje zelejznica
prema istoku, sarajevo, -p.31
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railwaYs for ore eXploiTaTion
aside from railways above, during the occupation of Bosnia by the austro-Hungarian monarchy 547,8 km of private-owned forest and mining
railways were built. the statistics show that a half of all transports on Bosnian railways were transports of wood, coal, and ore. the most important
lines were: usora - Pribinic 40,4 km, state-owned, under the jurisdiction of
the Forest administration of Bosnia and Herzegovina. zavidovici - olovo Kusace 118,4 km, state-owned, leased to the company eisler and ortlieb.
Knin - drvar – ostrelj – srnetica 132,6 km, owned by the former company
otto steinbeiss. during the war, the steinbeiss railway network was enlarged significantly by the construction of a section from srnetica to Prijedor in the length of 109,4 km and from srnetica to Jajce in the length of
105,5 km. during the war, railway Prijedor - drvar - Knin served as the only
connection between northern dalmatia and the Monarchy. 51
total railway building costs were 161,038.747 crowns, which was financed
from B&H resources. total annual quota was 7,738,000. at the end of
1910 the total length of railways under jurisdiction of the Bosnia and Herzegovina railways was 1023 km and 443 m, out of which 58,544 km were
in the territory of dalmatia and 5,648 km of electrical city railways in sarajevo. that year there were 208 locomotives, 351 passenger cars and 3480
freight cars in operation. Maintenance of vehicles was performed in the
main workshop in sarajevo and the subsidiary workshop in Mostar. work
materials were stored in storages in sarajevo and bosanski brod. 52

of the former european ottoman empire. the outbreak of the Balkan War
had direct negative effect on the economy of the Monarchy because of
the total cease of exportation to the Balkans and the moratorium on money transactions among the Balkan countries. it meant an abrupt stop on
economic flows in austria-Hungary and an advent of a hard depression
period. the only compensation was orientation of the industry towards
war needs, which again brought more harm than good to the economy.53

The period afTer 1918
Liberation and unification placed Bosnia and Herzegovina communications
in a new framework, significantly changing the directions and purposes
of main railways within the newly-founded yugoslav state. Politically, economically, and communicationally the state of Bosnia and Herzegovina
played a significant role in the newly-founded country, e.g. access to sea,
while connecting vrdiste with serbian railways serbia also received sea
access. 54

The dawn of The greaT war
there was a pre-war dated plan for the construction of important normal
gauge tracks in Bosnia and Herzegovina and for the normalization of the
existing ones. therefore, a law from March of 1913 envisaged the construction of the following railway lines: Banja Luka - Jajce, samac - doboj,
Bugojno - arzano, Brcko - tuzla and Bihac - Bosanski Brod. normalization
of the following railways: doboj sarajevo, Jajce - Bugojno, Bugojno - rama,
rama - Mostar, doboj - tuzla. War stopped this large program. only normalization plans and route placing were almost completed for the doboj sarajevo line. during the war, railway line from Bosanski Brod to Bosanska
Krupa was built, while section from Krupa to Bihac was continued after
liberation. also, during the war, railway line ugljevik - Bijeljina - raca was
built in the length of 44 km. The purpose of this line was to use the rich
Bijeljina region in time of war scarcity in food by transporting food to sava
and further to Brod, and not only food but also coal from the ugljevik coal
mine.
While austro-Hungarian diplomacy was undertaking great efforts to secure political and economic positions of the Monarchy as a world power
in the Balkans, important economic changes were occurring in territories
51 skakić, Miloš, Bosna i Hercegovina, sarajevska sekcija udruženja jugoslovenskih inženjera i arhitekata, sarajevo, 1922, -p.234
52 skakić, -p.225

53 Beisagir, dr., vorstellung des Landesrates Bosniens und Herzegowina, bettrefend den
Ausbau der notwendigen Eisenbahnen, sarajevo, 1911
54 skakić, -p.237

Figure 13: verkehrskarte von Bosnien und den angrenzenden Ländern, year 1912
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carTographY in bosnia and herZegovina
Through hisTorY
in its long and tumultuous history, the territory of modern-day Bosnia
and herzegovina has always been an area of interest of many countries.
cartographers from those countries drew both these provinces on their
maps. therefore, in time, many maps were created in which various authors revealed the level of cartography in their country, the level of familiarity with the geography and topography of Bosnia and Herzegovina, and
the aim of making the map. techniques used in the creation of such maps
were various. Most often they were drawn by hand, and later they were
printed. sometimes various painting techniques and colors were used, depending on the type and purpose of the map. each of the preserved plans
had special features, while one can observe common characteristics of
the appearance and structure of urban morphology of space in that time.
the first preserved map depicting Bosnia and Herzegovina is the Peutinger
map from the 4th century ad, abundant with topographic information for
Bosnia and Herzegovina, unparalleled by any other map from the old and
the middle ages. the positions of places are marked completely wrong, so
the map cannot help determine their actual location at all. still, the map
provided far more than any other from that period or the middle ages.55
austria strived to break the ottoman empire, banish it from the Balkans
and divide its territory among european states, with keeping the most
part for itself. in earlier times, and especially in that period, austria sent
many spies to Bosnia and Herzegovina to familiarize themselves with it,
to describe it, and to map this completely unknown country that austria
saw as the door to the ottoman empire. upon entering Bosnia and Herzegovina secretly, austrian spies were the first ones to make records of
its regions.56 expedition for recording data on the ground had several
members dressed in folk clothing, and usually one of them was dressed
as a priest. They carried various goods to appear as traders in order to
deceive the ottoman authorities. they would attach a piece of paper underneath their sleeves. one member would record the grounds and the
other would write down notes. as soon as the sketch was done, the priest
would carry it across the border. everything was done using a compass as
the basic instrument. Measuring unit was one step and one hour for larger
distances.57
austrian cartographers thus provided main guidelines to further advancement of mapping Bosnia and Herzegovina. in every aspect, the best works
on bosnia and herzegovina were created by austrian cartographers. They
were far ahead of geographic maps by cartographers of all other european states.58
55 gašparović, ratimir, Bosna i hercegovina na geografskim kartama od prvih početaka
do kraja XIX stoljeća, djela anuBiH, XXXviii, sarajevo, 1970, -p.20
56 Husdžinović, sabira, Dokumenti opstanka, Muzej grada zenice, zenica, 2005
57 gašparović, -p.51
58 Šehić , zijad i tepić ,ibrahim,Povjesni Atlas Bosne i Hercegovine sa geografskim i istorijskim kartama sejtarija, sarajevo, 2009, - p.10
Figure 14: schlavoniae, Croatiae, Carniae, istriae, Bosniae, year 1576
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a systematic gathering of works in the War archive in vienna began in
1711. ordered by Prince eugen of savoy, engineering academy genieakademie was founded in vienna in 1717, where professionals were trained to
for detailed land surveying, both in peace and in war times, when they
also started creating military maps with detailed topography. this academy was later joined to the supreme Command, after which a special
topography department for detailed terrain surveillance and measuring
was founded. Within that department a special topographic section was
established that initiated the first detailed triangulation based survey of
austria from 1763 to 1787. 59
during eugen’s conquests at the end of the 18th century and wars n 17171718 and 1737-1739, austrian officers recognized great importance of
fortified cities in the defense of Bosnia, especially when these cities lay
on transit crossroads or when they were border fortifications and outposts. therefore, the austrian supreme Command ordered all intelligence
officers, besides reconnaissance and mapping of major areas in Bosnia
and Herzegovina, also focus on mapping its main fortifications and cities
in great ratio. therefore, in 1697/98 and in 1716, 1763, and 1783 many
plans, layouts, and sketches of fortresses and cities appeared. this was
largely performed for the purpose of analyzing cities, fortresses, outposts,
etc. in bosnia and herzegovina. 60
on the map of Bosnia and Herzegovina from 1740 by Bensdorf, the most
important are sketches and layouts of some places drawn on the side of
the map, places like Petrovac, Belgrade, osijek, Brod, Bihac, and sarajevo.
the layout of sarajevo is especially interesting and it is provided in the
form of a panoramic image. it clearly shows many mosques and buildings,
together with flames rising from some of them. therefore, sarajevo was
depicted during eugen’s military conquests in bosnia in 1697.61
in 1782, emperor Joseph ii ordered colonel zehenter to continue secret
surveying of the territory of the bosnia eyalet. surveying in bosnia performed from 1782 to 1786 was aimed at creating as accurate and precise
maps as possible, because of the strategic importance of some places.
Most often, these were the plans of individual cities and their close or
wider surroundings, bordering areas, and everything else relevant for
austria’s preparations against the ottoman empire. 62
a number of austrian intelligence officers for land surveying were describing geographical characteristics of the country, regularly providing plans,
i.e. maps of recorded areas. intelligence officers of special importance
were Held, schmidt, Makovic, gade, Lidescron in 1883; golubovic, Matuc,
Peretic, and sokolovic u 1784, and Bozic u 1785. Main results of their tours
and secret missions were graphic displays, the so-called “ideal plans” in
medium and large ratios, as well as “descriptions” of visited areas. Major
59 Šehić , zijad i tepić ,ibrahim,Povjesni Atlas Bosne i Hercegovine sa geografskim i istorijskim kartama sejtarija, sarajevo, 2009, - p.10
60 Šehić , tepić, - p.208
61 gašparović, -p.91
62 Šehić , tepić, - p.120

Held recorded and researched the area between the Bosna, sava, una,
and vrbas rivers, submitting an extensive report to vienna containing eight
maps of the area in the ratio of 1:300.000.
captain schmidt surveyed areas between the vrbas and the drina and created plans and a report about it. while held and schmidt mainly focused
on settlements, roads, and hydrography, captain Makovic described mountain areas, locating and determining their highest points with a view on
a wider area; in a way they were the first triangulation points in Bosnia
and Herzegovina. Maps and descriptions by Held, schmidt, and Makovic covered central, northern, and western parts of Bosnia, but in 1783 a
map of the eastern part appeared. it was created by the austrian officer
gade. at the beginning of 1784, austrian intelligence officers continued
the researching and surveying of parts of bosnia and eastern and western
herzegovina that had usually not been covered previously. 63
various intelligence officers recorded plans of some cities in 1783. Liderscron made the plan of sarajevo in 1:7200 (gih 621-10) and visegrad
1:5.300 (gih 742-10). in 1785, the plan of Banja Luka was created. these
were true plans in every meaning of the word. They were created because
of great strategic importance of some places in B&H and were a part of a
consistent set of war actions of austria against the ottoman empire. 64
one of the best austrian intelligence officers was in Bosnia in 1785, major
Bozic. Cartographic images and description of Bosnia and Herzegovina by
sergeant major and then major Bozic, besides Held’s and schmidt’s, is one
of the most important of all cartographic images and descriptions of Bosnian and Herzegovinian areas created during 1783 to 1785. 65
in 1785, Bozic was sergeant major in a river ship regiment and major in
gospic in 1797. his task was to stalk bosnia and herzegovina and survey its
areas. therefore, he visited Bosnia from april 21 to the end of novemer,
1785. some of the cities he wrote about were“... von Bihacs, Jaicza, novi,
Banjaluka, Livno...“ 66
when marshal laudon was appointed as the new commander of the croatian corps, he initiated an energetic siege of Bosanski novi in 1788. By the
end of 1789, Bosanska gradiska was taken, by which certain narrow area
along the right bank of the una belonged to austria. These temporary successes of the austrian army the supreme command used and immediately
sent surveyors to map the newly taken areas. The 1789 document resulted
from these surveying activities. 67
during his many years of stay and travels in bosnia and herzegovina (1861
to 1872), Blau complied an abundance of various materials, mostly topographic and biogeographic, as well as a number of sketches of roads. according to these materials, H. Kiepert made a map in 1876 called: routen
63
64
65
66
67

Šehić , tepić, - p.125
gašparović, -p.109
gašparović, -p.115-116
gašparović, -p.118-119
Šehić , tepić, - p.208

Figure 15: dalmatia, istria, Bosnia, servia, Croatia e parte di schiavonia, year 1684
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in Bosnien und Herzegovin, Berlin d reimer, 1:500.000. that Blau attached
to his work. it includes only those areas along the roads where blau passed.
sketches of the surrounding of sarajevo, Jajce, Pljevlja, and Mostar are attached to the map as well in the ratio of 1:150.000. relief was depicted in
the technique of shumering, but it did not turn out successfully.
From 1863, general direction officers started arriving to Bosnia and Herzegovina once again, making numerous sketches of Bosnia and Herzegovina
and compiling them into 26 papers with croquis drawings of many cities
(Banja Luka, Bihac, Jajce, Livno, Mostar, sarajevo, vranduk, etc.) 68
in july 1878 the congressional act between european powers was signed
in berlin allowing austria to occupy bosnia and herzegovina and establish
its authority. from 1878 to 1918 it maintained its authority in bosnia and
Herzegovina. notable traces of its domination are reflected very well in
the maps of bosnia and herzegovina created by austrian cartographers of
the day. Cartographically speaking, the first land surveying of Bosnia and
Herzegovina were initiated then. systematic cadastral surveying and topographic recording of the whole territory of bosnia and herzegovina were
performed using developed triangular networks of all levels. That was how
numerous large ratio maps of Bosnia and Herzegovina were created that
were later modified for the creation of maps in smaller ratios. 69
no other country at the balkan peninsula had such good quality maps as
bosnia and herzegovina. even greece later copied the system used in bosnia and herzegovina to form its cadaster plans. one of the main reasons
for establishing cadasters in bosnia and herzegovina were the plans of
austria-Hungary on regulating agrarian relations in the country. Previously,
turkey tried to establish the cadaster institution, but with little effort and
no success.
a solid geodesic-topographic base for the creation of accurate maps in all
ratios and with various contents was obtained with the establishment of
the triangular network of all levels in Bosnia and Herzegovina. thereby,
the centuries long desire of cartographers to display these provinces that
used to be among the most underdeveloped in the balkans on the maps in
the way and contents they did with the countries of western and central
europe a long time ago.
on several occasion in the 17th century and throughout the entire 18th
and 19th centuries, austrian cartographers, cartographers of the institute
of Military and geography in vienna, and others (artaria, tranquillo Mollo,
Freytag and Berndt, etc.) provided basic guidelines for the development of
cartography not only for their country but also for bosnia and herzegovina.
austrian cartographers were, in essence, the only and the most important
factors in this matter. therefore, the War archive in vienna appeared as
the main center for collecting and documenting activities of austrian cartographers and it holds almost all the maps produced therein.
68 gašparović, -p.90
69 gašparović, -p.286
Figure 16: Layouts of fortresses in Bosnia eyalet, year 1792
Figure 17: regnum Bosniae, una cum finitimis Croatiae, dalmatiae, sclavoniae, Hung., year
1724
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urban developMenT of ciTies in bosnia
and herZegovina Through hisTorY
ciTies in The Middle ages

ciTies during The period of oTToMan reign

Fortified cities of medieval Bosnia were founded in time of its independence, from the 13th to the 15th century. a few of them emerged as early
as the 12th century in the area of modern-day central Bosnia, which remained the core of bosnian state.70
three types of fortified cities were built in Bosnia: on high grounds, in
plains, and on water. Fortified cities in Bosnia were built on natural access
ways to parishes (for their defense) and along river valleys, i.e. along the
most important transit routes that by rule always followed river valleys.
Fortified city was most often located on a natural and hardly accessible
position dominating its surroundings. Just as these fortifications were
important for the defense and independence of medieval Bosnia, settlements located around fortifications were crucial for the economic development of bosnian state. every important city in bosnia had a suburbium
in its vicinity. in some areas these suburban settlements were up to several kilometers away from the main fortification. From these settlements
towns emerged where the urban class developed. feudal castles were located in Bosnian suburban settlements as well.71
the majority of residents in suburban settlements were traders. From the
mid-16th century the number of successful domestic traders and craftsmen increased, because that was the time when ore exploitation developed as the foundation of the country’s economic development.72 original
fortifications consisted of only a single watch tower placed on a dominant
position. the oldest medieval watch towers in Bosnia were round by rule.
Later, walls were built around them enclosing a certain area. Bulwarks
were often connected by movable wooden bridges. these bridges connected the tower with the bulwark.

in order to be able to study and understand the urban structure of cities
in bosnia and herzegovina it is necessary to provide a brief overview of
existing city structure left after five centuries of ottoman reign. Fortified
cities emerged from the 12th to the 15th century, i.e. until the fall of Bosnian state to ottoman rule. By taking them, the ottomans gave them new
purpose turning them into military outposts. Later, when the ottoman
regime weakened, the ottomans strengthened these cities, repaired and
expanded them. a characteristic feature of ottoman fortification architecture in Bosnia and Herzegovina is the addition of bastions, “tabijas”, for
the placement of cannons.
at the turn of the 16th century, with the introduction of firearms, Bosnian feudatories and rulers often strengthened their bulwarks by adding
new walls to the existing ones, like in the Jajce citadel. the ottomans
often built masoned fireplaces and chimneys in medieval watch towers
and, almost always, they built small mosques inside fortifications for the
crew.74 When medieval Bosnia came under ottoman rule, transformation
of existing Christian settlements began, together with the construction of
new ones. High ground positions were abandoned and settlements were
relocated along rivers or roads along basins. urbanization was implemented in the form of separate zones: downtowns where commercial activities took place and mahalas with residential objects. the development of
every settlement began with by building an emperor’s mosque built and
maintained from the state budget. it represented a nucleus around which
urban structure developed. 75

Cities most often had supply of fresh water by the construction of rainwater tanks. wells were dug where it was possible.
the gothic period in medieval Bosnia lasted from the 13th to the 15th
century. The number of watch towers increased and they were connected
by whole systems of bulwarks. that was the time when cities with two
rings of bulwarks and towers were first constructed. various objects with
many purposes were added to bulwarks. ciro Truhelka discovered beautifully carved gothic capitellums masoned in the walls of Jajce. influences
of romanticism, gothic, and renaissance were present here for centuries.
Links between dubrovnik and Bosnian masonry already existed at the beginning of the 14th century. these links remained for the whole time of
Bosnian independence and were continued to be nurtured in time of new,
turkish oriental architecture, which the ottomans brought to Bosnia. 73
70 redžić, Husref, Srednjovijekovni gradovi u Bosni i Hercegovini, sarajevo publishing,
sarajevo, 2009, -p.9
71 redžić, -p.15
72 redžić, -p.16
73 redžić, -p.32

the building of cities as important pillars of the country where trade and
crafts developed represented a good logistics base for military supplies
and peaceful hinterlands needed for ottoman advancement westwards.
all state administration bodies were located in cities making the foundation for the development of economy and craftsmanship, whose products were needed by the army and also by the increasing city population.
therefore, aside from the existing orthodox population that was forced
to accept islam, the ottoman authorities settled new residents from other cities, especially craftsmen and traders, who built stores around the
first mosques thereby forming the economic center of every settlement
- downtown. around downtowns emerged residential micro areas – mahalas, consisting of houses and gardens, once again with mosques in their
centers that were always located at important strategic and transit spots.
that was usually in the vicinity of a medieval square or fair area, at the
crossroads, along bridges or near an existing fortress.
74 redžić, -p.17
75 Husdžinović, sabira, Dokumenti opstanka, Muzej grada zenice, zenica, 2005
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Planning of urban areas is based on the principle of separate zones: commercial and residential zones – downtowns and mahalas. Business activities were performed in downtowns, while people resided in mahalas.
downtown was the central trade and crafts area with many streets with
rows of stores often around a fair area and other sacred, public, and administrative objects. street routes were determined by rows of stores that
were lined one next to the other. the shape of the parcel and its size determined the shape and width of front store facade, while stores further
extended in depth, gaining the appearance of a store from the front with
a workshop in the back. Bezistans, trade objects, were important in ottoman cities. these were built of stone and had vault. such massive objects
served for selling expensive goods, most often fabric.
since there are few graphic depictions from the ottoman period, textual
descriptions are very important. they provide approximate information
on the number, type, size, and appearance of objects built as well as on
the size of plots of land where the objects were erected. This is a great
drawback of ottoman civil engineering. Without regulation lines it was not
possible to establish a clear urban structure with objects built according to
plans. therefore, settlements and cities often appeared chaotic and without defined urban regulation. the small structure of settlements gave an
impression of randomness and crowdedness.

ciTies in The period of ausTria-hungarY
in the history of bosnia and herzegovina this period is characterized as
period of industrialization, development, adaptation to Western culture,
and social changes.76
during relatively short austro-Hungarian rule, Bosnia experienced great influences in the field of urban planning and architecture. the decision from
July 30, 1879, obliged all local administrations (county, district, and city) to
submit regulation plans of settlements or their parts for approval to the
Civil engineering department with the national government. the collection and analysis of this documentation was a major task. Basic guidelines
and elements of regulation directly influenced the regulation of streets,
squares, and city quarters in terms of the placement of objects at a construction lot, correction of dimensions of the construction lot, and in terms
of the regulation of the most important streets with markings of new regulation lines in empty city areas or areas with only a few objects. intervention in existing urban complexes were limited only to the necessary
correction of irregular regulation lines and some minor street expansions.
in the regulation of existing or opening new streets special attention was
paid to more important existing objects.77 one of the changes introduced
by austria-Hungary was the creation of new construction norms and legislation such as the obligatory obtaining of construction permits, the implementation of human safety and fire protection measures, rules for wall
76 Pašić, amir,Prof.dr. Arhitektura u Bosni i Hercegovini, arhitektonski fakultet sarajevo
22, april 2010
77 dimitrijević, dr Branka, Architect Karel Pařik, PHd, university of zagreb, 1991
Figure 18: Les environs de novi en Bosnie, no year
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thickness and height of objects, etc. other changes in urban planning involved the classification and zoning of streets, bringing chaotic designs in
harmony with the environment, and adherence to master plans.
these changes contributed to greater diversification of the already relatively complex urban environment in Bosnian cities. Because of the changes, many local architects and builders realized they were technologically
lagging behind new principles of master planning and building. This caused
immigration of education architects from the Western europe, who contributed to the increase of urban population in the country by building
new objects and making new master plans in bosnia and herzegovina. The
changes simultaneously facilitated the industrialization process and led
to general progress of the economy. at that time, cities began changing
their original appearance and physiognomy. Most of the projects during
austro-Hungarian rule concerned with the design of administrative and
government buildings. greater demands for settling newly arrived residents in cities were firstly resolved by expanding and reconstructing existing objects, which was soon followed by the intensive construction of
all kinds of new objects. in order to regulate the construction sector, the
occupational administration accepted the ottoman law on building and
roads from 1863. it would prove it was not accurate and comprehensive
sufficiently, so it was replaced by a set of construction regulations called
the Bauordnung in 1880. 78
article 25 of the Berlin agreement, which gave the Monarchy international mandate to occupy and govern Bosnia and Herzegovina effective July
13, 1878, allowed austria-Hungary also to dispatch garrisons and to own
military and trade roads in the sanjak of novi Pazar, in order to maintain
the new political relations and freedom and safety of transit roads. the
construction of military objects changed the appearance of cities in Bosnia
and Herzegovina. officers’ lounge bars established during the occupation
became centers of social life with their military libraries, military orchestras, and numerous cultural manifestations, bringing a new lifestyle in the
closed bosnian and herzegovinian environment.
the majority of population in Bosnia and Herzegovina used to live in the
countryside. Most cities were oriented towards farming, craftsmanship,
and trade. Most of the people were craftsmen and traders, followed by
military personnel, civil servants, and academia. at the beginning of austro-Hungarian rule in Bosnia and Herzegovina there were 43 cities that
were centers of county and district administration. in 1885, this number
grew to 47, in 1895 to 52, and in 1910 to 66. in 1910, out of 66 cities in
Bosnia and Herzegovina only five of them had more than 10.000 residents
(Bijeljina, Banja Luka, tuzla, Mostar, and sarajevo), while six of them had
between 5.000 and 7.300 residents. new middle class was formed consisting of military personnel, civil servants, intellectuals, entrepreneurs, and
workers. in the beginning of the establishment of the bureaucratic apparatus, the authorities relied on immigrants that failed to meet expectations
in their profession. 79
78 Bublin, Mehmed, gradovi Bosne i Hercegovine, sarajevo, 1999, -p.90
79 Šehić , zijad i tepić ,ibrahim,Povjesni Atlas Bosne i Hercegovine sa geografskim i istoriFigure 19: sarajevo, year 1912
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bihac
Bihac was founded on the banks of the una river that flows through steep
and rocky passages of ostrvica and sokolac. To the east bihac is surrounded by parts of mountain risovac or the so-called grabecka hills. in the west
and on the left side of the una river lie mountains somilje and debeljaca,
while hill ljutoc and jadovnik mountain rise in the south.80 The una valley
climate conditions enabled permanent traffic between the Central europe
and the adriatic sea. the valley of the una served as the most accessible
crossing from dalmatia to Croatia. in times of Croatian rulers and later
during Hungarian rule, Bihac was the main junction on the military road
from zagreb and topusko to Knin and split. that road was called “via exercitualis” and is often refered to in medieval sources.
Legend says Bihac and senj were built by two sisters, daughters of some
nobleman, Bika and seka. it says Bika owned Bihac and seka owned today’s senj. Preserved documents from the second half of the 13th century
refer to Bihac on the una. its name was recorded in several variants: Bihig, Byheg, Bych, Bichich, Bihag, vyhuch, Bywhegh. in the 16th and 17th
ceturies, the germans described it as Wichtich.3 a royal charter from
1260 states how Bisc was built on the island of st. Ladislav and that it was
owned by the diocese of Topuska.81

hisTorY
since ancient times, the area of Bihac municipality has been very suitable for human settlements. it was very important both in prehistoric and
roman times. it was established that people inhabited it in the younger
stone age – the tribes of yapodi. in the 8th century, besides slovenia,
gorski Kotar, and Lika, they began settling in the Bihac field. the yapodi
culture left valuable heritage in Bihac, from constructional solutions of
pile-dwelings to jewelry made of bronze, iron, and silver, and the yapodi
horseman.82
Bihac was once considered the key to the entire upper Croatian and the
kingdom’s capital (caput et metropolis regni Croatiae).King Bela iv had
given these lands, owned by Bridislav and Ludugar, to the diocese of rijeka, and it was called Kralje.83 Place called Kralje, where traces of old cobble
road by the una are still visible, was handed over by Mihailo, the bishop
of sana, during his stay in the island Monastery of topusko in 1264. it was
then when bihac became a separate municipality. it was recorded that
King Bela and his wife stayed in Bihac in 1262.84
The bihac magna carta libertatum – the charter of Maria from 1262 gave
jskim kartama sejtarija, sarajevo, 2009, - p.10
80 Lopašić, radoslav, Bihać i Bihaćka krajina, Matica Hrvatska, tisak K. albrecht, zagreb,
1890 -p.31
81 Lopašić, -p.42
82 Socioekonomska analiza općine Bihać, decembar / Prosinac 2013. -p.49
83 Lopašić, -p.30
84 Lopašić, -p.43
Figure 20: Wihitsch, Bihac, year 1566

a true incentive for the settlement and shaping of the first urban agglom
eration. Before that, there was only a modest settlement.85 fortress had
three main towers and three doors protected by double walls with many
loopholes and smaller towers with square and circular basis.86
Bihac gradually became an important judiciary and administrative center
for Hungaro-Croatian kings and herzegs. according to some sources, Bihac
was the seat of the municipality court in 1266. in the 14th century, Bihac
belonged to the Frontier, which included the lands of duke Hrvoje vukcic.
at the end of the 15th century, ivanis Korvin ruled Bihac after obtaining
it as dowry from his sister Beatrice, the daughter of Prince Bernardino
Francopan. Bihac was especially interesting to the ottomans as the most
important strategic point for their further advancement into Croatia.
captains who ruled bihac and surrounding forts with their castellans always resided there. The most important fortresses in the vicinity of bihac
were sokol, izacic, ripac, Brekovica, and ostrozac. the ottomans most often attacked these fortifications in order to clear the way for a total invasion of bihac.87
after 1554, Malkoc-Bey increased his forces and attacked free Bosnian fortifications causing a lot of problems to Croatian nobility. When he died in
1565, the Frontier could finally rest for a while from frequent ottoman
raids and attacks.88
30 years later, an uskok captain Peter erdedi informed archduke ernest
that Bihac had finally been conquered by the turks on June 22, 1592.

The period of oTToMan reign
When the ottomans took Bihac, they stationed a strong crew there. the
city was commanded by dizdar, but captain-commander who eventually
ruled seven other cities besides Bihac was far more important.89 with the
arrival of the ottomans, Bihac became the most important town in Croatia
within the ottoman empire.16in that same year, 1592, Bihac became the
seat of the bihac sanjak and the most important stronghold for further
ottoman conquests in the west.90
there is a number of references in local and Latin sources to Bihac during
ottoman attacks at the turn of the 15th century. Bihac was protected by a
permanent crew made of cavalry and infantry, which provided assistance
to the surrounding fortresses when necessary. the city was well fortified,
but its security mostly relied on the surrounding fortresses whose remains
are still visible and which were a part of an enire system of fortifications.
That was the reason why bihac remained unconquered the longest as an
85 redžić Husref, Srednjovijekovni gradovi u Bosni i Hercegovini, sarajevo publishing,
sarajevo, 2009, -p.17
86 Šehić , zijad i tepić ,ibrahim,Povjesni Atlas Bosne i Hercegovine sa geografskim i istorijskim kartama, sejtarija, sarajevo, 2009 -p.236
87 vego, Marko, Srednjevijekovni bihaćki latinski spomenici 16. Vijeka, in Glasnik Zemaljskog muzeja u Sarajevu, arheologija, nova serija, sveska iX, sarajevo, 1954 -p.257
88 Šabanović, Hazim, Bosanski pašaluk, postanak i upravna podjela, sarajevo,1982.-p.256
89 Kreševljaković, Hamdija, Stari Bosanski gradovi, in Naše starine I, sarajevo, 1953.-p.30
90 Šehić , tepić -p.236
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island surrounded by ottoman lands.91
Bihac fortification was shaped like a square, encircled with double walls.
it had three doors made of oak and strengthened with iron. embankment
surrounded the fortress on three sides. the fortress had four towers (Kanli
kula, dundjerska kula, zabija, and Kapetanova) and nine tabijas (Bendbasa, ichisar, velika kapija, velika tabija, dzibagica, zelengrad, Bijela tabija,
Handanagica, and Muhsinovica).92 in 1867 a post office, telegraph station,
and trade court were opened in bihac. from 1852 to 1865 it was the seat
of the austrian consular agency.

The ausTro-hungarian period
austrian forces sieged Bihac in 1594, 1689, 1698, and 1878. Heavy fighting
took place around Bihac took place from september 7 to 19, 1878, when
the besieged city finally surrendered. 93
the Bihac fortification was demolished in 1888, 1890, and 1891. onle some
walls remain, including the embankment, and Kapetanova kula (Captain’s
tower). that was how Bihac came out of the fortress and merged with the
suburbs.94
after the arrival of austria-Hungary, according to writings by Lopasic in
1890, Bihac looked like this: “it lies on the left side of the una, one can
say on an island, because ditches had been dug to the south and the west
as a defense against floods. the town, which was larger than the fortified
section, spanned to the north and the east of the fort, including a separate
river island on the una to the east. since ancient times, Bihac has been
fortified and encircled by thick walls, square and round towers. its southern side towards ripc was separated from the city by special walls holding
military barracks for 2000 men. right to the barracks there was a square
for fairs that took place every friday.95
three doors led into the city. the door to the north on the Croatian side has
always been called the german door. in times of austria-Hungary, people
called it reichsthor. green door stood at the lower side of the fortification
towards izacic. this section of the fortification was called zelengrad. two
double walls led towards the una and unska (spahijska) door. there was
also Krupska door by the Bloody (Kanli) kula (tower), which was named
after some serbs who were slaughtered there. the main passage way led
through the center of the fortified city from the german door on zavaljska
road coming from the direction of Croatia and then further to unska door.
From that point, the road led to the island and the una across two bridges
further to the subrurbs on the other side of the una. That is where roads
intercross – one of them leading to Krupa and the other to Petrovac and
bosnia.96 „the austro-Hungarian occupation changed the way of building
91 vego, Marko, Srednjevijekovni bihaćki latinski spomenici 16. Vijeka, in Glasnik Zemaljskog muzeja u Sarajevu, arheologija, nova serija, sveska iX, sarajevo, 1954, -p.249
92 Kreševljaković, Hamdija, Stari Bosanski gradovi, in Naše starine I, sarajevo, 1953. -p.30
93 Šehić , zijad i tepić ,ibrahim,Povjesni Atlas Bosne i Hercegovine sa geografskim i istorijskim kartama, sejtarija, sarajevo, 2009 -p.236
94 Kreševljaković, -p.30
95 Lopašić, -p.31
96 Lopašić, -p.32
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inherited from the ottoman period, both in terms of master planning and
in the organization of space for the construction of new objects. Most of
the objects built under austro-Hungarian administration resembled those
in cities of Central europe, capitals vienna and Pest. if we compare the
master plan of Bihac from 1880 to the current situation of today, we see
that only two objects from the original plan still stand: the Fetija Mosque
and Kapetanova kula.25this is because Bihac suffered many demolitions
and transformations due to application of new architectural ideas and
master planning concepts.“ 97
in the downtown and mahalas life went on according to the austro-hungarian model of a small provincial town. during those 40 years of occupation Bihac developed significantly – a primary school was opened along
with the opening of a gymnasium, trade school, pomology school, firefighter brigade, city park, master plan creation, introduction of aqueduct,
sewage, electricity, military barracks, officers’ and civil servants’ restaurant. Besides, at the beginning of the 20th century Bihac already had a
Western-type civil class, in accordance with industrialized trends of everyday life. new banks and factories were opened; new previously unknown
crafts emerged.
in this period, residents of Bihac were involved in trade, entrepreneurship, and most often in agriculture, which was lucrative in the fertile Bihac. trade went through a true revival during the austro-Hungarian era,
because before it occurred only in the downtown and stores along the
una. trade development was facilitated by a new better constructed road
leading to Zavalje.
roads and bridges
already in 1865, the road from the una through Krupa to novi was reconstructed. another road that greatly contributed to city development
was the road leading to Jajce through Petrovac and Kljuc. goods from the
railway station in novi grad came to the city through Krupa.98
Communication with Bosnia by Petrovac and Krupa roads was greatly facilitated with the new bridge constructed in 1886 in the southern part of
the city between icezar and prekounje quarters.99
Bridges over the ditch that connected the fortified city and the rest of
the city, as well as the big and the small bridges on the una, were made
of wood. cabins made of wooden boards to serve as stores were built on
both sides of the una bridge.100

sacred Zones

within the monastery “sisters of the Precious Blood”, seven mosques, one
Muslim mausoleum and a jewish temple.101 various objects were built in
this period on and around the island at the una and it was in the very
core of Bihac, dividing it into two parts. a the beginning of the island,
from the direction of the una, there was a Catholic church and an orthodox church on the other end, accompanied by a madrassa across the
street. during their conquests in these areas, the ottomans usually turned
churches into mosques as they did with the Church of st. Lucas in Jajce,
the Church of st. Peter in Livno, and the churches of st. Barbara and st.
antun in Bihac. truhelka claims that Fetija was constructed at the expense
of the state budget during the reign of Ferhat-Bey, after the conquest of
bihac in 1592.102 There were two churches from the previous period that
were converted to mosques after the fall of Bihac.103
Bihac is a special for one more fact and that is the existence of three
churches dedicated to the same saint – saint anthony of Padua. the first
church was converted to mosque and its name is the fethija Mosque.
the Church of st. anthony (the Fetija Mosque) is the main and the most
beautiful gothic building in Bihac dating from 1266 and which served as
town church managed by the dominicans. after the fall of Bihac, the ottomans turned it into emperor’s mosque and named it the Fetija Mosque.
it is certain that the dominicans had built a monastery with the church
as well104 that existed in time of the austro-Hungarians, but was used as
military barracks furing the ottoman period.
Lopasic writes: “the bigger mosque called Fetija is located in the lower
part of the city, a proud building rising over the city like a tall fir piercing the clouds. the construction of the original church was altered; some
windows were walled and new ones were built anew. old bell tower was
demolished in 1863 and replaced by a minaret in the east. one can immediately observe that it used to be a beautiful gothic church made of
carved stone.“
There are two more objects of the same church. The franciscans built a
new church of st. anthony in 1892, after the occupation by austria-Hungary, because they could not make an agreement with the authorities to recover the Fetija Mosque. it preserved its appearance until the beginning of
the world war ii. The church of st. anthony of padua was built in the style
of western european eclecticism. a large stone sarcophagus adorned with
stone plastics and heraldry lies next to the church tower. the third Church
of st. anthony (parish church) exists in Bihac as well. its construction began during the peak of communism (1970-1972). this church still serves
the needs of parishioners from bihac. franciscan monastery saint Mary
was close to the city walls on the “senj side”, right to the german door
to the una, but it was gone by the time of the arrival of austria-Hungary.

the city had one Catholic and one orthodox diocese church, a chapel
97 Maslak ,nijazija, Ključ Bosne je Bihać, Bihać, 1998
98 Lopašić, -p.40
99 Lopašić, -p.41
100 Lopašić, -p.32

Figure 21: Wihitsch, Bihac, year 1686

101 Šehić , zijad i tepić ,ibrahim,Povjesni Atlas Bosne i Hercegovine sa geografskim i
istorijskim kartama sejtarija, sarajevo, 2009 -p.236
102 truhelka, dr. Ćiro, Osvrt na sredovječne kulturne spomenike, in Glasnik Zemaljskog
muzeja XXVI, zemaljska štamparija, sarajevo, 1914 -p.259
103 Lopašić, -p.33
104 vego, Marko, Srednjevijekovni bihaćki latinski spomenici 16. Vijeka, in Glasnik Zemaljskog muzeja u Sarajevu, arheologija, nova serija, sveska iX, sarajevo, 1954 -p.258
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The Muslims had 7 mosques with cemeteries in the city. The old bihac Mosque
that also used to be a church built in the gothic style is located by the german
door.105
The stone Mausoleum dates from the period of the austro-hungarian reign in
Bihac. the exact date of its construction remains unknown, however, the facts
allude that it was probably built right upon the establishment of the austro-hungarian authority in this area. during Turkish reign it was originally built of wood
and was located at the site of a destroyed catholic church. when the new authorities started to build a church at the location where an old one existed, they
also built the new mausoleum from the local stone bihacit. it is protected by the
state as a national monument of Bosnia and Herzegovina.106
there are also orthodox churches as well. the orthodox Church of the Holy trinity was temporary and made of wood. there was a beautiful orthodox church in
the city center built in the Byzantine style, but it was destroyed in the World War
ii. an orthodox church existed in Jezerac as well. the orthodox parish of Bihac
was quite big and it included the whole una valley.107 the orthodox church in
Pritoke was built in 1890.
The jewish synagogue was built in the style of neo-classicism. blueprints of the
object were drawn in 1901 and the situation plan in 1902.
public Zones
“new public and residential objects, built according to european standards,
change the appearance and size of the city gradually replacing mahalas and the
old downtown and forming urban city zones. Many objects in the bosnian frontier were designed by the most renowned architects hired by the state government like Joseph vancas, Ludwig Huber, rudolf tönnis, Franz Blazek, Carla Panek,
and others. at the time, the most important civil engineering activities were related to the construction of institutions of county authorities, administrative and
judiciary objects, commercial and residential objects; all of them built along the
streets and centers of cities.“108
the austro-Hungarian authorities made Bihac the seat of county administration
for with jurisdiction over 6 districts. there was county court, cadaster office and
cadaster court, gendarmerie command, post office, and telegraph station.109
The county court building was built in the Tyrol style with emphasized stone
ground floor designed in 1913. the City Hall was planned to be built in 1909 according to the project by rudolfa thönnis, but it was never realized.
Pashas used to reside in Kapetanova kula on the south-eastern part of the city by
the una, while during austro-Hungarian reign it was converted to a county court
dungeon.110 in 1910, new prison building was completed. Municipality adminis105 Lopašić, -p.33,34
106 Sluzbeni glasnik BiH, no. 84/09, Povjerenstvo za ocuvanje nacionalnih spomenika, sarajevo,
2009
107 Lopašić, -p.38
108 Mujadzic, Mirzet, in Sluzbeni glasnik BiH, no. 84/09, povjerenstvo za ocuvanje nacionalnih
spomenika, sarajevo, 2009
109 Šehić , zijad i tepić ,ibrahim,Povjesni Atlas Bosne i Hercegovine sa geografskim i istorijskim
kartama, sejtarija, sarajevo, 2009 -p.236
110 Lopašić, -p.35
Figure 22: Pinta della Citta e Contorni di Bihac, year 1807
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tration buildings were built in all larger places in the Bosnian Frontier.
Lodging was built in 1860, before the arrival of austria-Hungary. as seats
of county administration were built the first, Longing was converted to
serve that purpose. the adaptation plan was drafted in 1891, while the
plan of existing objects was drawn in 1899.111
the Krajina Putevi Building was the office of civil engineering of Bihac,
built in 1916, modeled by the design of the austrian architect Ludwig Huber. as many other public buildings it was built in the style of neo-renaissance, specific for the Habsburg buildings. it is protected by the state as
the national monument of Bosnia and Herzegovina.112
designs of the regional hospital in Bihac were completed in 1910.
Besides that, banks and post offices were built also. Postal services were
first established in Bihac during ottoman reign and the new authorities
built new post office building. in 1911, hydropower plant was built, bringing electricity to the city. already in 1900 sewage system for some parts of
the city was introduced. Works on the construction of acqueduct started
in 1905 and completed in 1907.113
the construction of schools, both primary and secondary, as well as gymnasiums, was an important civil engineering activity. the Catholic Church
activities in the field of education in Bihac began in 1894 when the sisters
of the blood of jesus opened a four-grade school. The school was known
for having an instrument for performing meteorological measurements
since 1896. primary school was built in 1899. joseph vancas designed the
Little gymnasium building that was soon expanded by a floor thus becoming the great gymnasium. 114
Trade school was built in 1897 followed by ruzdija and madrassa. Trade
school and gymnasium were built in the style neo-renaissance, while
ruzdija and madrassa belonged to the pseudo-Moorish style.
gymnasium in Bihac was established in 1911 as the Little gymnasium (4
years of education; today’s 5th to 9th grade of primary school). in 1915 in
became the great gymnasium. its establishment marked the beginning
of a new wave of general education in this area and the creation of future workforce. The madrassa was built in 1892 and it remained one of
the most beautiful objects in the city for a long time. two more madrassas existed in Bihac that had been built near the end of ottoman reign.115
the ruzdija school was designed in 1892 by Baudirection Landesregierung,
while the orthodoxians had a separate religious school as well.
one of the oldest sports clubs still active is football club “Jedinstvo”, established in 1919.
demographic changes influenced all spheres of life. according to the 1890
official census, Bihac had 3506 residents living in 594 houses: 2448 Mus111 Lopašić, -p.40
112 Sluzbeni glasnik BiH, no. 84/09, Povjerenstvo za ocuvanje nacionalnih spomenika,
sarajevo, 2009
113 Mujadzic, Mirzet, in Sluzbeni glasnik BiH, no. 84/09, povjerenstvo za ocuvanje nacionalnih spomenika, sarajevo, 2009
114 Božić,dr. Jela, Arhitekt Josip pl. Vancaš, Značaj i doprinos arhitekturi Sarajeva u periodu Austrougarske uprave, PHd, university of sarajevo, sarajevo, 1989
115 Mašić, Mehmed, Bihaćke medrese, niP us novine, Bihać, 1998

lims, 499 Catholics, 420 orthodoxians, and 134 Jews.116 in the entire protopresbyterate of Bihac in 1883 there were 8079 orthodox residents.55
The old deanery of bihac with 6 parishes was restored and recognized
to meet the religious needs of the Catholics. in 1885, there were 2096
Catholics in the parish. according to the 1910 census, there were 3789
Muslims, 1536 orthodoxians, 1709 Catholics, and 165 Jews in the city, or
a total of 8370 residents.117
residenTial Zones
of all suburban areas, austria-Hungary placed the most emphasis on the
development of icezar, which lies in front of the fortress on the west, from
the german door to the dobrinici creek. Zavaljska street was the most
prominent with its pavement and new villas. old bihac houses were made
of wood or wickerwork and wre placed on supporting poles. Christian
houses had open yards, while Muslim houses enclosed it with a wood
board fences and gates.
green Zones
bihac has many long and spacious white alleys and pleasant and natural
parks built in the period of austria-hungary. park on the southern side
along the una and Jarak was built in 1888, as well as a beautiful pedestrian track on the site of demolished city walls and fortifications to the west,
beginning with the german door to the Fetija quarter.118
Wihitsch, 1566, sächsisches Hauptstaatsarchiv – dresden (germany),Collection of maps, sign. sch. XXvi, F. 96, n. 11.nicolaus angielus (nicolò angelini) was less known and an italian. He worked as a builder with the
austrian imperial army. He was most involved in military fortifications.119
wihitsch is a work by the austrian etcher and publisher abraham elias
burckhar from 1592 for which birckenstein performed geometrical and
architectural measurement analysis in 1686.120
Plan of Bihac and its vicinity61 as the war continued, a wider plan was
drafted in 1717, which included the invasion of Bihac and Bosanski novi.
defeat at bosanski novi in september 1717 (when the original plan was
created) would postpone the planned invasion of Bihac to 1718. Many
years later, in 1807, when this plan was created, the austrian cartographer
Zischcka would make another copy of one of the many plans for conquering bihac. bihac and its closest surroundings are depicted in the center.
geodesic depictions of four areas are lined along the upper edge of the
map: dresnik, then Bihac two times (Bihagg and Biagg), and izacic (isac116 Šematizam pravoslavne mitropolije i arhidijecize-bosanske za godinu, 1883
117 Šehić , tepić ,-p.236
118 Lopašić, -p.38
119 Kozličić, Mithad, Unsko-sansko područje na starim geografskim kartama, sarajevo-Bihać, 2003, -p.77
120 Kozličić, -p.212
Figure 23: Festung Bihac, year 1785
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ich). austrian espionage opservations were very accurate and we have to
than him for such precise geodesic data.121

urban forM of The bihac ciTY
Bihac, like gradiska and Brod, lost its strategic importance by becoming
a part of the austro-Hungarian Monarchy. therefore, old bulwarks and
fortifications were demolished. Maps from 1566 and 1686 reveal that Bihac fortress was surrounded by waters of the una. a denser structure
of objects within the bulwarks is visible on maps from 1807 and 1828, as
well as a minor settlement on the other bank of the una. Land survey map
from 1884 shows a dense structure of objects within the fortification and
a free cell structure of settlement around the fortress and across the una.
Bihac still has such a free structure and it has been significantly expanded
on both sides of the una.

121 Kozličić, -p. 366, 369,385

Figure 24: gemeinde Bihac, year 1884
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novi grad
novi grad is located at the delta of the sana and una rivers, on a very
important junction of roads leading from Pannonian Plain to dinara mountain chain, on hilly slopes of grmec and Kozara mountains. such geographic position is the reason why this area has been inhabited since prehistoric
times. World powers have always fought for their interests in this area, so
the city has always been in the borderline region, ever since its foundation
in 1280 to this day. Firstly it lied on the border between medieval Bosnia
and Hungary, then the ottoman and austro-Hungarian empires, yugoslavia, and finally in Bosnia and Herzegovina.

the biggest prehistoric settlement was in the area of the village of donji
rakani, in close vicinity to the Mekota necropolis. Many archaeological
sites prove the city existed in the ancient rome era. until 1102 the fortification belonged to the Kingdom of Croatia and then to the Kingdom of
Hungary and Croatia and the Habsburg Monarchy. 122
the entire area of novi grad had dense population in the Middle ages
and it expanded on both sides of the una river taking around a hundred
serf estates. at the foot of novigrad on Kula hill there were two quarters
– Podnovi in Londz and ustisana in Prekosanje (today’s railway station).
ustisana was an old settlement of a low-ranked noble family of rezics,
so the hill town was named novigrad (new City), probably as opposed to
that older city – the fort in ustisana. Londz was known as a settlement of
traders and craftsmen. Fortified quarter of Lisnica (Ljesnica) ruled by local
noblemen andrijics was located on the left bank of the una. all four parts
of the city suffered consequences of war destruction during clashes between Hungarian and ottoman armies at the end of the 15th century and
the beginning of the 16th century.123
in the collection of charters of Blagaj lords Babonjics (“Codex diplomaticus
comitum de Blagay”) that are kept in the state archives in Budapest exists
a charter dated on october 30, 1280, that contains a reference to novi
grad as Castrum novum, Latin translation of the actual name “novigrad”
(as a city belonging to the Babonjics). the charter was issued in the city
of ozlj by representatives of noble families in dispute and the slavonian
Ban nikola, who managed to make peace between the Babonjics and the
gisingovacs.
For 300 years Castrum novum belonged to the Babonjic family seated in
the city of Blagaj, around 15 km up the sana river. ruins of the city called
dervis-kula still stand in the mountains. Prefix “Blagajski” was added to
their name after their seat. this noble family built novi grad and it was
where one the court of branch of the family was located.124 an old drawing depict novigrad as a small fortification on the peak of Kula hill above

the delta of the sana and the una. The fort had a four-level tower (main
tower), a small bastion incorporated in defensive walls, and two buildings
for the crew and nobility. it was erected in 1250 on the ruins of a roman
guard post from the first centuries of our era.
some old documents refer to a medieval fortification of novigrad (Castrum novum) as the new Fort, new tower on Kula hill, while some even
older ones refer to a fort called gradec (alt gradec) that existed on Jablanica hill, while several settlements (ustisanje, Podnovi, vidorija, Caprag,
Carsija) and fortifications emerged in the plain later, usually on small river
islands on the una like the “Wasserburg” type – Brodski novi, Lesnica,
Turski novi.
novi later belonged to one branch of the Croatian noble family of subics,
which produced several generations of Croatian bans. that was the same
family whose member was the Croatian Ban Mladen subic, who married
the sister of the serbian emperor dusan. one branch of the subics was
called counts of zrinjski, because they lived in the town of zrinj around
15 km from novi, in zrinjska gora. the area of zrinj is called Banija, Banija
Frontier, or usually zrinjska Frontier. 125
With the fall of medieval Bosnia to ottoman rule, the Babonjics made
alliance with the Zrinjski family whose court was in Zrinj (belonging to
today’s municipality of dvor na uni) in order to stop the invasion by the
ottoman empire. thanks to their temporary agreement they managed to
inflict a difficult defeat upon the ottoman army in 1483. However, their
alliance was short-term and postponed the fall of the city only for a short
time. the ottomans definitively conquered Blagaj in 1537, banishing its
crew and setting-up theirs. at about the same time, novi on Kula hill fell
as well, but the zrinjski family built a new novi on the left bank of the
una (which would later become dvor na uni) in order to ensure protection from ottoman advancement. 126 this slowed ottoman advance to the
west. Habsburg crews repelled their attacks until 1556 when, after the fall
of the Kostajnica fortress, the ottoman commander of serbian origin Ferhad-pasha sokolovic conquered novi in 1557. he was the one who built
the most beautiful mosque in Banja Luka known as Ferhadija. From then
onwards, a permanent turkish crew of 200 horsemen and 200 infantrymen remained in novi. The austrians retook the city once again and it
became the headquarters of the commander of the Frontier authority. it
was not until peace was made between turkey and austria in 1635 when
turkey finally obtained novi, zrinj, and gvozdansko.127
travel logs about novigrad written by two medieval travelers still exist.
in 1626 the pope’s envoy atanasio georgiceo travelled through the area
and wrote that novi was a strong fortress with 300 crewmen, while the
settlement around it had another 260 houses, so estimated number of
residents could be 2-3000 with the crew.

122 Milinović, ante, Bosanska epoha novskog, Pounja, 2012
123 todić, drago, Mr., Novogradska opština, Banja Luka , 2000
124 Đuran, goran, Nastanak Bosanskog Novog, in Glas Srpske, 2014

125 Đuran, 2014
126 Milinović, 2012
127 Đuran, 2014
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Figure 25: Plan der Festung novi, year 1806
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the famous ottoman writer evlija Celebija passed through novi in 1660
writing in his “sijahanama” (travel diary): “it was built by Croatian noblemen. it is a dukedom in the area of banja luka and it is a separate administrative unit. the fortress lies at a site abundant with greenery on the bank
of the una river. it is very old, built in the shape of a square so firmly as if
King shedad himself built it. the una river flows on one side while moats
surround it on other three sides. The front gate has a movable bridge. it
has a brave captain with 200 brave soldiers, plenty of ammunition, several sahi cannons, granary, mosque, and a hundred houses covered with
straw.” 128
in 1697 austrian military committee visited the region and found two
forts: new novi and old novi. new novi was a small settlement on the
left bank of the una encircled by a wooden fence and mounds of dirt. in
the middle there was a small town made of wood and dirt with a military
borderline post. old novi was on the right bank of the una. it was a small
town made of stone that was destroyed by the Frontiersmen so the turks
would not use it as defense against the austrian army.
after conquering new novi, the ottomans turned this fort into an important military base for further advancement to vienna. a bridge was built
on the una and new novi was quickly populated with Muslims. new novi
remained under ottoman jurisdiction until 1687 when Ban Peter erdedi’s
army conquered it. the Muslim population fled across the una to Bosnia
and built a fortress on the small river island of Jelenica, today’s old quarter
of stari grad. it was made of timber and embankment at the site from
hotel “una” to the city museum. the fortress of the former turski novi
(turkisch novi according to austro-Hungarian maps) is the site where today’s novi grad would emerge.
Muslim population that fled to Bosnia from Lika and slavonija settled
in bordering areas immediately after the treaty in sremski Karlovci was
signed in 1699. these areas suffered most damage during the war. thereby, the novska nahija became repopulated and a new palisade fortress
with embankments was built on the right bank of the una. bey family ceric from slavonija took over the captaincy. in 1726 the construction of a
new fortification was initiated. Being made of good quality carved stone
it was almost unconquerable at the time. immediately after, mosque was
built as the main center for the Muslim population. another one was built
shortly after. two chain bridges enabled entrance into the fortress, while
water from the una flowed in the ditch encircling it. in 1783 austro-Hungarian spies made sketches of the fort. it was conquered only once, in
1788, after numerous charges and a long siege by a twenty times stronger army of the Habsburg field-marshal ernest gideon Laudon, thanks to
overwhelming supremacy in manpower and artillery. a year later accurate
blueprints of the fortress were made8 and it was retaken by the ottomans
once again. after that the border on the una stabilized so the ottomans
remained in novi until 1878. 129

128 Čelebi , evlija, Scyahatnamesi, 1664, in Odlomci o jugoslovenskim zemljama, sarajevo, 1979
129 Đuran, 2014
Figure 26: situations plan der gegend von türkisch novi, year 1783
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The ausTro-hungarian period
according to decisions made at the Berlin Congress in 1878, together with
the rest of bosnia and herzegovina novi belonged to austria-hungary. in
1894 the austro-Hungarian authorities demolished the novska fortress
(turkisch novi) to the ground and used its material for the construction of
various public and private objects. next year novi became Bosanski novi
and that name remained until 1992 when it was changed to novi grad, as
it was called during the rule of the babonjics.
at the time, Bosanski novi had 3.310 residents, primary school, maktab,
hospital, and a railway station, county office and court, armory station and
customs. in 1905 a regular bus line to Bihac and Bosanski Petrovac was
introduced.
in the period of austria-Hungary, novi grad developed into a true european city. Mayor salih-aga Causevic, educated in vienna, as the head of
the austro-Hungarian city administration is credited for transforming the
suburban areas of novska fortress into today’s city. he wholeheartedly
helped european modernization of a typical Bosnian oriental small town
at the turn of the 19th century. sensing the outbreak of the great War, he
consciously risked the entire city budget and raised big mortgage loans in
vienna that he used to build the city hospital and riverbank fortifications
known as Kej between 1902 and 1907. at the beginning of the war he paid
off those loans very easily because they were devaluated by war inflation.
Hospital in Caprag was built in 1903 and opened on January 19, 1904.
austro-hungarian monarhy has task to create order and resolve chaos in
Bosnia and Herzegovina caused by lawlessness and lasting rebellions and
to introduce modern administration and improve cultural life and social
status of its population. she performed that task in Bosanski novi with dignity, starting industry, opening schools and dozens of cultural and sports
associations in this little city with 3.500 residents.
significant industrial growth occurred in this area in 1892 when, after being called by the austrian authorities in Bosnia, the Bavarian industrialist
otto steinbeiss built a great sawmill in dobrljin, the biggest one in the
Balkans with 140 gator saws for cutting roundwood. Mines in Ljesljani and
Cerovica and a gypsum factory in Blagaj were opened shortly after. the
novski county was ranked the second in terms of industrial rise and income it generated in bosnia and herzegovina.130
public Zones
the railway station in novi is the oldest object of such type in Bosnia and
Herzegovina and it was built during ottoman rule in 1870. the ottoman
administration realized global significance of the east-west route through
Bosanski novi, Jajce, and sarajevo. aided by Belgian and French capital
130 Milinović, ante, Bosanska epoha novskog, Pounja, 2012
Figure 27: Plan der türkischen Festung novi, year 1783
Figure 28: Plan der türkischen Festung novi
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and contractors in 1869 it initiated the construction of the first B&H normal gauge tracks from dobrljin through bosanski novi to banja luka. The
first railway in B&H was completed and opened in 1872 from Bosanski
novi and Banja Luka and in 1873 it was extended to dobrljin. However,
during the serbian uprising from 1875 to 1878 insurgents damaged the
railway in many places, so austro-Hungarian army had to repair the tracks
and open it for service once again in 1879. in 1883 in volinja it was extended connecting novi through Hrvatska Kostajnica and zagreb with vienna.
its historical significance is very important because it was not only the first
normal gauge railway in Bosnia and Herzegovina but also the first direct
communication of Bosnia and Herzegovina with the Central europe. the
austro-Hungarian military authorities used it as support to the establishment of the first modern communications and postal system in Bosnia and
Herzegovina with hundreds of postal and telegraphic stations.
the ottoman military authorities established its first true post offices in
Bosanski novi, Bihac, and Pridor only in 1864. the austro-Hungarian military authorities opened the first post office of european type in Bosanski novi in 1878. only foreign military workers worked in the post and its
telegraph was used only for military purposes, while the official language
was german.
during the great fire from 1905 small stores and shacks burned down in
the novi grad downtown. austria-hungary built to so-called new downtown at the same spot with new shops and an ice cream parlor. hotel novi
was built in the main street in 1900. it was later renamed to amerika and
then hotel park. 131
The county court building and other objects there are also a part of the old
part of the city center of novi grad. it was built in the style of classicism
from 1910 to 1920. today it is included on the list of protected monuments. it also holds documents protected by the state which places this
object in the category of highly valuable cultural monuments in bosnia
and Herzegovina. its characteristic features are preserved in original windows and doors and decorations around them. Facade on the side to the
street has elements of decoration and plastic ornaments. this side of the
facade is vertically divided with the application of profiled cordon wreaths
placed over the entire length on the level between the floors, dividing it
into two parts, ground floor and first floor. Wall surfaces in the ground
floor are additionally accentuated by horizontal tracks with a very shallow
profile. 132
city hall was built in 1892 in the neo-Moorish style with plenty of element
of oriental art and the vienna secession. it was designed by the czech
architects Karel Parzik and Joseph vancas. the object was built within the
former borderline fortress or the Turkish novi.
it is important to mention the first cultural and educational institutions:
singers’ ensemble “Krajisnik” (1873), the national Library built in 1895,
reading room, Civil servants’ reading room, and other. the first associations involved in cultural activities were: Women’s Charity association,
soko, and seljacka spora.

sacred Zones

131 Milinović, ante, Bosanska epoha novskog, Pounja, 2012
132 Digitalni katalog kulturnih ruta BiH

133 Milinović, 2012
134 Đuran, 2014
135 Milinović, 2012

Written sources claim that a church and monastery of st. Catherine was
located at Londza, while people remember there was a settlement of traders and craftsmen. a large estate of the church order of the Cistercians
with a church and residential area was located on the left bank of the
una. But, all this was destroyed in the fighting between the ottomans and
Hungary in the Middle ages. the austro-Hungarian authorities built the
church of the holy Trinity in 1886.
in terms of architecture, novi was known for its old vidorian mosque and
monumental city mosque that were destroyed during the last civil war.
the latter has been rebuilt according to original blueprints. Both of them
were located within the walls of the former Turkish novi. 133
part of novi called jablanica lies on a plain above the river coast. it is
known for its beautiful Lombardy popluar trees, where has been located
ortodox church.134

green Zones
a significant undertaking that austria-Hungary executed was the regulation of the una after several catastrophic floods. one of the biggest attractions in Bosanski novi is the famous stone-walled bank fortification three
kilometers long or Kej, with its alley of lime and chestnut trees. it was
built in several stages because main construction works were initiated by
the austrian city administration from 1903 to 1906,and continued by the
yugoslavian authorities from 1934 to 1937... 135
in 1905 the una branch was buried together with a bridge called the Burum Bridge. once the regulation of this location was completed, a small
city park was built, the so-called Burum Park, along with a post office and
rectory. around a dozen of mills lied on the delta of the sana and the una
at the time.

Figure 29: Plan der Festung novi, year 1789
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urban forM of The novi grad ciTY
a map from 1783 shows a rectangular modular fortification with a free
small dense structure within the fortress and houses outside the walls
spanning longitudinally along the una. Maps from 1806 do not provide
much information about the fortress, while the surrounding structure is
not even marked. a map from 1882 offers data on a longitudinally developed free cell form of settlement, which was denser in the fortress area.
12 years later, austria-Hungary demolished the fortress and the city continued to expand freely in the central area around the delta of the una
and sava rivers, losing its longitudinal form and taking the central form it
has today.
Cities on the una and the sava shared similar historical destiny of being
cities on border rivers that lost their strategic importance with the arrival
of austria-Hungary. Because of this fact, fortifications within them that
had been built during ottoman times were demolished and cities continued to expand freely forming free central cell structures.

Figure 30: gemeinde Bosanski novi, year 1881
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gradisKa
The city of gradiska lies on the right bank of the sava river in the area of
lijevce field and potkozarje. it has been on a crossroads since the roman
era, and even before. the direction salona – servitium (Bosanska gradiska) that used to connect dalmatia and Pannonia was of special importance and it represented on of the most significant and longest strategic
roads built in this region in time of emperor tiberius and his protector
dolabella. in order to interconnect their provinces and strengthen freshly
established governance in the 9th century, the romans built a whole network of roads in the newly conquered region.

hisTorY
servitium was an important point and the place where the sava was
crossed, as well as a connection with other areas. it was the seat of the
river fleet and a strong trade and transit center. 136
Ptolomey’s geography from the 2nd century mentions and displays on a
map a place called serbinon or serbinum. a work called itinerarium antonini from the 2nd or 3rd centuries refers to servitium. a map called
tabula Peutingeriana from the 4th century refers to seruitio. a work titled
notitia dignitatum from around 400 ad refers to servitti. a work titled
anonymi ravennatis Cosmographia from the 7th or 8th centuries refers to
serbitium. all mentioned forms: serbinon, serbinum, servitium, seruitio,
servitii, and serbitium are related to a single place, according to scientists
and “without a doubt”, the modern-day gradiska. this is another proof of
the existence of the serbs in these areas much sooner, around 500 years
before the settlement of the slavs. Furthermore, in a distant past in the
area of gradiska was a well-known pile-dwelling settlement called donja
dolina. this village was situated on the right bank of the sava, around 17
km downriver from gradiska. it is a prehistoric site of necropolises from
the early and later iron age. 137
archaeological research determined that the oldest part of gradiska as an
inhabited place is the area of today’s park and hospital premises. roman
agricultural estates (vilae rusticae) were located in Lijevce Field. the settlement was first mentioned in 1295. then it was used as a crossing over
the sava and was called gradiski Brod. Besides that, it was also referred to
as just gradisce (gradische). in 1330 it was mentioned as the free town of
gradiska: libera villa de gradisca, as a part of the old serbian parish vrbas.
therefore, in the Middle ages, gradiska was an important crossing across
the sava, so this is the most frequent reference, especially in the 15th and
the 16th centuries in times of the Banovina of Jajce and fighting against
the turks, when gradiska, dubica, and Kostajnica were governed by the
serbian despot vuk grgurovic.3 in 1537, gradiska was conquered by gazi
husrev-bey. it remained in Turkish possession as a whole under the name
136 Husdžinović, sabira, Dokumenti opstanka, Muzej grada zenice, zenica, 2005
137 Marić, zdravko, Donja Dolina, in glasnik zemaljskog muzeja u sarajevu, arheologija,
nova serija, sveska XiX, sarajevo,1964. -p.5
Figure 31: ansicht von gradisca, year 1750
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Berbir all until 1699, while from 1558 to 1835 it was a captaincy. 138
that was the time when both the austrians on their side and the turks on
theirs started building fortifications, so clashes and raids lasted practically
until the austro-Hungarian occupation in 1878.
in ottoman times, gradiska was an important harbor on the sava, a strategic place where loading and unloading of goods, war materials, and he
transport of military took place for the purposes of waging war along the
whole sava. at the time, gradiska was a starting point for operations on
land and on the rivers sava and una, from where turkish squads went into
action on small longboats. 139
in 1560, on the right bank of the sava, the construction of a new stone fortress began that would replace the previous wooden one and that would
be named berbir. new fortress was made of stone and bricks with a roof
of shingles. its construction lasted for ten years. this way, the fortress was
easier to defend and it was safer from fires. Mahalas with residential objects and mosques were situated around the fortress. 140
the first reference to gradiska was written by a. georgiceo in 1626. evlija
Celebija travelled there also that year writing that there was a small town
in the shape of a square and which was a thousand steps wide. according to evlija Celebija, gradiska meant a small town. it was situated by the
sava. a cannon tabija stood next to the city. evlija mentioned a dizdar as
well.gradiska was captain’s seat for a while. a source from 1558 referred
to the commander of gradiska as captain. gradiska greatly suffered in the
war for vienna. in 1688 it was conquered and burned down by ljudevit
Badenski. in the war between austria and the ottomans from 1683 to
1699 the austrians lost gradiska in 1693 but it was not until the treaty in
sremski Karlovci in 1699 when it once again belonged to the ottomans.
The Muslims abandoned gradiska in 1716 and the crew demolished and
burned down the city to prevent it from being taken by the enemy. Most
of the crew with the captain served in Banja Luka. after the Belgrade treaty in 1739, the city population returned to their birthplace. in gradiska
they found a belvedere encircled by palisades. new city made of stone
was constructed in 1767. The order was that a hundred masons was to go
to gradiska, while Bosnian tefterdar ordered necessary iron material from
Kresevo, Fojnica, and vares. in 1789, the austrians retook gradiska under
the command of field marshal Laudon, but only to return it to the Porte in
1797, after the treaty of sistova (1791). the city remained intact this time
and such condition remained until 1878. Following the occupation of Bosnia and Herzegovina, gradiska (on both banks of the sava) lost its importance, so its fortress was first converted to prison and then demolished. 141

sLavonsKa (nova) gradisKa
the assumption is that since its foundation gradiska was a single city on
two shores of the sava. two gradiskas had not been mentioned prior to
the War for vienna and treaty of Karlowitz in 1699 when the border be138 Šehić , zijad i tepić ,ibrahim,Povjesni Atlas Bosne i Hercegovine sa geografskim i
istorijskim kartama, sejtarija, sarajevo, 2002, p.237
139 Vojna Enciklopedija,1 –10, redakcija vojne enciklopedije, Beograd 1970-1975, Beograd, 1980
140 Hadžialagić, Husref, Gradiška u prošlosti, geotisak d.d., rijeka-delnice,1995
141 Kreševljaković, Hamdija, Stari Bosanski gradovi, naše starine i, sarajevo, 1953, p.38

tween the ottoman empire and austria was established on the sava.
that is why i will briefly mention slavonska gradiska situated on the left
bank of the sava belonging to Croatia, whose plans are also a part of this
work because the two cities were developing simultaneously and have
always been connected throughout history, but the river and the border
often separated them, as it is the case today.
stara gradiska in slavonia (Croatia), the region of osijek, on the sava, in
the direction of Bosanska gradiska.
it was mentioned in the reports of Ban Franjo Bacanij from 1528. the
turks held it from 1537 to 1688. it was burned two times over that period:
in 1557 by Peter erdedi and in 1600 by the Lapsanovic brothers. the turks
reconstructed it every time.
nova gradiska, also in Croatia: founded because of the need to move the
command of the gradiska regiment on the sava to an area with lower
flood risk. even though it would be logical to use the existing old town
of Cernik, it was not possible because Cernik remained on the other side
of the border, in Banska Croatia. the site of the new city was aong the
sumetlica creek and its construction began in 1748 and lasted until 1750.
The city was mostly made of wood and its intended name was friedrichsdorf. For the local population and regiment crew this was a foreign
name difficult to pronounce. on the other hand, the new city was the
seat of the new command that was moved from gradiska on the sava, so
they simply called this newly erected city nova gradiska (new gradiska),
while the abandoned one was named stara gradiska (old gradiska). the
city was proclaimed a “free military municipality” in 1755. that moment
marked the beginning of a more intensive urban development of slavonska gradiska. 142

The period of ausTria-hungarY
as already mentioned, gradiska came under austrian rule three times:
1688-1693, 1716-1741 i 1789-1797. From 1856 to 1874 it was the most
important ferry line for the exportation of salt from austria. austrian forces entered gradiska on July 29, 1878. the following year it had 750 houses
with 4226 residents. Prior to the occupation in 1878 it was called Berbir.
during austro-Hungarian reign, gradiska had county office, county court,
command of gendarmerie station, post office and telegraph station, customs and financial guards, station of danube steamboat society, general
primary school, one orthodox and one Catholic confessional school, and
a madrassa. according to 1910 census results, there were 2367 Muslims,
1158 orthodoxians, 531 Catholics, and 15 Jews. 143
in an intention to keep this area, the austro-Hungarian authorities performed colonization with its population. in 1879, 14 new families from
northwestern germany arrived. These families founded a new quarter
vindthorst. the majority of them were the Czechs, Poles, italians, and
dutchmen. They bought lands from aghas or beys for very low prices.
142 Đurić, t. i Feletar, d., Stare građevine istočne Hrvatske,varaždin,1938
143 Šehić , zijad i tepić ,ibrahim,Povjesni Atlas Bosne i Hercegovine sa geografskim i
istorijskim kartama, sejtarija, sarajevo, 2002, p.237
Figure 32: Plan und Profil der Festung gradiska, year 1734
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From 1879 to 1898, the settlers formed six new settlements in Lijevce
Field, which belonged to the county of gradiska: nova topola, vrbaska,
dubrave, Celinovac, troselji, and Miljevacka Kozara. these settlements
were the most developed, since the settlers brought previously unknown
tools and machines (iron ploughs, harrows, horse drawn mowers) and new
cultures (strawberries, small vegetables, vine, clover, rapeseed), and highly
productive livestock species.144
Many changes influenced the development of this area. the agrarian sector changed the slowest. the abolition of the spahiya system lasted too
long. Feudal system and serf duties were abolished only in 1911. the turn
of the 19th century was characterized by gradual emigration of the Muslim
population to turkey and by the settlement of the Christians. ethnic structure was greatly changed thereby in this area.
generally speaking, austria-Hungary performed the first detailed population census, surveying and melioration of the land. it modernized and improved agricultural production, trade, craftsmanship, transit connections,
especially direction Banja Luka – gradiska that connected Bosnia and
herzegovina to austria-hungary across the sava. in the sphere of culture
changes were made by opening new schools.

public Zones
City Hall building and madrassa in (Bosanska) gradiska were built in the
pseudo-Moorish style.
the precise year of madrassa completion is unknown. according to the
vakufnama, which is kept in the archive of Bosnia and Herzegovina, it is
assumed that the madrassa building was built before 1899.145
it is considered that the construction of City Hall began in 1879 and that it
was completed in 1880. City Hall was a part of the architectural whole with
an old hotel. City Park continues from one side of the hotel and modern
cultural center building from the other. city hall was built in the pseudo-Moorish style. the entire composition of the object was designed according to the principle of strict symmetry with the central, protruding
avant-corps and two minor angular avant-corps. city hall was topped with
a wide wreath and covered with an emphasized roof. The roof was made
of chromed sheet metal and the facade was colored in terracotta color.
gymnasium was built for the needs of the church municipality. its construction began in 1893 and it was completed in 1894 under the management of metropolitan nikolajevic.
City Park in gradiska was built during the austro-Hungarian period, like
in all other cities it emphasized the importance of green zones in the city.

sacred Zones
near the fortified town of Berbir, the emperor’s Mosque was erected,
one of many erected during the rule of suleiman the legislator. Tomb of
sejh-gaibija and harem of the Tekye Mosque is located in the center of
144 Hadžialagić, Husref, Gradiška u prošlosti, geotisak d.d., rijeka-delnice,1995
145 Bećirbegović, Madžida, Prosvjetni objekti islamske arhitekture u Bosni iI Hercegovini,
1997
Figure 33: nova gradiska, year 1800
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(Bosanska) gradiska.146 the tekye Mosque, with its wooden minaret, was
built in 1620 in the middle of the harem. 147
Catholic parish existed in Berbir (today’s Bosanska gradiska) as early as the
17th century. after it declined, the Franciscans from ivanjska performed
pastoral duties for believers in this area. gradiska was detached from the
parish of ivanjska as a local vicarage in 1838. in 1872, it was proclaimed a
parish. Parish church was built from 1908 to 1912.
the serbian orthodox Church is organized in 10 parishes, in which 12 temples and 10 chapels were built so far. the biggest temple is the temple of
the holy shroud of the holy Mary. The oldest church is located in the village of romanovci, the temple of saint nicolas, built 400 years ago, which
is on the list of national monuments. 148

146 Medžlis islamske zajednice Bosanska gradiška, 2003
147 Bećirbegović, 1997
148 Ševo, Ljiljana, Crkva u Romanovcima, in Pravoslavne crkve i manastiri u Bosni i Hercegovini do 1878. godine, Banja Luka, 2002
Figure 34: situations Plan der Festung alt gradiska, year 1900
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urBan ForM oF tHe gradisKa City
gradiska had a similar destiny through centuries like Brod. a map from
1730 reveals a fortress with a star-like modular fortification. on the other
bank of the sava the fortress of the so-called nova gradiska was built. it
was demolished during austro-Hungarian rule, but maps from 1882 and
1900 reveal how it dominated in the free cell structure of the settlement
around it. The modern-day map of gradiska shows a central radial scheme
of streets concentric in relation to bulwarks of the fortress that does not
exist today. gradiska is the most frequently used border crossing in Bosnia
and Herzegovina. unlike it, on the other bank of the sava, former nova
gradiska and now stara gradiska is just a small settlement with a few
houses, because nova gradiska was moved several kilometers away from
the sava.

Figure 35: gemeinde gradiska, year 1882
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brod
the city of Brod is located in the north of Bosnia and Herzegovina, in
Posavina, on the right banks of the sava river. it is connected with slavonski Brod on the left bank of the sava in Croatia by bridge. 149

hisTorY
Just like slavonski Brod, in the Middle ages it was property of the Boricevics tribe (later Berislavics) tribe after whom it was eventually named Berislavica Brod. the ottomans took it in 1536 and organized it as a borderline stronghold. settlement on the right bank was completely destroyed
during the war between the ottomans and the austrians from 1688 to
1691. the treaty of Karlowitz signed in sremski Karlovci in 1699 determined the sava as the border between the habsburg Monarchy and the
ottoman empire. two powerful states then began fortifying their borders.
Both organized their border posts in defensive fashion. Central authorities
of the two countries dealt with global larger issues, while less significant
issues regarding the borderline areas were left to local authorities with
limited territorial jurisdiction. there were many watch posts, known as
belvederes, on both sides. Belvederes were located along both sides of
the river and in places where inter-state traffic existed.150
Following the treaty of Karlowitz, the settlement was reconstructed and
repopulated and was called turski Brod from then on. From 1701 to 1716
it had a small wooden fortification and a captain. it was again destroyed
by the austrians in 1716. according to the Treaty of pozarevac in 1718
austria occupied northern Bosnia, but it lost it after the treaty of Belgrade
in 1739. Belvedere in Bosanski Brod was erected after the signing of the
treaty. the newly built and fortified belvedere was guarded by soldiers
from the vranducka (derventa) captaincy.151
such an object was unnecessary on the slavonian side, because there already was a large fortress – festung slavonia-brod. border patrol on the
ottoman side consisted of the arabs and it was a type of technical border
watch that not only protected the border, but also, if necessary, it was capable of building bridges, mounted bridges, and other devices for crossing
the river, digging trenches, building small fortifications, etc. the belvedere
commander was called azap-agha. The azap service was under jurisdiction of the emperor, the state, it was not subordinated to the sultan.
Bosanski Brod belonged to the Captaincy of vranduk, whose seat was in
derventa. such situation lasted until the thirties of the 19th century.
The oldest image of a bosnian and herzegovinian belvedere was drawn by
sir arthur evans, renowned archaeologist and researcher of Knosos who
traveled through brod in the summer of 1875. The belvedere was already
149 Kraljevina Srba, Hrvata i Slovenaca, Jugoslovenska tiskarna, Ljubljana, 1927, -p.171
150 Mulabegovic,Ferhad i Hazim Handzic, Kulturno-istorijska skica from Dr. Djuro Basler,
in Turski cardak s okolicom u Bosanskom Brodu- Idejno arhitektonsko-urbanisticko rjsenje,
1985, Kulturno naslijeđe, sarajevo –Publishing, 1998, -p.151
151 Basler,
Figure 36: Plan der Festung Brod und umgebung, year 1698

a dilapidated old building then.152
people living on the shores of the sava in the areas of bosanski and slavonski Brod, despite being divided by the river, have traditionally realized
good cooperation always.153
around 1850, Bosanski Brod had a population of around 700 residents.
at that time, it was a trade center. thanks to traders from slavonski Brod,
in 1860, the first petroleum lamp in the entire Bosnia and Herzegovina
arrived to Bosanski Brod. the settlement started to develop intensively
after the completion of the road to sarajevo in 1864 and the introduction
of permanent postal and passenger transportation. the main ferry on the
sava was located there until the construction of the Bosanski Brod – zenica railway.154

The period of ausTria-hungarY
until 1878, the sava was a firm border between two empires. on its side
austria organized the military formation known as the Military Frontier,
while the ottomans established the system of captaincies.155
after the occupation, Bosanski Brod became a municipality and it was
then officially named Bosanski Brod. during austro-Hungarian rule, the
city had a direction of county financial guard, gendarmerie command station, post office, and telegraph station, customs office, municipality ambulance, Catholic parish office, orthodox church, Jewish religious municipality with a synagogue, mosque, one maktab for boys and one for girls,
one general primary school, one Muslim girl school, Croatian credit bank,
serbian bank and savings bank, voluntary firefighter brigade, etc. according to census results from 1910, in Bosanski Brod lived 675 Muslims, 506
orthodoxians, 1936 Catholics, and 163 Jews.156

public Zones
Karl Parzik made the first project of the court and prison building in Bosanski Brod, the first one in november 1907 and the latter in May 1908. using
a combination of Historicism and secession, similar to the project for the
court in Bileca, Parzik tried to achieve representation of expression on
this small, rational object, with limited funding, by combining elements of
composition and decoration in the styles of Historicism and secession.157
in these years, the education sector began to develop in Bosanski Brod as
well.the first public library in Bosanski Brod was founded in 1889 as part
of the people’s primary school. renowned sarajevo-based trader family
Hadzi-ristics founded the first financial institution in 1859.after the estab152 Mulabegovic, Handzic, -p.151
153 Mulabegovic, Handzic, -p.158
154 Šehić , zijad i tepić ,ibrahim,Povjesni Atlas Bosne i Hercegovine sa geografskim i
istorijskim kartama, sejtarija, sarajevo, 2002, p.237
155 Mulabegovic, Handzic, -p.151
156 Šehić, tepić, p.237
157 dimitrijević, dr Branka, Architect Karel Pařik, PHd, university of zagreb, 1991
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lishment of austro-Hungarian authority, Bosanski Brod became the main
point for transportation between the monarchy and other provinces.
oil refinery in Brod was established in 1892 by the Hungarian company for
chemical industry called danica. the factory capacity was around 25.000
tons annually.
Because of its geographic position, the municipality of Brod was the logical choice for the construction of the oil refinery, and also because of
easy access to the sava, which could be used for river transportation from
sisak to the delta with the danube and further to the Black sea, as well as
because of connection with normal gauge railways to european countries
and with narrow gauge tracks with bosnia.
in 1923 the oil refinery managed to obtain a Ford automobile and it was
the first automobile in Bosanski Brod. the first air show in Bosanski Brod
took place in 1912. the air show in Brod took place only nine years after
the first plane ever lifted from the ground.158
Furthermore, a large connecting railway station was situated in Brod. railway station was built in 1896 according to the design by architect Hans
niemezcek in the Pseudo-Moorish style. the station opened in 1897 and
was illuminated by auer gas made by the refinery. on July 15, 1897, the
first train went from Bosanski Brod towards derventa and zepce. at the
same time, a section of normal gauge tracks 3.5 km long was built between slavonski and Bosanski Brod along with the bridge on the sava, so
the station in Bosanski Brod became a connecting station on the way to
railways in austria-hungary.
this connection was realized across the new iron bridge. Bridge construction began in 1879 and was completed in 1884. it was adapted for the use
by pedestrians, trains, and horse wagons. ships flowed beneath it. i twas
built on 6 pillars made of carved stone in the length of 485 m. The bridge
was illuminated by petroleum lamps at night.
Besides the bridge, in 1887 a 6 m tall pillar honoring Franz Joseph i was
built. it was first brought to Bosnia in 1885.

modeled into a residential object when a new church was erected in 1907.
a serbian orthodox church was built in the main street in 1894.

residenTial Zones
residential architecture found by the austrians was oriental with houses
that had four-sided roofs and a stone ground floor. Many houses, especially in plains, were placed upon 2 m tall poles due to floods. Houses were
usually made of wood.159

sacred Zones
The husein-bey’s Mosque is located in the very center of bosanski brod.
the original object, built at the end of the 18th century, represented an
example of a single-space mosque with a wooden minaret. new mosque
building was built in 1909 and it was a single-space subdome mosque.160
an old Catholic Church of saint ilija was built in 1860 and it was later re158 Hrvatsko planinarsko društvo, Bosna i Hercegovina, tisak antuna scholza, zagreb,
1909 -p.78
159 Hrvatsko planinarsko društvo, -p.78
160 Bećirbegović, Madžida, Prosvjetni objekti islamske arhitekture u Bosni iI Hercegovini,
1997

Figure 37: Plan der Festung Brod am sustorm, year 1770
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urban forM of The brod ciTY
a map from 1698 reveals two fortresses standing opposite to each other
and with a similar star-like character. bosanski brod lay on the right bank of
the sava flowing around the fortress that belonged to the ottoman empire,
while novi Brod, belonging to austria-Hungary on the left bank. a hundred
years later, a map from 1770 shows Brod fortress in the same position with
strengthened fortification with only a few houses around it. another century later, with the arrival of austria-Hungary the fortress was demolished
and several houses in free cell structure remained on the map. across the
river, slavonski Brod had taken contours of a city with almost longitudinal orthogonal matrix. as one can see, both these cities have been closely
linked through history having almost the same name but only on different
sides of the river and in a different state. the austro-Hungarian Monarchy
built the railway bridge connecting these cities. today, slavonski Brod is
much more developed than brod in bosnia and herzegovina.

Figure 38: gemeinde Brod, year 1882
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urban forMs of ciTies
Factors influencing the spatial organization of urban wholes, which was
defined by the Japanese Maki and ohtaki, are determined by the use of
basic materials, geography and topology, human scale, and sequential development. three basic spatial concepts are: composite concept, mega
structure, and group form. according to ranko radovic and his book the
Form of the City, the typology of physical city structures that can be applied in the urban structure of cities can be linear physical structure, cell
structure, which are the free forms of physical structure, and modular
structure. Most often, combined physical structures are created from
modular structure. all of these represent continually built structures.
the analyzed cities were categorized according to this division. the cities
mostly represent combined physical structures. aside from these there
are also satellite non-continual forms. Based on this typology, urban matrixes or forms of cities in Bosnia and Herzegovina were grouped.

bihac
Bihac, like gradiska and Brod, lost its strategic importance by becoming
a part of the austro-Hungarian Monarchy. therefore, old bulwarks and
fortifications were demolished. Maps from 1566 and 1686 reveal that Bihac fortress was surrounded by waters of the una. a denser structure
of objects within the bulwarks is visible on maps from 1807 and 1828, as
well as a minor settlement on the other bank of the una. Land survey map
from 1884 shows a dense structure of objects within the fortification and
a free cell structure of settlement around the fortress and across the una.
Bihac still has such a free structure and it has been significantly expanded
on both sides of the una.

novi grad
a map from 1783 shows a rectangular modular fortification with a free
small dense structure within the fortress and houses outside the walls
spanning longitudinally along the una. Maps from 1806 do not provide
much information about the fortress, while the surrounding structure is
not even marked. a map from 1882 offers data on a longitudinally developed free cell form of settlement, which was denser in the fortress area.
12 years later, austria-Hungary demolished the fortress and the city continued to expand freely in the central area around the delta of the una
and sava rivers, losing its longitudinal form and taking the central form it
has today.
Cities on the una and the sava shared similar historical destiny of being
cities on border rivers that lost their strategic importance with the arrival

of austria-Hungary. Because of this fact, fortifications within them that
had been built during ottoman times were demolished and cities continued to expand freely forming free central cell structures.

gradisKa
gradiska had a similar destiny through centuries like Brod. a map from
1730 reveals a fortress with a star-like modular fortification. on the other
bank of the sava the fortress of the so-called nova gradiska was built. it
was demolished during austro-Hungarian rule, but maps from 1882 and
1900 reveal how it dominated in the free cell structure of the settlement
around it. The modern-day map of gradiska shows a central radial scheme
of streets concentric in relation to bulwarks of the fortress that does not
exist today. gradiska is the most frequently used border crossing in Bosnia
and Herzegovina. unlike it, on the other bank of the sava, former nova
gradiska and now stara gradiska is just a small settlement with a few
houses, because nova gradiska was moved several kilometers away from
the sava.

brod
a map from 1698 reveals two fortresses standing opposite to each other
and with a similar star-like character. bosanski brod lay on the right bank
of the sava flowing around the fortress that belonged to the ottoman empire, while novi Brod, belonging to austria-Hungary on the left bank. a
hundred years later, a map from 1770 shows Brod fortress in the same
position with strengthened fortification with only a few houses around
it. another century later, with the arrival of austria-Hungary the fortress
was demolished and several houses in free cell structure remained on the
map. across the river, slavonski Brod had taken contours of a city with
almost longitudinal orthogonal matrix. as one can see, both these cities
have been closely linked through history having almost the same name
but only on different sides of the river and in a different state. the austro-Hungarian Monarchy built the railway bridge connecting these cities.
today, slavonski Brod is much more developed than Brod in Bosnia and
herzegovina.

Figure 39: urban matrix of of Bihac, novi grad, gradiska, Brod, year 2016
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Cities on tHe Bosna, bisTrica
and vrbas rivers
sarajevo
livno
BanJa LuKa
jajce
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sarajevo
geographic position of the sarajevo region is the main reason why sarajevo became the biggest and the most important city in bosnia and herzegovina, because economic characteristics of this area are not especially favorable. a half-mountain area as it is, it never had nor it ever will
have more advanced and profitable agriculture. the situation is similar
with animal husbandry as well. However, communication characteristics
are much more favorable. The original source of the bosnia river lies at a
crossroads of many paths that lead in various directions, but they all meet
in the sarajevo region.
sarajevo became the strategic and political center of the turkish part of
Bosnia and its economic seat in 1463. Later relocation of supreme administrative and military authorities to Banja Luka and travnik did not affect
sarajevo. its favorable central geographic position secured its place as the
most advanced settlement in the province. 161

hisTorY
archaeological remains from the neolithic period have been found in
several places in the sarajevo region. These are the most important ones
that have been researched more thoroughly than others: settlements in
gornjiButmir and other larger settlements at sokbunar, zlatiste, and debelobrdo above sarajevo.
one of the most important roman roads led through the sarajevo field
and the Miljacka valley, proved by milestones, parts of the road, and roman settlements above all. this road connected the adriatic coast with
roman lands in the province of pannonia. remains of a roman road from
that period that led from the sarajevo field to trnovo still exist. also, there
was a road leading from the coastline to sarajevo. not many roman remains have been found in the city of sarajevo. out of all settlements in
that area ilidza was the largest, probably because it lied on a crossroads.
it belonged to the province of gornjiinn lirik called aqua at the time. 162
similar to the fate of the rest of the Balkans, these areas were probably
ravaged by barbaric tribes such as the Huns, eastern goths, and the germans in the 3rd and 4th centuries ad. in 395 this area belonged to the
Western roman empire. during previous barbaric conquests, epidemics,
starvation, and other troubles the old sarmatian population of the sarajevo region decreased in numbers. after their arrival in the 6th and 7th
centuries, the slavs became majority easily. 163
the area taken by the slavs was called zupa (parish) and it was an administrational unit governed by the tribe. it was named vrhbosna probably
immediately. the history of vrhbosna from the 7th to 10th centuries is
161 skakić, Miloš, Bosna i Hercegovina, sarajevska sekcija udruženja jugoslovenskih
inženjera i arhitekata, sarajevo, 1922, -p.234
162 skarić, vladislav, Sarajevo i njegova okolina od najstarijih vremena do Austrougarske
okupacije, veselin Masleša, sarajevo, 1985, -p.37
163 skarić, -p.37
Figure 40: ansicht von sarajevo, year 1697
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unknown, but it was mentioned for the first time in 1244. a church of st.
stephen the First Martyr originating in that period was found in a village
near sarajevo. it is considered that the population of this area accepted
Christianity in the 9th century. a Byzantine emperor mentioned the name
of the city of Catera that would have been located in the sarajevo field. 164
By the end of the 14th century, and maybe before, vrhbosna belonged to
radjenJablanovic and his son Pavle, by whom the family would be named
pavlovic. 165

The oTToMan period
in the Middle ages the sarajevo area lied on a very important road with
dense traffic called the Bosnian road. it led from the inlands of the Balkan peninsula to Bosnia, dalmatia, and Croatia. that was the reason of
frequent raids by ottoman “akindji” troops, who robbed, murdered, and
enslaved people everywhere they went. their first raid was in 1386 and
many more followed until that area of vrhbosna finally fell to ottoman
rule in 1435. soon the ottomans built their first mosque. town on both
sides of the Miljacka river expanded around the governor’s court – the
saraj; saraj-ovasi means field around the court. that is where the name
of sarajevo originates from. the first written mention of sarajevo was in
1507. despite falling to ottoman rule, the Pavlovic family was exterminated completely when the great duke of bosnia petarpavlovic died in
battle in 1420. the entire region was called Pavlovic’s Land for a long time
afterwards.
Before the ottomans, at the site of the modern-day sarajevo was an orthodox settlement called varos, as the ottomans used to call Christian part
of the city, which extended to the Miljacka and the emperor’s Bridge. an
old orthodox church used to be there as well. the emperor’s Mosque was
the center around which mahala grew. it was also the place where the
governor’s court was built. the ottomans expanded stara varos (the old
town) eastwards. it was where Bascarsija developed. a road from the west
led through it and then it turen to the north-east on one side and over the
Miljacka on the other leading to alifakovac. There was also a quarter inhabited by traders from dubrovnik that the ottomans named Latinluk. 166
in medieval times, the city was expanded to some extent and more buildings were built in it (a small mosque, a barn and a dizdar’s house). it was
not until the Pozarevac treaty when sarajevo residents first felt the need
to build walls around one part of the center. Construction began on ascension day in 1729 and lasted, with some interruptions, until 1739. three
towers were completed as well. five more tabias were added later. The
fort was reconstructed several times. this object served as prison as well.
from the second half of the 17th century to 1851 several rebellions occurred in sarajevo, resulting in the deaths of several hundred residents
of sarajevo. The sarajevo fortress was always well supplied with weapons
and ammunition, and other cities in Bosnia were supplied from it, espe164 skakić, Miloš, Bosna i Hercegovina, sarajevska sekcija udruženja jugoslovenskih
inženjera i arhitekata, sarajevo, 1922, -p.48
165 skarić, -p.50
166 skarić, -p.48-56
Figure 41: sarajevo, year 1783
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cially after the early 18th century. in 1833 the sarajevo fortress and the
vizier’s court in gorica had 46 cannons. it was only once that this city saw
direct battle with the enemy. it occurred on august 19, 1878. after abandoning hobidjed its crew was transferred to this fortress around 1825. 167
during ottoman rule sarajevo was the main center of trade in the eyalet
of bosnia. central areas for trading goods imported from the east and
the West were Bazardjani, two bezistans, and taslihan, while many crafts
flourished in the rest of the center, whose products covered needs of the
city and of much of the province.
on his travel across Bosnia in 1899, antunradic describes traditional
tradesmen’s life in a Bosnian town like this:
“in the early morning of July 22 i got up and went to the sarajevo downtown (Carsija). after being there for three hours i realized what was the
carsija from folk songs because i saw what carsija meant in the life of this
people – every larger place had a carsija, and the sarajevo Carsija was just
like the ones in Fojnica, visoko, Kresevo, or any other. i could not resist
thinking how did this carsija develop, what were the causes for this kind of
carsija life…? i talked to some feeble sellers who weren’t earning even 10
coins per day whilst sitting in front of their wooden booths, drinking coffee, smoking, and talking among each other. that is why there is so much
trade and so many traders. it is clear that all those stores bring almost no
profit at all, with many of them being on the loss. therefore, it is not an
unusual thing to learn that some of these traders had sold one plot of land
last year, another plot this year, thus keeping the store alive. at first you
do not consider them traders. i used to admire the sovereign carelessness
in trade: there is almost no bargaining at all… even those who work on
something else besides trade do not seem to be worried. i find it strange,
because one has to live somehow. still, it became clear to me when i found
out that many (maybe majority) of these craftsmen possessed plots of
land cultivated by their serfs...” 168

The period of ausTria-hungarY
From the 16th century to the austro-Hungarian occupation in 1878, sarajevo developed within an area marked at the very beginning of its development. Carsija was the administrative and trade center located in the
eastern part of the basin, while western parts of the modern-day city developed more intensively only after the ottoman period, when the military hospital was built. Further expansion direction was determined by
new borders that moved westwards in 1881 and northwards in 1891 when
a general hospital was planned to be built there. 169
City’s urban structure in the ottoman period was based on the principle
of organization of residential areas – mahalas, which were spatially and
functionally connected with specially organized business zones. Mahalas
167 Kreševljaković, Hamdija, Stari Bosanski gradovi, in naše starine i, sarajevo, 1953
-p.15
168 radić, antun,sabrana djela Dra Antuna Radića, edited by vladko Maček and rudolf
Herceg. 19 vols. zagreb, seljačka sloga, 1935—1939, -p.136
169 Šehić , zijad i tepić ,ibrahim, Povjesni Atlas Bosne i Hercegovine sa geografskim i
istorijskim kartama, sejtarija, sarajevo, 2009, -p.282
Figure 42: umgebung von sarajevo, year 1862-1863
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were spatially complete and defined wholes and the territorial division
of sarajevo was based on this principle. such territorial organization was
abolished in 1883 and new division on seven districts (kotars) was introduced. during ottoman times one administrative unit was mahala, while
during the austro-Hungarian occupation this was one street.
The image of the feudal city where the architectural volume hierarchy provided completely logical and easily understandable structure of interior
affairs was quickly violated by great changes of the entire concept of the
city. the principle of strict separation between business and residential
zones as well as the principle of residential areas were abruptly violated bz
the change of social relations and city’s population structure. 170
during his visit to sarajevo in 1878, Lerchenfeld von amandwrites: „sarajevo is surrounded by tall hills and mountains. one of those viewpoints offers especially fascinating view. Most of the city with its narrow and curvy
streets lies on the right bank of the Miljacka river. suburbs are scattered
widely on the left bank of the river and towards the west. as you approach
them from the direction of the center already bad streets become worse,
filled with deep holes that could easily break untrained and weak legs.
greenery dominates the city above which many minarets arise, with a fortress keeping guard on top of it. We must not forget the bridges, whether
they are made of stone or wood, or the two most important mosques: the
emperor’s Mosque on the left bank of the Miljacka, and the Beg’s Mosque
nearby, around which the city center has developed. sarajevo does not
have many big buildings: governor’s court, Konak, two-story military barracks, several hans, and several bigger houses owned by rich Muslims and
Christians, including seats of european ambassadors. What is characteristic for this and other oriental cities is a covered bazaar with various stores.
Many small streets with craftsmen and traders intersect around it, giving
the whole place a breath of oriental varieties.” 171
“as a diamond in a green emerald circle there shines the city surrounded
by hills”. 172
during austro-Hungarian rule sarajevo developed, as the political, economic, and cultural center of Bosnia and Herzegovina, developed into a
modern city. bosnian people viewed it as a center of beauty with monumental buildings and glow and luxury that only a city can have. sarajevo
was the reflection of Bosnia from the Bosnian point of view. one could
rarely find another city that could be such a credible reflection of the entire country. during the occupation, sarajevo was modernized while preserving traditional traits. it also gained characteristics of a western-european city.
sarajevo capital and neighboring cities turned into commercial and industrial cities, while smaller centers such as county seats showed signs of vivid
trade. The value of the historical core of sarajevo lies within its uniqueness
170 Kreševljaković, -p. 32
171 Lerchenfeld, schweiger von amand, Land und Leute von Bosninen und Herzegowina,
Wien, 1878,
172 smolle, dr.Leo, Nove zemlje pod vlašću Austro-Ugarske, Bosna i Hercegovina, styria,
graz, 1901
Figure 43: sarajevo, year 1879
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in terms of continuity and richness in diversity.
the austro-Hungarian authorities showed high interest and care for our
historical heritage from the very beginning. it was demonstrated in the
adoption of appropriate building regulations and recording of data on historical monuments, including even the creation of the master plan of Bascarsija, which had not been completed.
during the occupation, a new european downtown began to emerge on
the western side of downtown, facilitated by the catastrophic fire in sarajevo in 1879. it accelerated the departure from hans because even those
that remained were able to meet the needs of the growing number of
foreign travelers only briefly. the great fire in Bascarsija destroyed 304
houses, 434 stores, and 135 other objects in 36 streets. significant objects
that burned down were four mosques, a Catholic church, the german embassy, taslihan, djul’s Han, Hanikah, and a synagogue. the austro-Hungarian authorities demonstrated high concern for cultural wealth, especially
for those assets that represented the cultural identity of each of the nations, deciding to do something revolutionary – the ensemble reconstruction. this action would become an official method only during the period
of active protection, i.e. from the World War ii onwards. the reason for
such action lied in the high degree of cultural tolerance and respect for
the specifics of the historical development of different nations.realizing
permanence through change as one of the primary city building criteria
during the ottoman-turkish period, they found it completely reasonable
to restore what had been destroyed in the fire. therefore even today the
area of Bascarsija is regarded as an important fragment in the continuity
of city development, and not at all a model according to present norms.
Morphological structure and the planning basis of the area have remained
completely unaltered. therefore, in relation to the surrounding this action
was reconstruction, while in terms of the city it was restoration of its morphological structure. in regional terms it represented conservation of typological features of one of Bosnian settlements.173
in the aftermath of the fire owners had to take ownership over new objects
and to repair the old ones. thereby, in 1883 hotel europe was completed, which was the first modern accommodation facility in the city, around
which new downtown began to form. franz jospeh street and rudolph’s
streetwere its core, which later expanded to Ferhadija and other nearby
streets, almost reaching Marindvor. old downtown gradually changed its
original appearance. 174
during the austro-Hungarian period, urban city development was well
planned. they showed empathy for the specifics of the found planning
basis, from which one can easily read the chronology of urban development even today. irregular, typically medieval basis of carsija presented
in the 1880 master plan of the reconstration of the burnt part of the city
represents the reconstruction of the original network. the decision to do
so back then when that was not customary came from the appreciation of
the local building philosophy – “the enternal in the passing”. the planning

Figure 44: Plan von sarajevo, year 1880
Figure 45: gemeinde sarajevo, year 1884

173 Kreševljaković, Hamdija, Stari Bosanski gradovi, in naše starine i, sarajevo, 1953
-p..45
174 Šehić , zijad i tepić ,ibrahim,Povjesni Atlas Bosne i Hercegovine sa geografskim i
istorijskim kartama sejtarija, sarajevo, 2009, -p.282
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basis of the fringing residential areas – mahalas – formed gradually in a
most natural way, i.e. according to topography, essentially remained the
same. the master plan contained corrections to individual elements, without affecting general characteristics of the whole.
during forty years of the austro-Hungarian governance, as the political
and economic center of bosnia and herzegovina sarajevo developed into
a modern city.
on november 27, 1878, Military High Command ordered the establishment of the committee tasked with registering all streets, bridges, and
squares.
at the beginning of 1879, the city authorities completed all necessary
preparations for census in B&H, also completing the list of streets and the
numbering of houses. Therefore it was established that sarajevo had 4.927
houses, out of which 173 were abandoned, 293 stores, and 284 streets.
they also gathered data necessary for the creation of the master plan of
sarajevo, which was published in 1882 and which facilitated the establishment of the cadaster.
according to census results published in 1879 sarajevo had 21,377 residents, out of which 14,848 Muslims (69,45%), 3,747 orthodox residents
(17,52%), 678 Catholics (3,26%), 2,077 Jews (9,74%), 330 roma, and 275
others.
in the beginning the city administration focused on the center and later on
the suburbs. the great fire of 1879 and two major floods (1881 and 1887)
demanded resolution of the problem of clogged streets and the Miljacka.
tasihan street was renovated first and others followed.
Houses, stores, and gardens were lined along both banks of the Miljacka. the regulation of the Miljacka banks began in 1886 and lasted for 11
years. section of the bank around the Cumurija Bridge was completed first
(1886). in 1893 another section reaching Hiseta was completed, when the
old wooden bridge skenderija was replaced with an iron construction.
Works were also performed on the section from the Latinska to seherijina
bridges (1896 – 1897). the old emperor’s Bridge, which lied in the direction of the emperor’s Mosque entrance, was demolished to be replaced by
a concrete bridge. three carsijas disappeared during these works: zildziluk,
tahmisa, several houses on the left bank, gornji and donjitabaci on the
right bank. two educational institutions were also demolished: djumisicamadrassas and abdulahefendiKantamirija’s library. street along the right
bank of the Miljacka was named apel’s street, while the one on the right
bank was named emperor’s street.
the old stone bridge by the King ali-Pasha’s Mosque was replaced by a
bridge over the Kosevo stream. in 1886 the Latinska Bridge was expanded, and the seherijina Bridge was also expanded in 1901. one of the first
buildings of the sarajevo Municipality was the slaughterhouse on grbavica. it was officially opened in January 1881 and it was expanded several
times later on.
in the beginning the 15th corps was stationed in sarajevo. ottoman barracks were unsuitable and the construction of new ones began. in 1880 a
new object was built on the site called orta the officers’ casino, to which
another floor was added eventually. until the construction of the social
Figure 46: sarajevo city center, Carsija, year 1884

House (1899) this was the center of social life for senior officers and civil
servants. it staged concerts, lectures, etc. the building of the City Command office (Platz-komando) was built in terezija street in 1882. Military
camp was located to the east from the railway station, where huge barracks were built on a 3 ha plot of land. the complex bore the name of
Filipovic Lager until 1918. new barracks replaced the old ottoman ones
in 1902.175
after 1878 sarajevo streets were illuminated by petroleum lamps ignited
by firemen. during 1889 the center had 188 street lamps. sarajevo started
receiving electricity in 1895. the first electrical lamps were installed on
april 3 and 4 1895.
since the railways station was 3 km away from the city center all the goods
transported by railways were carried by freight wagons. it made traffic difficult so the government initiated the construction of the so-called horse
tram.
electrical tram was introduced in 1895, three years before it happened in
vienna. it was then when sarajevo residents finally saw the “horse tram”.
it was an especially important event because at the time sarajevo was
one of rare european cities that had a tram network. the horse tram, a
great sensation in its time, was discontinued after a decade of successful
service. 176

archiTecTure
the architecture of sarajevo had been in stagnation since the 16th century, followed by a gradual decline. it was probably why the expected conflict between oriental and new euopean ideals was not as drastic as expected in the 19th century architecture. there are no solutions resulting
from an interaction of the improvisational spirit of the folk builder and
the academically educated architect from this transition period. all major
objects built after the sixties of the 19th century were built by foreigners.

public Zones
there are almost no Classicism elements in the architecture of sarajevo,
while its influence can be seen only in fragments on some important objects.
the officers’ Canteen building represents one of the most important
objects designed in the spirit of romanticism. it gives the impression of
mobility and labile balance by the stepping of architectural elements –
porch, central avant-corps, wing sections…, with only minimal ornamentation underlining them. the object was built on an open area where a
small cemetery had been located. its construction began in 1880 and it
was opened the next year. it was the center of social life in sarajevo until
the social House was built. it was where exhibits and public lectures were
organized, while the first fanfare concert was held in 1881.
romanticism can be felt in the work of many sarajevo builders. it is especially noticeable in the early work of Hans niemeczek, particularly the
175 Šehić , tepić, -p.282
176 Šehić , tepić ,-p.48
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theatre building from 1881. that building does not exist anymore. developed and encouraged in european culture, this notion, with its eccentric
produced solutions that cannot be analyzed in the time and stylistic context of architecture of romanticism in other european cities. 177
one of the first academically conceptualized objects was hotel europe,
opened in 1882. it was the first stylistically completely precise neo-renaissance building whose project was most probably drafted outside of
sarajevo. The building’s architecture shows its author was academically
well educated. at the same time, this was the first example of pure eclectics in sarajevo. 178
in sarajevo, the capital of one province in the austro-Hungarian Monarchy, the first administrative buildings were built in the neo-renaissance
style. The government palace designed by architect joseph vancas in vienna has typical traits of an early-renaissance Florentine palace with the
facade “sheeting” derived from the recognizable forms of the Medici riccardi palace in Florence. in 1911 the building received another floor (arch.
Karel Pařik), losing some of its original proportion.
The imposing building of the social house was erected in 1897 based on
the design by Karel Pařik. during the entire period of austro-Hungarian
governance it was the “vereinshaus” or “Herren club” or Clubhaus” with a
hall for staging theatre shows, the so-called “salltheater”.
thenational Museum building is considered to be the highest reach of
architect Karel Pařik. as an institution it was established in 1885 and it
was opened for public on February 1888. it first operated in an inappropriate object until 1909, when a new master plan for the Marindvor zone
was adopted, with a drawn silhouette of the present object on it. the
building was constructed as a very representative ensemble with four pavilions connected with terraces, with a nicely decorated botanic garden in
the middle. By all criteria, this monumental ensemble constructed in the
neo-renaissance spirit was the most significant work by architect Karel
Pařik. other sarajevo builders also contributed to other public buildings
through various stylistic variations of neo-renaissance, but at the same
time that stylistic expression was appropriate enough to signify the representativeness of residential palaces. one of such objects is the Marindvor Palace, erected by the manufacturer of construction materials august
Braun and named after his wife Maria. the Marijindvor building (Marienhof) was built in stages from 1885 to 1899 as a residential and business
two-story building with a central yard. 179
in 1891 Karel Pařik completed the project of one important object in the
pseudo Moorish style – the city hall. he designed the basis shaped as an
equilateral triangle with circular towers on each end covered with arched
domes. such basis form was most certainly determined by the shape of
the plot of land, but also because the builder wanted to give it the appearance of a monumental sub-dome object with pyramid-graded dimen177 Pašić, amir,Prof.dr. Arhitektura u Bosni i Hercegovini, arhitektonski Fakultet sarajevo
2010
178 Pašić,
179 dimitrijević, dr Branka, Architect Karel Pařik, PHd, university of zagreb, 1991
Figure 47: srajevo, year 1898
Figure 48: srajevo, year 1912
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sions. that was why equilateral triangle shaped basis was an ideal figure
that did not imitate existing objects. that was how the form of a sacred
temple completely understandable to the local population was achieved,
the form identical to the image of a centrally oriented sub-dome building.
initially, the project was rejected. architects alexander Wittek and Ciril M.
ivekovic amended the initial design in 1896 thus leading to the creation
of the present-day building in the same style and similar dimensions. The
selection of decoration may be the only contribution from Wittek to this
object, which had spatially and compositionally been defined in the earlier
Parzik’s project, which was then further developed by Ciril M. ivekovic.
the final realization achieved the spatial concept adopted by the ottomans from Byzantine architecture.
the Post office from 1907 by architect Joseph vancas represents the most
representative expression of the secessionist architecture in sarajevo. its
position in the city core required monumental, ceremonious, and dignified architectural expression. Completely rightfully, the builder gave the
new function to the building in the style of that time, honoring the conditions of the location only in terms of composition, which was almost Baroque. He gave an adequate expression to a very important public object
of the time. 180
general image of an oriental city with its expressed hierarchy and clear
archetypal forms of its morphological structure was strong enough to impose itself. therefore, it was not uncommon to see the spirit of the place
on other, by all traits, secessionist buildings as well. analysis of the façade
of the “napredak” house designed in 1913 by architect dionis sunk reveals his high awareness of the time and space of the object construction.
Certainly the author first familiarized himself with basic characteristics of
local traditional architecture which he emphasizes with facade elements.
This object was one of the centers of cultural and public life of sarajevo during its entire history. as early as 1913 a cinema called “imperial”
was opened there with a movie “the Passion of Pompei”. Later this object
hosted a theatre, cabaret, numerous exhibitions, lectures, etc.
“the salom’s Palace” was built in 1912. it was designed by architect rudolf
tönnies in the style of secessionism.
a building with all the characteristics of Moderne architecture by the
Czech architect Jan Koter was completed in sarajevo in 1911 (the building
of the insurance company “slavija”). its design has almost no decorations.
stylized head – consoles on which cordon wreath is leaned against and
which, like a capitulum, decorate the poles between windows represent
a strong, even cubistic stylization of a character of the Bosnian peasant.

sacred Zones
after 1878 a significant change in the structure of population occurred
when the number of Christians increased quickly.
catholic church objects from the austro-hungarian period have a rich repertoire of Western-european styles of the past. in the great fire of 1879
180 Božić,dr. Jela, Arhitekt Josip pl. Vancaš, Značaj i doprinos arhitekturi Sarajeva u periodu Austrougarske uprave, PHd, university of sarajevo, , sarajevo, 1989
Figure 49: Plan von sarajevo und umgebung , year 1912
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the parish home and school for nuns perished, so the austrian authorities built a small temporary church in the honor of st. anthony near stari
Konak. the church was consecrated in 1882 when dr. Joseph stadler was
named the first Bosnian archbishop. From 1883 it served as a parish church
and cathedral. as the Catholic population increased fast, the primary concern of archbishop dr. Joseph stadler, besides the restoration of normal
church hierarchy by the order “ex hac augusta” of Pope Leon Xiii from
June 5, 1881, was the construction of a sufficiently spacious and representative cathedral. in 1882, in vienna, Heindrich v. Ferstel created the design
of a church in the style of romanticism to be built near the existing new
orthodox Church. that was the location of an existing small Muslim cemetery where the austrian military had already built the officers’ canteen,
while the designed cathedral already appeared too big and too expensive.
Construction site was chosen in 1883. during the same year, vancas independently made the design of the church, which schmidt reviewed and
approved with some insignificant changes. in terms of style it belonged
to the early gothic period, i.e. the 13th century, similar to notre-dame in
dion. Construction started with the consecration of the foundation stone
in 1884. The object was completed and consecrated in in 1889.
vancas’s opus as a whole, especially his work on sacred objects, was rich
and fruitful. He designed the archbishop’s seminary in 1892, while detailed
projects of both wings of the building together with the church derive from
1895. The church of cyril and Methodius was consecrated in 1896 and it
was practically built in between its two wings. its interior was pompously
and abundantly decorated, which was at trait of Jesuit temples.
the order “daughters of Lord’s Love” were the third female nun groups
that came to Bosnia in the second half of the 19th century. they settled
in Banjski Brijeg in 1882, while the new building the institute of st. Joseph was built in 1884, when the chapel was consecrated as well. new
school building was completed from 1906 to 1908. in 1910 a part of the
monastery was demolished to be replaced by a new catholic church dedicated to the Queen of the Holy Crown (Mother of god), designed by architect joseph vancas. The church was designed in the style of baroque
as a three aisled object. the sisters of mercy began constructing a new
school building in Cemalusa street. the school opened by the end of 1883.
a small neo-gothic church of st. vicent, beside this object, was probably
finished at the same time. From 1893 to 1896, the Franciscan monastery
was completed on the site of the old Konak. it was designed by Carl Panek
in the style of neo-gothic. joseph vancas created the design in the style of
Late gothic and the object was completed in 1914, when new bells were
placed in the tower. The roman catholic church of the holy Trinity in novo
sarajevo was designed in the style of neo-romanticism. it was completed
and consecrated in 1906. 181
in the architecture of Joseph vancas from 1900 onwards only sacred objects were treated in the fashion of historicism. religious affiliation de181 Božić, 1989

Figure 50: sarajevo, no year
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manded emphasis through difference, which could be realized only by the
interpretation of a style whose etymological origin was completely known.
the evangelist church, the only one during the austro-Hungarian governance, was built in 1899 designed by Karel Parzik in roman-Byzantine style
as a central sub-dome building. Wing section of the object were added
around 1911. Here the builder offered a successful combination of the
principle of spatial organization in the spirit of Byzantine monumental architecture and roman solutions of decorative forms on the main facade.
the orthodox Church in sarajevo has long tradition, but the construction
of new churches in the city during the austro-hungarian governance was
far beyond realistic capabilities of the serbian population. in this period
new objects could be found only in the suburbs and surrounding region
of sarajevo.
new orthodox diocese building dating from 1899 has an interesting design and it is located right beside the new orthodox Church. architect
rudolf tönnies designed a neo-romantic elevation inspired by the most
famous serbian temples by which, through choosing stylistic expression,
he legitimately expressed religious affiliation of this object. thereby he established a close relationship between the existing church and the nearby
building, giving the already formed street new facade which is spiritually
the same but formally different.182
in the 15th century sijavus-pasha built several houses around a square
yard – velika avlija – for Jews migrating to sarajevo. the first synagogue
was built there as well. out of two sephardic temples at this site one burnt
down in 1879 but the Municipality rebuilt it in 1881. That was when one
smaller temple was built on Mejtas also.
during austro-Hungarian rule, there were two Jewish quarters: sephardic and ashkenazi. ashkenazi Jews arrived in sarajevo after 1878 (that is
where the term “austro-Hungarian Jews” comes from). their community
built a synagogue in terezija street in 1901. that temple was designed as
a compact object in the shape of parallelepiped with small corner domes
placed on high tambours, sheeted with shallow Pseudo Moorish decorative plastics. the selection of Pseudo Moorish stylistic expression for a
Jewish sacred object was not random; this decoration points to their origins in the east and it is in harmony with the iconoclasm of the religion
itself.
during austro-Hungarian rule, Muslims did not build new mosques in sarajevo; feudatory system had been shaken and the introduction of capitalist
relations made the local population poorer. therefore building activities
related to sacred objects were rare and these were mainly maintenance
and renovation activities on existing objects.
the emperor’s Mosque suffered certain damage during rebellions against
the occupation in 1879. it was thoroughly reconstructed in the following
year. the subsequent demolition of objects of this ensemble in that area
resulted in the construction of a new building for ulema-meclisi right in
the axis of the existing mosque. arcades connect it with the porch of the
mosque forming a well-dimensioned inner yard.
182 Božić, dr. Jela, Srpske pravoslavne crve u Sarajevu, sarajevo, 1996
Figure 51: umgebungskarte von sarajevo, year 1887

With the object, designer Karel Parzik interpreted the spirit of original
forms of ottoman-turkish architecture. His interpretation is much closer
to reality than the previous “Moorish” style, which was an expression of
excessive generalization of the “oriental” and “islamic”. 183
the sharia law school was built in 1887 according to the project by Karel Parzik in a rich Pseudo Moorish decorative manner. What is important about it is the observation that the concept of organization of ottoman-turkish madrassas was based on the principle of inner yard, dating
from hellenic architecture. This rule did not apply only to monumental
objects but to those built in a completely modest fashion.
ilidza spa park was built in the vicinity of sarajevo around 1890.

residenTial Zones
The secession as an architectural form can be traced in sarajevo since
1901 when the residential building on the address 22 obala street was
built according to the design by vancas. vancas’s expertise in the vienna
secession is visible in the use of such decorative elements that are typical
only here. such ornaments include the medallion, unfamiliar to antihistorical interpretation of new art, but he used it without reluctance in order to
amplify semiological meanings of the object’s architecture.
a high degree of interpretation of the spirit of traditional residential architecture is visible on the residential two-story building in 2 Franjevacka
street built in 1910. this building represents one of the examples of adapting recession to the local spirit. 184
Joseph vancas shaped objects that, in theory and practice, represent the
best examples of the Bosnian style from the period of the austro-Hungarian occupation. themes of local architecture are always visible even in his
works that fall to the “Moorish” category. as he said himself, a true design
free of oriental forms and relying completely on the domestic tradition
vancas realized by adding a veranda to his earlier project – the Muslim
reading room in sarajevo in 1888, where he applied motives of Bosnian
divanhanas. it was the earliest example of direct reliance on the tradition
of local residential building practices and for the first time it was not just
an application of seen motives, but an interpretation of a determined and
completely clear architectural theme. 185

183 dimitrijević, dr Branka, Architect Karel Pařik, PHd, university of zagreb, 1991
184 Bejtić, alija, Ulice i Trgovi Sarajeva, 1973
185 Pašić, amir,Prof.dr. Arhitektura u Bosni i Hercegovini, arhitektonski Fakultet sarajevo
2010
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urban forM of The sarajevo ciTY
When observing plans of sarajevo from 1783 one can conclude its urban
matrix had a cluster or cell form. 80 years later, according to the plan
from 1863, central dense structures were present. With the arrival of
austria-Hungary, that structure gained composite elements of storage areas and industrial zone near city borders along the Miljacka river. They are
clearly visible in the plan from 1912 and represent an orthogonal scheme
of austro-hungarian urban planning. That was how the city of sarajevo
obtained the form of a combined longitudinal physical structure. strong
longitudinal decentralized scheme with a star-like form can be seen in the
today’s city structure. despite being in close vicinity to the Bosna river,
sarajevo formed on the small Miljacka and today it is the biggest city, just
like in times of austria-Hungary. it is interesting to mention that the city of
livno also formed around the small bistrica river and in the Middle ages
it was the largest fortification in Bosnia and Herzegovina. Both these cities
had a centrally developed urban structure, probably because the strength
of urban structure development was greater than the rivers flowing
through them. important transit roads caused the today’s star-like shape:
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livno
the city of Livno lies at the foot of Mountain Krug; one part lies beneath
rocky hill Crvenica at the edge of the south-eastern part of Livanjsko field,
while the other stretches along the bistrica river valley. it is located in the
most fertile part of Livanjsko field.186

hisTorY
in prehistoric and ancient times, Livanjsko field was inhabited by illyrian
tribes of dalmatae. remains of 41 prehistoric settlements out of which
10 were in use in the roman era prove that the area was well populated.
around 20 ad, the romans built a long and important road salona – servitium. its route led through Livanjsko field where road stations Pelva in
listane and bariduo in livno were built. 187
Livno has several historical names such as Bariduum, Hlebiana, Hleuna,
Bistrica, and Hlivno. it was first mentioned in 892 under the name Cleuna
in a charter by Croatian Prince Muncimir, in which a zelimir, governor of
Livno, is referred to as the witness.188 city name was recorded in the list
of populated cities in the section on governing the empire by the Byzantine emperor Constantine Porphyrogenitus from the mid-10th century in
which he described Croatia and listed its counties including the County of
Livno on top of the list of 11 counties. Besides Livanjsko field, the County
of Livno probably included duvanjsko and glamocko fields as well.
in 1326, Bosnian Ban stjepan Kotromanic merged the County of Hlivno including duvno and glamoc with bosnia forming the bosnian region western sides. in the County of Livno, the city of Bistrica surely existed at the
site of the later main fortification of Livno. the charter of King ostoja from
1400 refers to Hlivno and Bistrica as the same city. that year, Livno belonged to duke Hrvoje vukcic. in 1436, Hungarian King Matthias Corvinus
gave livno to vladislav hercegovic.189
the city was spacious and had five towers. it used to be on a hill above
today’s Livno. it had been very well preserved until the earthquake in Makarska in 1962 when it was seriously damaged. in the Middle ages it had a
lower town that gathered traders from the area.190
the oldest fortification, the city of Bistrica, was built eastwards from the
spring of the Bistrica beneath steep cliffs. that was the site where the city
of Hlivno (Livno) was built at the end of the 16th century. a trader’s quarter or a lower town must have existed downhill from the Bistrica City. the
186 Klajić, vjekoslav, građa za topografiju i historiju Hlivanjske županije i grada Hlivna, in
vjesnik Hrvatskog arheološkog društva, nova serija iv, zagreb, 1928. - p.16
187 Bojanovski, ivo, Dolabelin sistem cesta u rimskoj provinciji Dalmaciji, akademija
nauka i umjetnosti Bosne i Hercegovine, djela 47, Centar za balkanološka istraživanja 2,
sarajevo, 1974, - p.59
188 Petrinec, Maja, Srednjovijekovno razdoblje,in Arheološka zbirka franjevačkog muzeja
u Livnu, Muzej hrvatskih arheoloških spomenika split, 1999,-p.32
189 redžić, Husref, Srednjovijekovni gradovi u Bosni i Hercegovini, sarajevo publishing,
sarajevo, 2009- p.104
190 redžić, p.105

expansion of Hlivno caused fast development of the traders’ area. it was a
citadel inside, eventually strongly reinforced, fortification of lower town.
Central fortification spanned across a very large space in the shape of ellipse, with base dimensions of 740 x 450 meters, which placed Hlivno on
the list of the most spacious fortified cities in Bosnia and Herzegovina.
evlija Celebija, who visited Hlivno in 1660, left us a detailed description
of the fortification and downtown. He wrote that the fortification lied at
the foot of ravna Mountain, on a secluded Crvena stijena, constructed of
carved stone in the shape of a bulwark. Melek aqhmed-pasha reconstructed the fort and built a wall for cannons (tophana). evlija wrote that within
the fort there were 300 small houses, three granaries, and an emperor’s
Mosque that could hold only up to 20 people. downtown had 9 mahalas,
1100 single-story firmly built houses, a half of them covered with wooden
board roofs, while the other half was covered with stone plates due to
strong winds. He mentioned there were 13 mosques, three madrassas, six
maktabs, six sufi lodges (tekye), one hamam, one big han, several public
taps, and a downtown with 300 stores. evlija’s data is reliable in the case of
Hlivno. everything that used to encircle the perimeter of the fortification
and downtown originated from the pre-war period of Medieval bosnian
state.191

The oTToMan period
the ottomans affirmed their authority in Livno in 1485 by including it in
the Kadiluk of neretva. in the first half of the 16th century, Livno belonged
to Kliski sanjak and was the seat of sanjak-beys until the end of the 16th
century. When the ottomans lost the area of middle Bosnia at the end of
the 17th century it was merged to the Frontier. the captaincy of Livno was
formed and often it was the site of clashes with the uskok units from the
venetian dalmatia. Because of great losses they had, a folk song refers to
Livno as “cursed Lijevno”.192
in 1485, when Livno was mentioned for the first time in ottoman sources, it had 37 households and 25 residents with no permanent residency.
residents were orthodoxians and were engaged in cattle keeping. after
conquering the Livno fortress, the ottomans placed a strong crew in it, just
like in other conquered cities. the crew consisted of mercenaries. such
conditions remained until 1528 when Livno merged with the skradinski
Kadiluk. Because of its borderline position, Livno was not an especially
191 redžić, p.106
192 Šehić , zijad i tepić ,ibrahim, Povjesni Atlas Bosne i Hercegovine sa geografskim i
istorijskim kartama, sejtarija, sarajevo, 2002, -p.240

Figure 52: Plan von Livno und umgebung, year 1788
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place until the mid-16th century, but its fast advancement began at the
end of the 16th century.193
such development of Livno was caused by further ottoman advancements
to the west, so Livno was not a place on the border. on the other hand, Livno had a good strategic and communicational position and the fact is that
it used to be the seat of sanjak-beys of the Kliski sanjak. all these factors
encouraged people to settle there permanently. Most of the imprisoned
orthodox population would be liberated upon converting to islam. one
part of domestic population accepted islam and the other part were orthodox prisoners sold in Livno who could gain freedom only by accepting
islam. 194
in 1550, Livno had completely changed its appearance by becoming an
important town. that year Livno had 4 mahalas with the population of
212 Muslim households. 22 water mills were lined along the bistrica river
flowing through Livno and they mostly belonged to the orthodoxians. as
early as 1574, Livno had 7 mahalas out of which one was orthodox.that
year, there were 50 water mills on the Bistrica river. Census from 1604
recorded 9 Muslim mahalas and one orthodox mahala with 19 households.195
Looking at the development of Livno through ottoman census registers
between 1465 and 1604 we can conclude the following: from a small town
inhabited with nomadic orthodox population during the twenties of the
16th century this settlement developed into an oriental islamic type of
town and continued to develop as such during the whole 16th century
reaching its peak at the turn of the 16th century.
Craftsmanship was especially developed and the most developed trades
were tailoring and wool stomping. Muslims were in majority in the second
half of the 16th and the beginning of the 17th century. in percentages,
there were 95.7% Muslims and 4.7% orthodox serbs. 196 1604 census – 9
Muslim mahalas and one orthodox mahala with 19 households.197 livno
was the seat of captains since the 17th century. The city of livno was always well equipped with cannons and ammunition.198

The ausTro-hungarian period
during the occupation in 1878, despite strong resistance, austro-Hungarian forces took livno on september 28. The second half of the 19th century was particularly interesting for Livno in terms of architecture, because
193 spaho, Fehim dz. Livno u ranim turskim izvorima prilog za monografiju, orjentalni
institut u sarajevu, sarajevo, 1984
194 Handžić , adem, O gradskom stanovnistvu u Bosni u XVI stoljecu, PoF XXviii-XXiX,
sarajevo 1980
195 spaho, Fehim dz., Livno u Ranim Turskim izvorima prilog za monografiju, orjentalni
institut u sarajevu, sarajevo, 1984, -p.158
196 Fehim dz. spaho,Livno in early Turkish Sources p.148-160 (Livno u Ranim Turskim
izvorima, sarajevo,1984). according to the analysis of data from the archive of the oriental institute in sarajevo numbers 61, 63, 65, 92.originals are kept in istanbul, Basbakanlik
archive, td no18.
197 Fehim dz. spaho,Livno in early turkish sources, -p.158 the main sources were ottoman census registers from the following years: 1485, 1489, 1516, 1528, 1550, 1574, and
1604. (Livno u Ranim Turskim izvorima, sarajevo,1984).
198 Kreševljaković, Hamdija, Stari Bosanski gradovi, in Naše starine I, sarajevo, 1953,
-p.41

that was when many important buildings were built that gave livno the
present characteristic appearance, particularly the Franciscan monastery
gorica with a church, the orthodox Church with its valuable collection of
icons, and the gymnasium.
during austro-Hungarian reign, Livno had cadaster office, cadaster court,
command of county gendarmerie, one department of customs control
and financial guard, and county hospital. 199 new authorities built many
important administrative and commercial buildings in Livno as well. they
were mostly built according to modern trends in european architecture
at the turn of the 19th century, adapted to local materials and Bosnian
mentality. prominent buildings from this period are the old city hall at
zitarnica, hospital, and many residential and administrative objects on the
square by hotel “dinara”.
in this period, Livno was an important trade center that linked trade from
the adriatic coastline, which belonged to austria-Hungary, to trade center in the middle Bosnia, which was under turkish rule. orthodox traders
were the ones controlling trade in Livno for the most part at the time. they
became rich and an important economic factor whose influence could be
felt both in the political and cultural spheres. 200
austria-Hungary organized the forestry sector in this area. in 1890, institution of forestry was established which can be freely interpreted as Forrest
administration. 6 municipalities entered the system of the Forrest administration of Livno.
Land survey image from 1883 provides data on northern bulwarks with
Poletaca and Cosak towers, while remains of efrem’s, veis (vujadin’s), and
Klanac towers are still visible.
across the street from today’s hotel “dinara”, on the left bank of the Bistrica, was a house called Konak that most probably held offices from the
ottoman period. nearby square was named after the house – Konak-Platz.
on the site of the old Konak building the austro-Hungarian authorities
began with the construction of a new and bigger administrative building
in 1893. an impressive three-story City Hall in Livno was built in the Pseudo-Moorish style. its purpose changed several times.
in 1878, austro-Hungarian military hospital was established in the today’s
gymnasium. the authorities ordered obligatory examination of deceased
people there. County hospital was opened in Livno as well, while dr. Phillip
hansel was appointed as the county hospital warden.
hospitals in bosnia were single-level or two-level objects with simple content disposition and modest architectural qualities – most often with a
199 Šehić , zijad i tepić ,ibrahim, Povjesni Atlas Bosne i Hercegovine sa geografskim i
istorijskim kartama, sejtarija, sarajevo, 2002, -p.240
200 Kašić, Lj. dušan, dr., srpska pravoslavna crkva Uspenija presvete Bogorodice u Livnu,
Livno, 1979, - p.3

Figure 53: Croquis von Livno, year 1863
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hint of neo-renaissance and later secession decorative elements.
in the mid-19th century, thanks to the advancement of socio-economic
conditions in Livno, it became possible to open a serbian primary school.
Fund for supporting the school was established in 1856. Builder Mato Bajo,
a Livno resident, was given the task of building the new serbian school by
the church municipality in 1874.201
today’s vocational school in Livno was built in 1886 and has served as
school ever since. it is located in the city center. Main building was expanded several times.

sacred Zones
the serbian orthodox Church of the assumption of Mary is located in the
center of Livno. its construction began in 1859. once it was completed,
orthodox believers provided the church with: holy books, icons, vestment,
and other necessary items.202 Wooden bell tower was built next to the
church. it was used until 1889 when a new carved stone bell tower replaced it. orthodox traders from Livno under the authority of priests contributed the most to church construction. 203
official gazette of Bosnia and Herzegovina, issue 100/08 contains the decision of the Committee for the Preservation of national Monuments adopted in July 2004 stating that the architectural ensemble of the serbian
orthodox Church of the assumption of Mary in Livno and its movables are
proclaimed a national monument of Bosnia and Herzegovina.
livno has the second biggest number of subdome mosques in bosnia and
Herzegovina, right behind sarajevo. the following mosques are still in existence: Perkusa (Muhamed spaija’s), Begluk (Lala-Pasha’s), Balagija (Balagusa), dukatara (glavica), zaova, and Milosnik.204
Balagija (Balagusa) mosque is one of the oldest subdome mosques in Bosnia and Herzegovina. M. Mujezinovic registered it was built in 1514/1515.
Begluk mosque was erected in 1567, outside city walls.205
The architectural ensemble of the franciscan monastery of gorica is located at the entrance in livno. it consists of the monastery church dedicated
to st. Peter and Paul, monastery building, and the old school building. the
construction of the monastery began simultaneously with the construction of the church in 1854. gorica was proclaimed a monastery in 1859. in
time, monastery had various functions. From 1889 to 1909 it had a school
for future priests. at the time of the austro-Hungarian occupation in 1878,
military command was located in the monastery, while military storages
201 Mazalić, Đoko, Stare slike pravoslavne crkve u Livnu i predlog za njihovu konzervaciju
i prezentaciju,in naše starine vi, sarajevo, 1959.-p.105-120
202 Ševo, Ljiljana, Pravoslavne crkve i manastiri u Bosni i Hercegovini do 1978. godine,
Biblioteka Baština, Banja Luka, 2002
203 Kašić, Lj. dušan, dr., Srpska pravoslavna crkva Uspenija presvete Bogorodice u Livnu,
Livno, 1979, - p.3
204 Mujezinović, Mehmed, Islamska epigrafika Bosne i Hercegovine, Knjiga ii, 3. izdanje,
Biblioteka, sarajevo, 1998
205 aličić, ahmed, Livanjske džamije, in Prilog povijesti Livna, glasnik islamske vjerske
zajednice nezavisne države Hrvatske u sarajevu, no. 12, sarajevo, 1941, - p.383
Figure 54: umgebungsplan von Livno, year 1880
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were placed there later. it had 3 stages of construction. in the last stage
in 1903 it was decided to give the church its final appearance and for this
task the franciscans hired architect joseph vancas. he built reinforced
concrete vault above the existing pillars, performed complete tiling of the
church, made wall and ceiling decorations and erected a new, northern
bell tower, giving the church its present form. the original southern bell
tower had been erected in 1888.206
since its establishment the monastery has been a renowned cultural center. the first primary school in Livno operated under the leadership of the
franciscans within the monastery.

urban forM of The livno ciTY
By the end of the Middle ages, Livno became the largest fortified city in
Bosnia and Herzegovina. an analysis of attached maps from 1788, created
during the ottoman period, reveals a strong closed modular formation of
the fortified old city and a free form of cell structure of downtown, dominated by the fortified city area. a century later, maps from 1880 and 1884
reveal that the city expanded outside the city walls, but the cell structure
of the city developed within and outside them as well. it can be said that
the city began to take the star-like form then already. the form is still visible when observing the directions of expansion of the city along roads
with high traffic frequency.

Figure 55: gemeinde Livno, year 1883

206 vrdoljak, M., Bono, dr., Franjevački samostan sv. Ive u Livnu tijekom 14. i 15. stoljeća.,
in Livanjski kraj u povijesti, split-Livno 1994., -p.115-125
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BanJa LuKa
on the way from gradiska or servitum the tabula Peutingeriana from the
4th century shows a forftress of Castra, an antique military camp out of
which a settlement of Banja Luka would emerge later.
there are various presumptions on the origin of the name of Banja Luka
according to which some think it was named after thermal springs or a
spa, while “luka” was a plain along the river. others assume the name
derived from adjective “banj” that was used in the past and which meant
ban’s, i.e. ban’s luka.

hisTorY
the first written account of Banja Luka is from February 6, 1494, in personal documents of the Croatian-Hungarian king vladislav ii Jagelovic, but
it is certain this area has been inhabited for several millennia. This is confirmed by many archaeological findings that belonged to many different
peoples that once lived in the turbulent area of banja luka.
some written sources claim there were 2 fortresses in the area of the
modern-day city - Kastel fortress and Banja Luka fortress whose exact location remains unkown. in 1463 the Croatian-Hungarian king Matija Korvin returns a part of bosnia’s territory and forms the borderline region of
the Banovina of Jajce. after the battle at Mohacs in 1526, Jajce and other
fortresses in the valley of the vrbas river entered the ottoman empire.
banja luka fortress was the urban core around which town center with a
square were formed in the medieval period. after the establishment of
ottoman rule, the building of mosques and shops on both sides of the vrbas river marked the beginning of two downtowns connected by a bridge,
which further expanded towards gornji seher. 207

The oTToMan period
By conquering Bosnia the ottoman empire did not just destroy the Bosnian state and its political independence, but it also gained important
strategic conditions in the battle against the Hungarian Kingdom and the
republic of venice as an important sea power. the ottomans created the
Bosnia sanjak from lands of the Bosnian king, areas under the rule of Pavlovic and Kovacevic families, and an occupied part of the territory of herzeg stjepan.
innitial years of the new government in Banja Luka were marked by the
establishment of military administration, especially in the fortress, which
would then serve mainly as a recruiting and logistics center for continuous
conquests of the ottomans to the west. this was the main reason why the
seat of the bosnia sanjak was moved from sarajevo to banja luka in the
middle of the 16th century. by this banja luka became an important military and political center, which had great influence on its further development. imperial armory and gunpowder storage were built as well that
provided cannons and ammunition to frontlines in the west.
Figure 56: Plan von der stadt und schloss
Banja Luka, year 1737

207 Kreševljaković, Hamdija, Stari Bosanski gradovi, in Naše starine I, sarajevo, 1953,
-p.20
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each era and system of government that Banja Luka went through left
something in the visual appearance of the city. during ottoman occupation, Banja Luka was built as a town according to oriental philosophy
gaining both luxurious appearance on the one hand and total neglect on
the other. the monumental edifice of Ferhad-Pasha’s mosque Ferhadija
resembled the construction of those in stamboul, with spatial solutions inspired by traditional Byzantine building. Caravanserai, hammams, bezistan
and other stores were built in a similar fashion. at the same time, residential areas - mahalas - were often nothing more than rows of shanties in no
particular order, most often covered with batten, as the turkish traveller
evlija celebija described. 208
Banja Luka developed as the ottoman empire grew, which was a consequence of its very favorable strategic and transit position - between rumelia, the Pannonian Basin and the adriatic sea. this position enabled
quick delivery of supplies to military during conquests towards northwest,
which contributed to the development of crafts, especially trade, at the
same time. it is known that at the end of the 16th and the beginning of the
17th centuries, along with sarajevo, Banja Luka was the biggest trading city
in the Bosnia Pashaluk. trade flourished between Bosnia, dalmatian, and
italian cities. Banja Luka traded with dubrovnik, split, vennice and stamboul. Wax, leather, fur, and iron were exported and sugar, rice and coffee
were imported. aside from the market days, a fair that was traditionally
organized on the orthodox feast day of Pentecost was of special importance. it took place on the grounds between Kastel fortress and bezistan.
traders would come from the entire Bosnia, mostly from sarajevo.
after it had become the seat of the Bosnia sanjak in 1553, when Ferhad-Pasha, a member of the famous sokolovic family, was named the
Bosnian sanjak-beg (1574) and then beglerbeg (1580), Banja Luka became
the center of the Bosnia eyalet, ensuring its further urban development.
therefore, in the 16th and 17th centuries it developed into the biggest
city in Bosanska Krajina (Bosnian Frontier). With the establishment of the
eyalet of Bosnia and inflow of significant amounts of money, this area,
especially Banja Luka as its center, would experience full swing of building
activities. it resulted in the building of urban areas according to oriental
concepts, with the application of architectural solutions from stamboul.
the ottomans had the tradition of building fortresses and urban areas. it
was certain that the influence of stamboul architects would expand quickly through remote provinces of the empire thanks to family connections of
sokolovic family and permanent contacts with the porte.
several kilometers downriver of the old Banja Luka, gornji seher, Ferhad-Pasha built 215 objects. By accepting islam in order to stay alive and
preserve their family goods on the one hand, his family, like other sanjak
beg families, had greater authority and succeeded in making those functions hereditary as well. thereby, they managed to preserve the prestige
of their families and remained a sort of domestic islamized nobility. therefore, at the end of the 16th and the beginning of the 17th centuries, gornji
208 Čelebi , evlija, Odlomci o jugoslovenskim zemljama, sarajevo, 1979, -p. 231-214

Figure 57: Plan der Festung Banjaluka, year 1785

seher had 10 mahalas that had a cell-like structure with sacred objects as
their urban centers and the basic model was a house with a garden fenced
by a wall. Mahalas emerged further downriver and along the road, in the
direction of north. utilizing the natural position of gornji seher and staying close to the river bed and existing roads as foundations of settlements
other objects were built as well. new objects emerged around medieval
squares and fairgrounds near fortresses. hans and mills were built along
the vrbas river, as well as hammams in gornji seher. 209
in the 19th century, Christian residents built their houses and temples in
a way similar to destitute Muslim building practices.one of such buildings
was an orthodox church built of wood that people used to call “the cell”,
as well as the first known building from the 19th century, owned by toma
radulovic, which was not much different than oriental buildings of poor
Muslim residents, and with the traditional Bosnian batten roof. this was
a square pyramid-formed hip roof made of wooden boards. such building
practice was characteristic for stara carsija (the old downtown) as an old
trading and crafts center, described by Kukuljevic as a number of wooden
stores built closely one to another in eastern tradition. iriyart recorded
that a separate street was dedicated to each craft, while renner, describing the wooden stores and clutter on the market day, noticed how streets
were narrow, poorly paved and very dirty. 210
Bridges were built during ottoman rule as well. Mehmed-Pasha sokolovic
built a bridge in Banja Luka in 1582. this was the sofi Mehmed-Pasha’s
bridge or the emperor’s bridge. according to stone remains around the
river bed it is asumed it was made of stone. The bridge was probably ruined during a great flood from February 9, 1730, when the vrbas river
destroyed all bridges in Banja Luka. this bridge was rebuilt in 1733 and it
existed also after the austro-Hungarians entered this region in 1878. all
the rebuilt bridges were wooden. the bridge was built at the site of Kastel
fortress in order to connect this fortress to the other side and to secure
communication between the two downtowns, since a kind of crossing existed there once. 211
statistics show the growth of Banja Luka, too. in the 1580 census, 9 mahalas were registered. the second census from 1604 revealed just how
much had Banja Luka grown in the meantime, since it then had 16 mahalas with 827 houses. in 1660 Banja Luka had 45 mahalas. Plans for the
siege of Kastel fortress in 1737 by the general emperor Charles vi and
Prince Joseph von Hildburghausen, the famous Battle at Banja Luka, are a
valuable source of information on the position, existence, and appearance
of some objects. Besides the depiction of the urban raster, the fortress
appearance, and roads, these plans contain some objects whose appearance changed in time or that cannot be found in other historical sources
any more, which gives it special documentation value. 212
in 1737, the commander of the Military Frontier, a general to emperor
Charles vi, Prince Johann sachsen von Hildburghausen sieged Banja Luka
with 20 000 men. the siege was successfully repelled, but it is certain that
it resulted in the damaging and even destruction of many objects. Plague
209 Husdžinović, sabira, Dokumenti opstanka, Muzej grada zenice, zenica, 2005, -p.22
210 Kukuljević, ivan, sakcinsk , Putovanja po Bosni, tisk narodne tiskarnice, 1858
211 Čelić, džemal, i Mujezinović, Mehmed, Stari mostovi u Bosni i Hercegovini, sarajevo, 1960, 241-249
212 Husdžinović, -p.543
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epidemics, fires and floods that would follow during the 18th and the 19th
centuries would not only affect demographic structure but also the urban
topography changes. 213
during the 17th century, Banja Luka developed as the capitol of the eyelet,
with special benefits, until 1639 when the seat moved to sarajevo, thus
decreasing the significance of Banja Luka and causing its stagnation. this
was especially evident after the unsuccessful ottoman conquest of vienna
in 1683, when war operations of the Habsburgs begin to take place in this
region. 214
With the decrease of power of the ottoman empire decreased the glow of
architectural objects, even the military ones. the artillery barracks building built in 1865 along the fortress wall on the very vrbas coast had an
underwall made of tuff, ground floor, first story, and rectangle windows. 215

influence of The ausTro-hungarian MonarchY before iTs
arrival
in the early 19th century, the ottoman empire was already showing signs
of loss of power, which caused difficult economic and political situation
for its population, resulting in a series of rebellions, in which Banja Luka
takes part also. That was especially frequent following the stamboul reforms, when rushid-Pasha stopped the rebellion of Bosnian feudatories
and when omer-pasha latas took special revenge upon banja luka from
1850 to 1852.
Political and trading contacts during the 19th century between the ottoman empire and the austro-Hungarian Monarchy brought also new influences in the application of various architectural ideas and some changes
in social and cultural aspects.
that was how european cities influenced the planning and architecture
of Banja Luka even before the formal austro-Hungarian occupation. new
planning and architectural orientation from the mid-19th century, opposite to ottoman practices, was initialized by Christian builders, while
during the austro-Hungarian occupation it would increasingly europeanize the city itself, moving the city away from the banks of the vrbas river
to srpska varos (serbian town) and the emperor’s road. the church order
of the Trappists also brought new building ideas to banja luka. They began
building in delibasino selo according to the plans of eberhard wayand in
1869. He had probably arrived with them in the first place. He drew the
original plans of the hotel Bosnia, the old church in delibasino selo, the
orphanage building, the railway Bridge in gornji seher, school of the st.
vicent, etc. 216
Military participated in the construction and renovation of varos and the
213
214
215
216
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Figure 58: Plan der Festung Banjaluka, year 1786
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city along the emperor’s road according to the austro-Hungarian model,
while administration bodies joined later on. Military headquarters were
built from 1878 to 1880 out of material initially prepared by the serbian
orthodox Church and educational Municipality for the construction of a
new church because the old one burnt down during an uprising in 1878.
The object was built to be used by military and it is one of rare buildings
still in use today. 217
the main trading center gradually lost its authentic appearance due to
frequent fires, dilapidation and lack of maintenance. thanks to new and
more favorable building conditions, wooden objects were replaced by bigger, brickwork objects, adorned with decorative wreaths with shallow pilasters and archivolts. Batten was replaced by pepper shingles, mimicking
similar objects from european and posavina towns. This part of the city
that had originally related to fair activity still kept its trading and crafts
purpose. streets for trading were intensively expanded by massive and
representative objects. this led to the establishment of the new city center on the left bank of the Crkvena river, with gospodska street or Herrengasse in its heart. 218
the emperor’s order from 1858 marked the beginning of construction of
the emperor’s road and planning of road infrastructure through the center, connecting Banja Luka and Bosanska gradiska over gornji seher and
Jajce with the central Bosnia. this direction with massive dimensions and
pavements and tree lines was an important framework for future building.
it provided quick communication on the one hand and, with its width, it
was a representative avenue built according to the model of cities across
the sava river on the other. important impulse to the city was the construction of railway in 1872 that connected Banja Luka and dobrljin. it was
a part of the planned trans-balkan route that was supposed to connect
the ottoman empire with europe, which was abandoned later.

sacred Zones
in the second half of the 19th century, first monasteries and churches
were built. even though banja luka was the seat of catholic parish since
1753, the parish office was built in 1857. after that, in 1867, the Franciscans completed the monastery of st. anton in Petricevac, and with the
establishment of the Banja Luka diocese in 1883 the construction of the
cathedral of st. bonaventure started. female monasteries were founded
as well including the sisters of Mercy, the Bright Heart of Jesus, st. vicent,
while the trappist monastery of Marija zvijezda, designed by the architect
eberhard wayand in 1872 in delibasino selo has special importance. The
appearance of the trappist colony was not only a contact with different artistic concepts and new building principles, but it also meant much more
in terms of economy.
Besides a church, monastery buildings, orphanage, and a school, the trappists built a brewery, cheese factory, cloth factory, printer house, electric
mill, power plant, brick factory, pastry factory, all of which had great eco217 džaja, Mato, Banja Luka u putopisima i zapisima, Banja Luka, 1973
218 Husdžinović, -p.191
Figure 59: Plan von Banjaluka, year 1878

nomic potential. For the whole time they adhered to their order’s motto
– “ora et labora”. all this had great influence on further development of
banja luka in austria-hungary.
in the mid-19th century, a serbian-orthodox church was built in varos. it
had rectangular base and a bell tower on the entrance facade. The church
on rebrovac was completed in 1885. it was massive in size and was built
in the style of historicism with elements of neo-baroque and it stood on
the place of an old log church. it had subtly drawn pilasters, emphasizing
rusticity. in the earthquake of 1969 the church was destroyed and a new
one was built that stands there today. at the beginning of the 19th century, besides the military headquarters, an orthodox church with a crossedarch dome on the bell tower was built. at the end of that century the bell
tower was destroyed and significantly decreased in height. Confessional
schools were opened, too. a Catholic primary school was opened in 1859.
a serbian primary school was built in the first half of the 19th century,
while the orthodox seminary was opened in 1866. 219

The ausTro-hungarian period
the austro-Hungarian occupation did not cause only increased degree
of building activities but it also led to faster change of the oriental appearance of Banja Luka. Because of the fire that spread across Banja Luka
from august 14 to 16, 1878, which is believed to have been caused by
local turks, the new had to replace the old. the fire did not catch only
the old downtown but also parts on the left bank of the Crkvena river
reaching radulovic’s albania or the beginning of gospodska street. The
fire destroyed the finest business buildings in the downtown and it damaged the Ferhadija Mosque. the fire turned one third of Banja Luka into
ashes, destroying much fortunes and trading activity. it caused riots lasting for three days during which the best supplied stores and “magaza”
storerooms were robbed. atmosphere in banja luka was gloomy also because many local begs and citizens that opposed the austrian army were
incarcerated. The streak of bad luck of traders who lost their buildings and
fortunes was extended by the decision of the High Command in sarajevo
from december 1878 stating all objects that had been damaged in the fire
had to be demolished. 220
The austro-hungarians found banja luka divided into gornj and donji
seher. Mala carsija (the small downtown) developed in donji seher on the
right bank of the vrbas. together with velika Carsija (the Big downtown)
it was one whole connected by a bridge and Kastel fortress as mediator.
etymology of the word “carsija” is evident here. it actually means a junction of roads or gathering of the four sides of the world. namely, carsija
donji seher was the place where linear communication from the south,
or gornji seher, going parallel with the river, joined and interested with
the existing medieval road coming from Pobrdje and hill Laus, continuing
across the bridge and further through Kastel fortress and finally crossing
on the other bank of the vrbas. this direction gained more importance
219 Ševo, Ljiljana, Urbanistički razvoj Banja Luke, opština banja Luka – zavod za zaštitu
spomenika kulture i prirode Banja Luka, Banja Luka, 1996, -p.136-137
220 Mikić, Đordje, dr., Banja Luka na krajini hvala, institut za istoriju/opština Banja Luka,
1995-p.241-249
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with the building of stores on both sides along the communication. other
streets joined and intersected with it, forming the network of velika Carsija. objects were built intensively in the area around intersections of the
two important roads. there were rows of stores along the intersection
lines and public and sacred objects within the plots. besides the ferhadija
grounds with the mosque, the sahat-kula (clocktower) and the madrasa,
there were caravanserai, hans, hammams, granaries, which were the firm
framework around which other stores emerged, forming the urban structure of a downtown. the principle of oriental organization could be found
in gornji seher as well. banja luka had 4 downtowns – 2 in gornji and 2
in donji seher. while stores in gornji seher mostly lined along both sides
of the main road, stores on the other side of the vrbas river encircled the
square thus forming a line around the fairgrounds, but they also continued lining along the road.
in 1878, thanks to decisions from the Berlin Congress, the austro-Hungarian Monarchy occupied Bosnia and Herzegovina. By implementing the law
on architectural order or “Bauordnung”, its desire was to perform a quick
urbanization of the city and to finally build objects needed by its military
and administrative apparatus. therefore, austria-Hungary began building
several massive objects, which would be an impulse for further formation
of streets, squares and residential blocks. the military headquarters were
built from 1878 to 1880, in 1884 the primary school was built, in 1885
the Cathedral, the Church of the visitation of the Blessed virgin Mary, the
Church of st. elisabeth, in 1891 the railway station and railway board, and
the “Balkan” café. a year after the hospital was built. the gymnasium was
built from 1895 to 1897, while serbian diocese was built in 1905. great
number of private villas along the emperor’s road was built, as well as
factories and many other objects.221
austro-Hungarian administration also contributed to changing the appearance and affections in Banja Luka, most of which through changing
the legal and social structures, providing cheap industrial goods, inhabiting foreigners from the Monarchy, among which many ashkenazi Jews,
which affected the feudal social structure, its old eastern crafts and ways
of trade – through established trading “magaza” storerooms. the modernization of the city facilitated access to foreign luxury goods, so big
stores and shopping chains nestled in the neat gospodska street. The new
governance was different than the turkish. despite its political rigidness,
each of the county governors contributed to the development of banja
Luka, building it and making it more beautiful.
austria-hungary approached the issue of building and the development
of banja luka according to the same principles that were respected in the
Monarchy. the old urban structure of the city was not changed, while the
new european one was built in varos, along the emperor’s road and in
221 simonović, -p.82

Figure 60: Plan der umgebung von Banjaluka, year 1890

its vicinity, on free space towards the north, following the route used by
the former turkish administration, avoiding the vrbas as the centerline.
even though building of Banja Luka began with no master plan, authorities paid attention to the formation of residential blocks, squares, streets
resembling those in european cities and architectural stylistic figures and
artistic characteristics. the fortress, from then onwards called Kastel, was
left out of modernization, but not the old downtown. the fortress had
been damaged since the mid-19th century. one part of the vrbas flowed
through the city preventing traffic. as a fortress, Kastel was abandoned in
1888 and from then on it was used only by the military. Below it, on the
bank of the vrbas a military bath was built in 1893, which was also used
by citizens all until 1914.
the austro-Hungarian administration built new objects in the old downtown, which had a developed structure around Ferhadija of residential
quarters - mahalas - and business objects, many of which burned down
in the fire of 1878. the old Konak was renovated for the needs of the
newly-formed county. a new building was erected nearby in which the
emperor’s school was opened in 1880/81, and the Muslim reading room,
not long after. the latter caused troubles in traffic as it narrowed the emperor’s road by a half and it was demolished later on . similar situation
was in gornji seher as well.222
the Kriegsarchive in vienna reveals that during his visit for the needs of
the austrian Crown sergeant major Bozic noticed that bridge by Kastel fortress was 65 steps long and 6 steps wide. there are several depictions of
the bridge from the 19th century. 223
the City Bridge (gradski most)of today, once called the Fortress Bridge
or Ferhad-Pasha’s Bridge in ottoman times or “bridge of the city”, as the
Habsburg reporter Held called it in 1783. it was rebuilt from 1885 to 1904
by the habsburgs as a wooden bridge some distance away from the original position, so it did not enter directly in one tower of Kastel fortress any
more. Besides this one, there were two more bridges on the vrbas river.
also, data from before the arrival of austria-Hungary to Banja Luka state
that there were 25 mills on the vrbas.224
By the end of austro-Hungarian rule, gospodska street or Herrengasse
gained its recognizable architectural structure with residential and commercial areas. it was the center of the wide structure of the city. Therefore, analysis of master plans and photo documentation reveals that its
precisely defined structure and unique stylistic expressions determined
the design of surrounding areas and other commercial streets.
With the building and renovation of the city along the emperor’s road,
with the regulation of the Crkvena river and leveling of govedarnica, the
completed quarters to the north of the crkvena received streets with
names, while the number of names for mahalas to the south decreased. 225
the beginning of more intensive modernization of the left bank of the
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crkvena was marked by the building of velika realka (the great general
High school) compounds, whose initial stage lasted from 1895 to 1897.
the construction of this biggest and most representative of all public objects directed the construction of a new street intersecting the emperor’s
road in the direction of the old hospital built in 1892. Buildings of zemaljska and Kredit banks were erected between the emperor’s road and the
hospital. 226
several hotels and cafes near old hans and menzil hans emerged in the
city. Prior to the 1878 occupation there were 32 hans in the wider Banja
Luka area and 6 in the city. after the 1878 fire 4 remained: Bojica Han,
selim beg dzinic Han and the so-called govedarnica. in terms of hotels,
there was hotel Bosna, built during ottoman rule along the emperor’s
road. architect eberhad wayand had crucial role in the development of
urban morphology of the city center. The hotel was originally built in the
style of european public buildings. The hotel leaned on two streets with
the area around the emperor’s road served as the café garden area. after
1918 there were certain construction works on the hotel. after the 1969
earthquake it was replaced by the present hotel building.
in 1891 another recognizable object was built – Café Balkan. its design
demanded opening of a new street and connecting it to the emperor’s
road. its decorated relief façade with a tower and a dome on the corner,
and decorative plastics became the norm for further building in gospodska street. Café Balkan was built by the Church school Municipality at the
site of a demolished building bought from the opijuc family for the needs
of school. the Municipality leased the café. after the sarajevo assassination in 1914 Balkan was re-named into café and restaurant Habsburg. the
house and café of toma radulovic called albania was the beginning point
of gospodska street, on the opposite side from café Balkan. during the
austro-Hungarian occupation there was hotel austria in Banja Luka. right
before the great war it was moved to the county government building
from the old Konak building. there were also hotels Merzl and Prukner,
and cafés like Café elite, which was located on the other side of street
from Café Balkan in gospodska street (Herrengasse) . 227
other recognizable public objects from that period existed such as the
railway station built in 1891, which connected the suburbs with the center, and a station on the emperor’s road. at the same time, buildings of
the County Court, Female Primary school and traffic Board were built as
well. 228
all important construction works by the austro-Hungarian occupational
administration were harmonized with the needs of military, administrative and court bodies, as well as schools and hospitals, and with other
public activities. 229
Postal traffic was modernized, and city public transportation entered into
function. Besides electricity, Banja Luka saw the introduction of aqueduct
and sewage system. the occupational authorities placed the post office in
the house of Toma radulovic in gospodska street in 1878. Telegram services were introduced there as well. in 1895 the post office was moved to

rudic’s house, when it was separated from telegram services. From 1879
telegram was made accessible to citizens.
after the adoption of the Banja Luka County statute on June 15, 1907,
aqueduct and sewage began functional. government later abolished such
status, since it made Banja Luka special in relation with other cities. Before, Banja Luka used outdated aqueduct built by Ferhad-Pasha. the issue
of aqueduct was first raised in the nineties of the 19th century, but it was
not until 1908 when it was finally introduced to Banja Luka from the subotica spring 25 km from Banja Luka
electricity was produced by the trappists thanks to whose power plant,
which was opened in 1899, some objects in Banja Luka would be the first
to receive electricity supply. before 1875 there were 75 lamp posts in banja luka. some buildings in banja luka started receiving power supply in
1902. electricity was distributed from the hydro power plant built by the
trappists on the bank of the vrbas, while they introduced electrical lighting in their monastery on July 27, 1899. supply of electricity to the city
increased significantly only after 1910, when the trappists installed a new
turbine 300 horse-powers strong. the Military Headquarters were electrified in 1914 using electricity from the tobacco factory. 230
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First data on the number of residents in Banja Luka derive from 1580 when
there were 229 houses in the city. in 1604 it had 827 houses, in 1655, according to Bishop Marijan Marevic it had 2150 houses, and 3770 houses
in 1660. exact list of mahalas and houses was written in 1851, when Banja Luka had 1119 houses, while the census of 1879 revealed it had 1748
houses and 9560 residents. another census from 1895 showed it had 1385
houses and 13565 residents.231
banja luka was known for its 19th century villas that began to emerge
along the old downtown in the direction of the city’s expansion – on both
sides of the emperor’s road to bojica han and newly established cross
streets. The herzegovinian nikola sandalj built his object in the downtown. after him many serbian and Jewish families built theirs on both
sides of the road to the crkvena river. Many of the built villas had both
residential and commercial rooms.
several religious objects were built along the emperor’s road in varos.
Between Café Balkan and the Military Headquarters a serbian orthodox
church was built in 1885, or the so-called temporary Church, and the
serbian school beside it in 1907. eastwards of the military command the
building of orthodox diocese was built in 1904. northwards along the emperor’s road the catholic church and banja luka catholic diocese building
were built in the same year. in 1892 a school and a building for the needs
of the sisters of Mercy were built there as well. evangelist church was built
in 1895 northwards from the Military Headquarters and Bishop’s home,
while the recognizable building of the girl school of the sisters of Mercy of
the adorers of the blood of christ was built to the west. northwards from

it the ashkenazy synagogue was built.232
With the completion of the far north of Banja Luka – Predgradje after
1883, its standardized objects for railway workers and individual objects
for new settlers coming from the sava river region after 1908, Banja Luka
extended in length even more, even though the russian ambassador galjferding described it as such as early as 1858. it remained widest in the
middle, the true Banja Luka, becoming narrower to the south and north
ends – gornji seher and predgradje. 233
despite the forty years of building of a new, modern, city under austro-Hungarian administration, with all characteristics of a european city,
the Crkvena still remained a border between two Banja Lukas – the Christian north and the Muslim south.234

green Zones
austria-Hungary has significantly influenced the formation of greenery
in the city. therefore, before streets were built and named, green alleys
had been planted first, in order to make Banja Luka blend in with greenery typical for its surrounding vakufnamas. with its gardens and orchards
the city blended in with the surrounding dense forests and arable fields.
By building the city adorned with pleasantly smelling quince trees, apple
and cherry trees, and vine, the surrounding woodland hills and accessible banks of the vrbas, the austro-Hungarian administration decorated
it with green alleys. the division general baron Jelzon, the commander
of the 13th division in Banja Luka was the first one to plant them. until
1885, 17 kilometers of alleys with 4714 trees were planted from the division command center to the vrbas barracks and along the emperor’s
road from Predgradje to gornji seher, including side streets and intersecting directions on both sides of the vrbas. People named one of those
streets the alley of sighs. that was how Banja Luka, despite disliking the
austrians, became more beautiful. thanks to governor Lazarini, the road
from Banja Luka to Jajce along the vrbas was built in 1893, including four
iron bridges on the vrbas, while the road from daudija to suturlija was
expanded with pavements and alleys reaching gornji seher. 235
austria-Hungary left its mark in Banja Luka also by building a park in Borik.
trees were planted around it at the time of the formation of Banja Luka alleys. Military maintained and guarded it until 1907, when it granted jurisdiction to the City administration. the administration fenced the planted
trees, built tracks and covered them with gravel, turning it into a pedestrian area for citizens. that was how Borik became the most favorite picnic
site and pedestrian area in Banja Luka. gradually, some individuals acting
with negligence began demolishing fences and benches in the park. at
the beginning of 1914, the trees were cut down and used as firewood.236
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archiTecTural sTYles
Building practices of austria-Hungary quickly changed the appearance
of Banja Luka, whose master plan was created only in 1906 when Mayor
Hadzi-selim-Beg-dzinic published an open competition for the creation of
the plan, in order to support further development of the city. architects and
engineers, arriving from austrian and Czech universities, based their solutions on various traditions that could not be easily defined in organic and
decoration terms. out of all styles, neo-renaissance was the most present
and earliest form on new Banja Luka façades. it was the first to supersede
the traditional building and to initiate change in the city’s appearance:
radulovic’s albania from 1863, the seat of the Banja Luka orthodox seminary from 1869/71, or the gusic family house which, besides traditional
elements with a double-pitched roof and short extensions on gables, carried elements of new, rustic – semi-circular windows with archivolts. a fine
example of public objects from austrian times that merged traditional and
modern architecture was the emperor’s or City school, built in 1881. initial
neo-renaissance designs and later building solutions in Banja Luka, having
rich rusticity, visible leveling by floors with façades divided by wreaths and
windows, avant-corps placed at the center and corners of façades were
all implemented on the railway station building, built from 1872-73. 237
The railway board was built in the same neo-renaissance spirit in 1891.
in 1894 the hospital was built according to the project by the architectural technician Ludwig Huber. it had a unique symmetrical disposition with
variously emphasized corners and a central entrance. the elevation of the
façade sheet was achieved by cordon wreaths, while decoration included
elements of neo-renaissance. The realka building was built as a symmetrical semi-block disposition with strongly emphasized wings and a central
entrance. it was projected by the architect hipolit pokorny. in architectural
terms, it was realized with applied elements of neo-renaissance, semi-circular windows, cordon and crown wreaths emphasizing vertical division
and with drawn atticas which have monumental and recognizable appearance. the building was completed in three stages – in 1895, in 1902 to
1903 and in 1931.238
in the first years of the 20th century, private houses and villas were also
built in the neo-renaissance style, out of which several became quite recognizable: the house of Bramer the pharmacist from 1891, Ljudevit rudovic’s
house from 1893, Johan drobil’s villa from 1898, isaak solomon Poljokan’s
house from 1899, priest antun djuricic’s villa, Mara Popovic-delic’s house
from the end of the 19th century, rajo nikolic’s house from 1904, and the
female primary school from 1912.
in Banja Luka, neo-renaissance was often combined with other historicisms. the turn of the 19th century saw the construction of objects with
elements of neo-renaissance such as the house of jakov and Manda pilipovic, while Pero Betunac’s house built in 1903 had a renaissance ground
floor, while the secession spirit prevailed on other parts of façade.
neo-baroque objects in Banja Luka were the villa of Friedrich Klumer from
237 simonović, -p.336
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1896 and the ironmonger Jankovic’s house from 1904. Preserved façade
of these objects contains rich plastics, medallions, and waved gables as a
proof of the beauty of such a way of building.
The Moorish style taken from north-african islamic countries appeared in
Banja Luka on three objects: the Muslim reading room from 1890, whose
designer was the zagreb-based architect Cirilo M. ivekovic; the school in
gornji seher from 1894 and teh building of the city butchers from the end
of the 19th century, which was located near radulovic’s albania. Façades
were formed of alternate layers of light and dark stone squares, abundant
floral and geometrical decoration and broken arches
From the end of the 19th century building practices included the so-called
folklore-romantic style, characterized by significant use of wood in constructive and decorative elements. Public and private objects along Banja
Luka streets were built in that fashion. these were the King’s road railway station built after 1891, ida Mihanovic’s house, general Milhelm stokman’s house from 1898, the family Maticevic’s villa built until 1903 and
the serbian school finished by 1907. Besides having been used for façade
decorations, wood was also used for the creation of independent sections
within objects – balconies, porches, roof profiles, towers, etc.239
the orthodox diocese building was erected in 1904 in the serbian-Byzantine style according to the project by the architect Josip Blazekovic. this
style would later spread to other religious objects.240
intertwining of two or more styles adorned Banja Luka façades. the house
of a trader giuseppe vite salom, erected in 1889 besides hotel Bosna, had
elements of neo-baroque and romanticism, while the house of the zeljkovics, from the end of the 19th century, had elements of neo-classicism
and secession, just like the façade on the Mutics’ house from 1913.241
Café Balkan, built in 1891, had a combination of several styles and decorations from the secession period on its façade sheet. this style brought
new materials to use – glass and iron, most commonly used for portals
and domes, while glass was often decorated. Façades were adorned with
folklore ornaments.
More representative example of an object built in the spirit of Café Balkan
was the house of solomon Levi Poljokan from the end of the 19th century,
as well as the Jovics’ house from the same period, the villa of simeun dobras from 1902, and houses from the beginning of the 20th century that
belonged to djordje stricevic and the peco family. at the beginning of the
20th century, with the construction of ivan Bozic’s villa around 1912 Banja
luka architecture entered secession. That villa was designed by arch. rudolf Lubinski, and his object showed signs of gradual decrease of use of
floral and decorative motives. instead of the earlier decorative character,
clean, flat surfaces, and lines of geometric or geometrized forms dominated. the combination of floral and geometric secession was applied
on houses of afgan i Jankovic, while the spirit of geometrized secession
could be noticed the most on the house of the geometer Josip granic,
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Figure 61: Plan von der stadt und schloss Banja Luka, year 1737
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designed by himself. the new building of the Croatian savings Bank from
the end of the 19th century was designed in the same fashion, as well as
the girl school of the sisters of Mercy of the adorers of the blood of christ
at the beginning of the twentieth century and the school of st. vicent in
1911. Clean and unique secessionist forms, along with functionalism the
broadest principle, became the foundation out of which modern architecture developed. 242 Krzović, ibrahim, arhitektura secesije u BiH, Biblioteka
kulturno naslijeđe, sarajevo, 2004
in the meantime, the designer Josip vancas searched for and introduced
the bosnian style by designing the building of the country government office in Banja Luka in 1913 and the Mayor Hamzaga Husendzinovic’s house
in the same year. Just like a bank, the house had stone pillars, archivolts on
ground floor windows, roof drainage canals, roof, chimney, and a garden
in the direction of the vrbas – proportions and visage of a family home. a
part of authentic interior, characteristic for the time of building in terms of
quality and style, like the house itself, remain still. 243
MaPPing oF BanJa LuKa By austria-Hungary
The seat of the bosnia eyalet was moved from banja luka to sarajevo in
1693 by the decision of the Porte, which meant that the city would lose
not only some of its military-political and socio-economic importance, but
cultural as well. stagnation that followed was increased by war destructions due to conflict between the ottoman empire and venice, i.e. the
Candian War (1645-1669), and then the vienna War (1683-1699). great
defeat of the ottoman army in front of vienna marked the beginning of
the end for ottoman expansion in europe. the advent of this war to regions of slavonia and Military Frontier placed Banja Luka in the center of
fighting. even though austrian troops directed their activities towards expelling ottoman forces from Podunavlje, they still did not forget this area
that would become the most western part of the ottoman empire. the
austro-Hungarians wanted to reach dalmatia. road to there led through
Banja Luka. thereby it became interesting for spies and trained cartographers. it was then when mapping of Banja Luka, above all the Kastel
fortress, began.
in a war that would begin in 1714 between the venetian republic and
the ottoman empire in which austria would interfere in 1716 as well and
which would end by the Pozarevac peace treaty in 1718, Banja Luka, as an
important stronghold, became only 5 hours of walking distance away from
the border. 244
in another war, initiated by emperor Charles vi in 1736, when he acted as
an ally to russian empress anne against the ottoman empire, the most
important war operations occurred in 1737 when the austrian monarchy organized a planned and simultaneous invasion of four sections of its
army on the geographical area of Bosnia and Herzegovina, with an attack
242 Krzović, ibrahim, Arhitektura secesije u BiH, Biblioteka kulturno naslijeđe, sarajevo,
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against four cities.245
Preparation of the Battle at Banja Luka and advancement of Hildburghausen’s troops, positions of artillery batteries, weaponry and assets, and
supporting engineering constructions and pontoon bridges would become the subject of drawing for many engineers and officers with the
austrian army. That was how a large number of plans of banja luka would
emerge, representing the oldest possible cartographic depictions of this
city. as early as the 18th century, special state institutions and bodies
for the gathering, preservation, and systemizing of such documentation
were established in the austrian monarchy. Most of this documentation
remains preserved in vienna, especially in the War archives, and within
the collection of maps in that institution.
a 1785 map at the Kriegsarchive in vienna shows a building marked as
gerichtshaus or the court building with a communication to Kastel fortress. stores are lined along the roads, along the main road to gornji
seher, encircling the mosque and caravanserai, continuing towards the
Crkvena and the marketplace or stretching towards the vrbas, which is
visible on a map from 1884. The link between the fort and downtown was
extended in the form of two separate wholes and additionally strengthened by a pedestrian bridge and by restoring an intersecting road dating
from the Middle ages, thus connecting different residential areas on the
banks of the vrbas.
an especially detailed plan is named “the Plan of the City and Fortifications around Banja Luka encircled by a Water ditch and under siege
of prince von sachsen hildburghausen - plan von der stadt und schloss
Banja Luka welches durch ein kays belagert gewesen). this color map is
70x100 cm in size. Besides a detailed description and preparation for battle, it contains a legend of positions of troops and batteries. the rivers
vrbas, Crkvena, and the fortress, even though deformed, are drawn with
approximate accuracy, with built residential blocks, orchards, and greenery displayed around them. a specially marked road to gornji seher has
three objects called „Bäder“, confirming the existence of spas. a massive
object is precisely depicted on the opposite side to the delta of the crkvena and vrbas rivers on the right bank. it has a square base with a remark
“captain’s apartment”. surrounding area to this object is displayed as a
symmetrical, horticulturally resolved space.
Base of the fortress is depicted pretty accurately. it has 8 tabias, with 6
towers on the circumferential walls. the Ferhad-Pasha Bridge is marked
on the vrbas, several other bridges on the Crkvena, with some more significant than the others: the first one near the delta with a tower on the
left bank, another one on the site of the modern-day market, and the
third one in the area of Brace Mazar street, a quarter beneath Pobrdje, along rudarska street. the map contains larger residential blocks on
the left bank of the Crkvena most probably around an orthodox church,
where an important road lies.
245 Kovačević, t., Banjalučka nahija, zagreb, 1948
Figure 62: stadt Banjaluka, year 1881
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findings from these plans show that banja luka already had a developed
urban form at the time with clearly important check points at gornji and
donji seher, around which the remaining structure formed. on the other
hand, these documents reveal more information about less familiar objects and areas, especially on the left bank of the Crkvena river and right
bank of the vrbas, making it very important for studying the urban development of the city.
even though the austro-Hungarian administration made a city plan following the occupation, it included only the central part. the first geodesic
map of Banja Luka offers far more precise information in terms of architectural urban structure and all its elements prior to the occupation. in
fact, what makes this map especially interesting is the fact it offers an
overview of the existing state in the last decades of the 19th century, i.e.
the end of the ottoman occupation of Bosnia and Herzegovina. this map
is even more important in the light of transformations, i.e. the destruction
of the existing buildings and completion of new ones, that were to come
during the years that followed.

urBan ForM oF tHe BanJa LuKa ciTY
Cities located on major rivers developed longitudinally along these directions probably because of the strength of those live elements and their
importance for cities. such an example is Banja Luka. it had two centers
and two fortified towns out of which only one exists still. Banja Luka developed along the vrbas river. a map from 1876 shows the modular structure
of Kastel fortress around which cell form of settlements developed, continuing longitudinally along the vrbas. a century later, the further longitudinal expansion of the city is observed. Quarter called Christian town had
an orthogonal scheme of streets, expanding around the central zone and
along main directions, giving an impression of a cross-like scheme to some
extent. such an impression is the result of the crossing of two orthogonal
directions in the city center. the city further developed in these directions.

the first geodesic map of Banja Luka and other parts of Bosnia and Herzegovina was created following the austro-Hungarian occupation as a consequence of the formation of the so-called Bosnian Cadastre. Measuring
was performed in Bosnia and Herzegovina from 1880 to 1884. the goal
was not only to create a military geographic map, but also to introduce
the taxation cadastre and to regulate agrarian relations. as these maps
were intended for military use, measuring was performed using polyhedral projection in the ratio of 1:125000. Broader area of Banja Luka was
recorded in the ratio of 1:6250, and the city itself in 1:3125. the map
has 10 sections of a3 format on rotary paper with ink, while lithographic
copies were used as well. The banja luka land registry was established
in 1886. special instruction „instruktion für katastral vermessung für Bosnien und Herzegovina“from 1880 from vienna contains the legend of used
signs, with only outer edges of massive objects, wooden ones being black
and those made of mixed materials have black fill framed with objects’
outer edges.246
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jajce
the city of Jajce lies on the banks of the rivers Pliva and vrbas, on a hill
above the delta of the rivers. natural stone pyramid where the old town
is located has always been a place that could be easily defended against
invaders. 247
according to some authors, vukcicHrvatinic decided to build Jajce according to the model of fortification Jaje (eng. egg) (Castell deluovo) near
naples, so that was how the city was named. However, other claims are
that eggs were added to mortar during the construction of the fortress in
order to make the walls firmer thus giving the name to the city. there is
also a legend according to which the city was built on an egg-shaped cliff.

hisTorY
archaeological remains in the very city center prove that this area has
been inhabited for over 6000 years, meaning that Jajce is an ancient settlement. its surrounding is rich in fertile land, woods, stone, especially
tuff, good water, wildlife, and fish.248
archaeological sites dating from the roman era are especially important.
some of them are in the city and some in its vicinity, such as the Mithras
Temple and necropolises from the 4th century.
in the parish of Pliva, preserved remains of old churches suggest that the
settlement was quite large during the Middle ages. the parish of Pliva became ownership of the Hrvatinic-vukcic family in 1366.249 evidence proves
that hrvoje was the lord of jajce and the parish of pliva and that he issued
charters and built himself a family tomb within the fortress. the first reference to a medieval settlement that developed in the area of Jajce dates
from 1396. at the time, Hrvoje was the lord of the parish of Pliva and his
title was either count or master of Jajce (conte di Jaijze), meaning the city
of Jajce existed under that name that year, but most probably it had been
established much earlier.250 three churches existed within the city and the
found material used for their construction was various. it is certain that
hrvoje built an underground tomb church called the catacombs.
the biggest and most beautiful citadel was built in Jajce and also the largest fortified town in the medieval Bosnian state. its urban and architectural characteristics represent the best of Bosnian medieval civil engineering.251
the old town was built by Hrvoje most probably around 1400 when the
conflict with the Hungarian king became more serious and when danger from the ottomans rose and fire weapons changed the ways of bat247 Mazalić, Đoko, Stari grad Jajce, in Glasnik Zemaljskog muzeja u Sarajevu, nova serija,
sveska vii, veselin Masleša, sarajevo, 1952, -p.60
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knjižnica, zagreb, 1916, -p.9,13
251 redžić, -p.117
Figure 63: Plan von Jajce zwischen vrbas und Pliva Fluss in Bosnia, year 1783

tling. the castle had several protruding towers, strengthened walls, two

four-level towers, and one entrance through a 3 meters-thick wall.a
gate tower was built above the entrance. the main fortification was
a square construction protected with walls and two square-based
towers in the north-western and eastern corners. a secret underground hallway led from the citadel outside the city, but it was buried later on.252
one rectangular tower stood above the city as a guard post. Today it
is known as the clock tower. it stands on the line where city terrain
abruptly lowers by several meters.253
that line splits the city in the direction east-west. it was important
for the defense of the city. there is still a well in the castle. 254
Beneath the city built in such fashion, suburbs began to develop
around today’s church by the st. Lucas tower, expanding further towards the Banja Luka gate. only plain wooden residential objects
were built within the walls.255
eventually, the Medvjed-tower was built as well with a circular base
14 meters in diameter and 20 meters in height. Citadel at the top of
the hill was the city core.256 it is uncertain whether it was erected by
Hrvoje or someone after him, maybe King toma. the ottomans later
built a narrow exit from the city by the tower leading to Jezerski city.
tvrtko ii tvrtkovic’s court was in Jajce in 1423 and 1431. King tomas
resided there often also: in 1444, 1446, and in 1450. in 1456 he
issued five charters to dubrovnik. ottoman army first came at the
gates of Jajce in 1439.257 From then on until the battle of Mohacs,
Jajce was a part of a long frontline where ottoman and Christian
forces prepared for a final showdown for more than fifty years. Jajce
lay on the great Bosnian road, an ancient main regional road used by
Hungarian, Croatian, and ottoman armed forces and special cavalry
units. these frequent raids, harassment, and ever increasing danger
of the ottomans were the reason behind the Hungarians’ efforts on
fortifying the city of Jajce in their way. therefore, city towers, walls,
and other object from the old town in Jajce represent examples of
not just bosnian and medieval architecture but also hungarian and
ottoman architecture.258
With the fall of Bosnia in 1463 it was taken over by the ottomans, 259
252 redžić, , -p.114
253 Popović, Marko, Srednjovekovne tvrđave u Bosni i Hercegovini, in Zbornik za istoriju
Bosne i Hercegovine I. srpska akademija nauke i umetnosti, Beograd, 1995., 33-55.
254 Mazalić, -p.66
255 Mazalić, -p.69
256 Šehić , zijad i tepić ,ibrahim, Povjesni Atlas Bosne i Hercegovine sa geografskim i
istorijskim kartama, sejtarija, sarajevo, 2002, -p.238
257 redžić, -p.112
258 Mazalić, -p.59, 60
259 Mazalić, -p.80
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but the hungarians recovered it once again in 1465 and ruled it over
the next 60 years. that was the time when King Matthias Corvinus
founded the banovina of jajce.260
Beside new gate they built and bastion Hungarians probably had
some residential rooms in today’s multi-level objects within the
fortified city, just like the ottomans and the austrians later on. 261
the Hungarians expanded the triangle-shaped form of the city to a
rectangle, building a tall thick wall connecting the protruding watch
tower with the bastion. they built a strong wall at the site of today’s
tower above the Travnik gate through which a shepherds’ road
passed. the passage was completely secured by fortified terrain on
both sides all until the Medvjed-tower. the Hungarians gave the city
the appearance of western fortifications, which was additionally expanded by the ottomans in 1527.262
The oTToMan period
after gazi Husrev Bey’s victory over the Hungarian army and the conquest
of jajce and all other fortresses in the banovina of jajce along the vrbas
valley in 1527, this entire area became a part of the ottoman empire. it
remained so until the austro-Hungarian occupation. 263
according to established ottoman tradition in building oriental settlements, the first thing the ottomans do is convert churches into mosques
and concentrate central city areas around them.
during ottoman reign in Jajce, new downtown with rows wooden stores,
crafts and trade shops formed on the site of the former trading area, between city gates. 264
after conquering the city in 1527, the ottomans did nothing more than
just repairing what was damaged during the attack and did not take more
care about the fortress because the border of the ottoman state was far
to the north. the bridge on the Pliva was built during ottoman rule. Within
the fortress, the ottomans simultaneously built a tower for storing ammunition, the best preserved and constructed building within the Jajce
fortress. 265
the ottomans changed the so-called clock tower by making passage in
its walls for two gates and a street going through it.266 in terms of master
planning, city walls are stretched over a large space where some impressive parts in terms of architecture are lost in visual sense (all gates with
260 Mazalić, Đoko, Stari grad Jajce, in Glasnik Zemaljskog muzeja u Sarajevu, nova serija,
sveska vii, veselin Masleša, sarajevo, 1952, -p.70
261 Mazalić, -p.72
262 Mazalić, -p.74-75
263 Šehić , zijad i tepić ,ibrahim, Povjesni Atlas Bosne i Hercegovine sa geografskim i
istorijskim kartama, sejtarija, sarajevo, 2002, -p.239
264 thalloczy, Lajoš, Povijest (banovine, grada i varoši) Jajca 1450-1527, znanstvena
knjižnica, zagreb, 1916
265 Mazalić, -p.75-76
266 Mazalić, -p.78

Figure 64: Plan von Jajce und umgebung, year 1788

towers), or seem to hover alone like the lone Medvjed-tower or the tower
of st. Lucas. the diameter of the castle is 260 meters, while the entire
walled city is 1300 meters in diameter.
as early as 1620, Jajce as a fort appeared very impressive to every soldier.
sarhos ibrahim-Pasha Memibegovic, who had the opportunity to inspect
all fortresses in Bosnia, said that Jajce was the most impressive fortress
in the entire Bosnia and that it had 400 houses within its walls able to
provide 400 fighters.267 a hundred years later, some anonymous military
reporter (spy) recorded that Jajce was a small fortress, very old and neglected by the ottomans, while it used to be the main fortress in Bosnia.
He said it had a small crew and some artillery. 268 This report cannot be
considered reliable because even though the city was neglected into the
19th century it was still strong as a fortress.269
one of the ottoman objects within the fortress belt is the so-called dizdar’s Mosque, built on the site of a former Church of st. Catherine.270 records state it was built in 1813 by the city dizdar suleiman-Bey Kulenovic.
according to census register for Bosnia, the first census in the nahija was
performed in 1562.271
Besides the gate, the ottomans built cannon stands made of carved stone,
small tabija, tower for ammunition storage in the citadel, while they
turned one tower into a clock tower with a street passage going through
it. the settlement beneath the fortress developed in today’s varos.272
the fortified tower stands at the highest point and the medieval city
emerged around it. it was located within the internal fortified center, the
citadel. downhill from such settlements was usually a lower suburb often
protected by walls and smaller towers. Lower suburb of Jajce is an example of a very spacious fortified area. usually there were areas for fairs as
well. varos developed with the construction of the lower suburb and by
expanding outside city walls.273
in 1833, the city had 12 cannons and 4 mortars. Battles for the city took
places in 1851 and 1878. after the break of the movement led by Husein Captain gradascevic in 1832, new Bosnian vizier MahmutHamdi-Pasha sent several units of the arnauts to Jajce, who remained there until
1833.274

The ausTro-hungarian period
The arrival of austria-hungary in 1878 marked the beginning of a new
regime and new system of governance. at the time, Jajce had 645 houses
267 rački, Franjo, Prilozi za geografsko statisticki opis bosanskog pašaluka, in Naše
starine XIV, Jugoslovenska akademija, zagreb, 1882, - p. 187
268 Bodenstein, gustav, Povijest naselja u Posavini, Sarajevo, in Glasnik Zemaljskog
Muzeja 1908, -p.100
269 Mazalić, -p.79
270 thalloczy, Lajoš, Povijest (banovine, grada i varoši) Jajca 1450-1527, znanstvena
knjižnica, zagreb, 1916, -p.39
271 selmanović , Medžiida,Mr, Jajačka nahija u opsirnom popisu za Bosanski sandžak,
sarajevo,
272 redžić, Husref, Srednjovijekovni gradovi u Bosni i Hercegovini, sarajevo publishing,
sarajevo, 2009, sarajevski list, izvještaji iz BiH, sarajevo, -p.115
273 truhelka, dr. Ćiro, Kraljevski grad Jajce, Povjest i znamenitosti, sarajevo, 1904,
-p.58,60
274 Kreševljaković, Hamdija, stari Bosanski gradovi, naše starine i, sarajevo, 1953, -p.24
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with 3228 residents out of which 262 were entrepreneurs and traders.
the austrians brought civil servants, experts, and educated individuals.
schools were built, as well as hospitals and ambulances. With the help of
military land surveyors, lands were measured, cadaster and land registry
were introduced. gravel roads and railroads were built. all this for the sake
of the exploitation of natural resources. in 1894, Jajce became connected
with the rest of the Monarchy by the jajce-banja luka road and the jajce-lasva and jajce-Mlinista railway lines.
The biggest hydropower plant in this part of europe was built in jajcem so
the waterfall had electric lights as early as the 19th century.

of the Balkans. the church was converted into a mosque during ottoman
rule and called sultan-suleiman’s Mosque. However, despite being used
for the prayer of Muslims, it burned for several times. after the fire in
1832 only walls remained.
Besides other mosques already mentioned, there was the esma sultania
Mosque, built in 1753 at the site of an old mosque erected by Mustafa-bey. 280 Legend says that esma sultania, the wife of the governor of
Bosnia Mehmed-Pasha Muhsinovic, built this mosque and two bridges on
the vrbas. The esma sultania Mosque was built in the style of a central
subdome mosque with covered sofas and a stone minaret.281

the city had cadaster court, cadaster office, military command, county
gendarmerie station, one customs and one financial guard department, 1
maktab, 7 mosques, and a municipal ambulance. Census in 1910 revealed
that 1542 Muslims, 325 orthodoxians, 2265 Catholics, and 81 Jews lived
in jajce.275
“the austrian reign in Jajce stopped traditional construction of objects
organically connected with the environment, simultaneously introducing
elements of Central european architecture of average quality.” 276

public Zones

sacred Zones
The franciscan monastery of st. lucas and the church in jajce were built
in 1886. Karel Parzik extended the church later.277 The church of st. lucas
has a very asymmetrical base due to frequent extensions.278 The franciscans have acted in Bosnia and Herzegovina since the 13th century and
they are credited for promoting literacy among the population of these
areas. the Franciscan monastery in Jajce has antique, old-Christian, and
medieval archaeological monuments.
it has been proved that dalmatian stone-masons performed their work
in Jajce. the main style of dubrovnik masters was the gothic, but there
were many influences from the north, from Hungary. therefore, one can
observe dalmatian and Middle european gothic influences in the design
of churches and fortresses.279
already in 1892, the austro-Hungarian authorities proclaimed the Church
of st. Mary a cultural monument. the last Bosnian king, stjepan tomasevic, was crowned there. the church is located within the historic core of
the city. its full name is the church of saint Mary with the bell of saint lucas. namely, when the daughter of the serbian despot Lazar, Jelena Brankovic, married stjepan tomasevic, as dowry she brought relics of st. Lucas
the evangelist. That was why the tower – the bell of st. lucas was built
right next to the church. it was built by local craftsmen. it is 23.15 meters
tall and it is the only preserved medieval bell tower in the continental area
275 Šehić , zijad i tepić ,ibrahim, Povjesni Atlas Bosne i Hercegovine sa geografskim i
istorijskim kartama, sejtarija, sarajevo, 2002, -p.239
276 Jadrić, radivoj, Revitalizacija istorijskog jezgra Jajca, sarajevo, 1970
277 dimitrijević, dr Branka, opći šematizam Katoliĉke crkve u Jugoslaviji 1974, zagreb,
1975, -p.25
278 Mazalić, Đoko, Stari grad Jajce, in Glasnik Zemaljskog muzeja u Sarajevu, nova serija,
sveska vii, veselin Masleša, sarajevo, 1952, -p.80
279 redžić, Husref, Srednjovijekovni gradovi u Bosni i Hercegovini, sarajevo publishing,
sarajevo, 2009, sarajevski list, izvještaji iz BiH, sarajevo, -p.33

in May 1907, Parzik signed the blueprints for madrassa in Jajce. it is unknown why the object was never built. people’s primary school was built
in 1882, as well as school in german. Citizen’s reading room was established in 1884. The sisters of the precious blood of jesus open their school
in 1912, while teachers were nuns.
in 1892, aqueduct was constructed. there was 25 water mills on the Pliva
at the time. Company Bosnische elektrizitäts a.g was registered on June
30, 1897, the predecessor of today’s elektrobosna. Hydropower plant
built in 1899 was the biggest hydropower plant in central and southern
europe. so-called industrial zone on the right bank of the Pliva and left
bank of the vrbas was established during austro-Hungarian reign, contributing to new appearance of the city. one of the biggest factory of carbides
in europe was opened there.
sports associations such as Bicycle Club and association of Friends of nature existed also. Many cultural and educational associations were established such as Croatian cultural association napredak, founded in 1902,
Croatian Woman, founded in 1903, and Choir stjepan tomasevic. Muslim
cultural association gajret was established in 1903 as well.
Local board of serbian Prosvjeta was established in 1902 in Jezero. the
board had its premises, reading room, library, lodging, and parish house.
Motel was located near the travnik gate, some 20 meters to the south.
Motel and tekye were in use until 1878. around 1907, the ground floor of
musafirhannah was converted to a han, while rooms upstairs were adapted for residence.
hotel grand was built during austro-hungarian reign as well. it was built
in the tyrol style (1889-1897). Hotel Pliva was buit next. Jajce became a
tourist destination and the most visited place in Bosnia and Herzegovina.
Besides these hotels there were pastry shops, cafés, and night bars shang280 Kreševljaković, Hamdija, stari Bosanski gradovi, naše starine i, sarajevo, 1953, -p.24
281 Mujezinović, Mehmed, islamska epigrafika Bosne i Hercegovine, Knjiga ii, 3. izdanje,
Biblioteka, sarajevo, 1998 , -p.261

Figure 65: Plan der stadt Jajce, year 1796
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hai and central.
Hotel in Jajce was probably extended in 1909 and demolished in the meantime. surely, its large dimensions did not fit in the old Jajce image. However, having in mind the structure of small Jajce houses with steep roofs
the location of this large longitudinal volume placed in the central part of
the unique panorama of jajce was a primary mistake. a plan of jajce and
construction of the hotel that had been created before 188039 shows free
parcels marked with “B” and “C” in an attractive location above the vrbas
and the parcel “C” was chosen as the site of the hotel. 282
the Finance Building was built at the end of 1882. Financial station was
located in that building during austro-Hungarian reign. Finance officers
were inspectors whose task was to prevent smuggling of tobacco, alcohol, and other goods under special state monopoly regime. Finance officers were all foreigners, because the austro-Hungarian authorities did not
trust local people for performing this task.
the old Primary school building was built in 1880 according to some data.
The building is visible on an old map also containing the drawing of sarenica building, 283 unlike the Finance Building, which confirms that it was built
somewhat later.43 the first state primary school in Jajce was located in the
old Primary school. today this building is the national Museum of Jajce
with an ethnological exhibition and a geological-petrographic collection
of minerals.

18th century. residential object Krslak’s or Kapetanova house has a very
clear base form typical for urban residential architecture of Jajce. tall four
sided roof originally covered with wooden boards is a special characteristic of this type of architecture.285
saraceva house, known as sarenica, was built in 1899 in the eclectic-Pseudo-Moorish style. it was erected by a renowned landowner from jajce suljaga sarac as a home to his family, but also to provide free overnight stay
for travelers.286

urban forM of The jajce ciTY
Jajce was a major fortified medieval city. its fortress character still remains
due to expansions and the construction of new bulwarks. a map from 1783
clearly shows its modular scheme of a fortress and an enclosed cell structure within new walls built during ottoman reign. a century later, a map
from 1882 reveals that the city insignificantly expanded along the vrbas
riverbed above the fortress, while it was not possible for it to expand in
other directions because of the steep grounds of the vrbas canyon. these
two expansion tendencies are visible even today. the city has a free cell
structure due to geomorphologic conditions.

residenTial Zones
Buildings are an example of architectural expression from the beginning
of austro-Hungarian rule in Bosnia and Herzegovina. in Jajce, a great number of residential objects with steep wooden roofs harmonized with the
old town architecture were located on slopes framed by the travnik gate,
Catacombs, Jajce citadel, and the Banja Luka gate.
all of them were examples of Jajce residential architecture with particular
environmental value.
around twenty more years into the austro-Hungarian occupation old traditions of residential buildings were honored. objects built in this period
have no major architectural value and builders soon abandoned traditional elements of roof, coverings, and facade. still, gradually they did obtain
certain environmental value.“ 284
omer-Bey’s house, Krslak’s old house and saraceva house are distinct environmental houses.
it is assumed that omer-bey’s house was erected in the second half of
the 17th century. the object is located right next to the travnik gate and
it is a characteristic example of Bosnian residential architecture from the
ottoman period.
Krslak’s house (Kapetanovica house) is located in the north-western part
of Jajce, in a residential zone beneath the Jajce citadel. it is unclear when
it was built, but the way it had been constructed places it at the turn of the
282 dimitrijević, dr Branka, architect Karel Pařik, university of zagreb, 1991
283 Komisije za očuvanje nacionalnih spomenika,Službeni glasniku BiH, no.44/04.sarajevo,2004.
284 Jadrić, radivoj, Revitalizacija istorijskog jezgra Jajca, sarajevo, 1970

285 Službeni glasniku BiH, no. 44/04
286 Bešlagić, Šefik, Spomenici narodnooslobodilačke borbe u Jajcu i njihova zaštita, Zemaljski zavod za zaštitu spomenika kulture i prirodnih rijetkosti narodne republike Bosne
ii Hercegovine, sarajevo, 1958, - p. 77,78

Figure 66: gemeinde Jajce, year 1882
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urban forMs of ciTies
sarajevo

BanJa LuKa

When observing plans of sarajevo from 1783 one can conclude its urban
matrix had a cluster or cell form. 80 years later, according to the plan
from 1863, central dense structures were present. With the arrival of
austria-Hungary, that structure gained composite elements of storage areas and industrial zone near city borders along the Miljacka river. They are
clearly visible in the plan from 1912 and represent an orthogonal scheme
of austro-hungarian urban planning. That was how the city of sarajevo
obtained the form of a combined longitudinal physical structure. strong
longitudinal decentralized scheme with a star-like form can be seen in the
today’s city structure. despite being in close vicinity to the Bosna river,
sarajevo formed on the small Miljacka and today it is the biggest city, just
like in times of austria-Hungary. it is interesting to mention that the city of
livno also formed around the small bistrica river and in the Middle ages
it was the largest fortification in Bosnia and Herzegovina. Both these cities
had a centrally developed urban structure, probably because the strength
of urban structure development was greater than the rivers flowing
through them. important transit roads caused the today’s star-like shape.

Cities located on major rivers developed longitudinally along these directions probably because of the strength of those live elements and their
importance for cities. such an example is Banja Luka. it had two centers
and two fortified towns out of which only one exists still. Banja Luka developed along the vrbas river. a map from 1876 shows the modular structure
of Kastel fortress around which cell form of settlements developed, continuing longitudinally along the vrbas. a century later, the further longitudinal expansion of the city is observed. Quarter called Christian town had
an orthogonal scheme of streets, expanding around the central zone and
along main directions, giving an impression of a cross-like scheme to some
extent. such an impression is the result of the crossing of two orthogonal
directions in the city center. the city further developed in these directions.

livno
By the end of the Middle ages, Livno became the largest fortified city in
Bosnia and Herzegovina. an analysis of attached maps from 1788, created
during the ottoman period, reveals a strong closed modular formation of
the fortified old city and a free form of cell structure of downtown, dominated by the fortified city area. a century later, maps from 1880 and 1884
reveal that the city expanded outside the city walls, but the cell structure
of the city developed within and outside them as well. it can be said that
the city began to take the star-like form then already. the form is still visible when observing the directions of expansion of the city along roadwith
high traffic frequency.

jajce
Jajce was a major fortified medieval city. its fortress character still remains
due to expansions and the construction of new bulwarks. a map from 1783
clearly shows its modular scheme of a fortress and an enclosed cell structure within new walls built during ottoman reign. a century later, a map
from 1882 reveals that the city insignificantly expanded along the vrbas
riverbed above the fortress, while it was not possible for it to expand in
other directions because of the steep grounds of the vrbas canyon. these
two expansion tendencies are visible even today. the city has a free cell
structure due to geomorphologic conditions.

Figure 67: urban matrix of sarajevo, Livno, Banja Luka, Jajce, year 2016
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MosTar
“When a man spends his night in Mostar, it is not the sound that wakes
him up in the morning but the light.” 287
Mostar is located in the valley of the neretva river that flows though its
center. thanks to its fertile alluvial soil the city has all the conditions to develop as an economic, trade, and administrative center of Herzegovina.288
the right side is more spacious, with fewer elevations, and it is more accessible, so that part of the city is bigger than the other. the southern
slopes of prenj and western slopes of velez mountains rise above that
side, which is why it is so congested and steep. still, for centuries it used to
be the main part of Mostar. in the city center, right below the old Bridge,
the radobolja flows into the neretva.289 Mountains velez, Cabulja, and
Hum protect its mild climate. Besides crafts and trade, people of Mostar
were mostly engaged in the cultivation of citrus fruit and vine as well as in
the production of renowned wine and brandy (rakia).290
Mostar emerged around the old bridge built in 1566 near a former chain
bridge. valuable cultural monuments remain from that period. with the
arrival of the austro-Hungarian authorities in this region the old craft ways
of doing business and specific social relations were replaced by industrial
age and intensive building activities in the city. new way of governance,
new materials, constructions, industry, railways, roads, public lighting, aqueduct, bridges, schools are all new characteristics that Mostar obtained
at the turn of the 19th century.291

hisTorY
Prehistoric remains, many of them near Mostar, are a proof that the valley of the neretva, especially downriver, has been inhabited since ancient
times. it is important to visit the green Cave located above the source of
the Buna river, below stjepangard (place of residence of the former ruler
of Herzegovina – stjepan vukcic Kosaca, the Herzeg of saint sava). evidence of human presence dated to the neolithic was found in the green
cave.
roman settlements of Cim and vukodol located on the right bank of the
neretva still exist as Mostar suburbs. remains of an early-Christian basilica in cim represent the most important archaeological site from early Christianity in Mostar. roman artifacts were found in Bacevici on the
right bank of the neretva, to the south of Mostar, while remains of an
old roman settlement (walls and sarcophagi) were found by the Jasenica
stream. Traces of the illyric and roman cultures were found in Mugos on
287 andrić, ivo, Na Drini ćuprija, Beograd, 1945, nobel prize in Literature, 1961
288 serdarević, Jagoda, Pilog o zanatima i trgovini mostarskih Srba pravoslavaca, Mostar,
2005
289 Hadžajlić, ensvid, Mostar - vječni grad
290 serdarević, 2005
291 Bešlić, Ljubo, Mostar u slici i riječi
Figure 68: Plan von Mostar, year 1783
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ortijes, in gnojnice, Kosor, Malo Polje, Hodbina.292
some explanations of the origin of the name are these: Mostar was named
after mostars, guardians of bridges, and after two towers that people used
to call mostare. the first historical reference of Mostar is from 1452 when
it was stated “duo casteli a ponte di neretua”, meaning two fortresses
on the bridge on the neretva. Those documents describe how the son of
nobleman Herzeg stjepan Kosaca rebelled against his father and invaded
this city. 293
in the mid-15th century Mostar had only 19 houses. it was founded by
gost radivoj, one of Herzeg stjepan’s noblemen. Before turkish conquests, some dubrovnik writers wrote in 1452 how vladislav, son of Herzeg stjepan, rebelled against his father and took Blagaj and two towers on
the bridge on the neretva. no doubt, this was a reference to Mostar. the
towers were home to mostars guarding the bridge and it was them after
whom the city was named Mostar. its residents were called Mostars, as
recorded by the russian ambassador gilferding.294

The oTToMan period
the ottoman conquest of Mostar happened probably in 1468. 35 ottoman soldiers resided in Mostar then. They divided the land among themselves, turning indigenous residents into serfs. in the beginning Mostar
was the center of one kajmakamluk (district). thanks to the importance
of traffic across the neretva it became the center of the Herzegovian sanjak at the beginning of the 16th century. under the ottoman rule Mostar
reached peak of its development in the 16th and 17th centuries when it
became the center of trade and crafts in Herzegovina. the famous stone
bridge replaced an old wooden bridge in 1566, which resulted from the
administrative and traffic development in the city, while the Karadjoz-Bey
Mosque was built in 1557.
intensive expansion of the city began in the 16th and 17th centuries; at
the end of this period Mostar had around 10.000 residents. the city developed as a typical ottoman settlement with a downtown and mahalas
around it. the downtown, which is the oldest of all parts of the city, lay
in the most representative, most important part of the city – around the
bridge itself, on both sides of the neretva. Mahalas spread to all sides
from the downtown, primarily on the left bank of the neretva, while on
the right bank they were located at the foot of hum hill and on the banks
if the radobolja river, a tributary of the neretva. 295
Besides central downtown larger cities had smaller downtowns in suburban areas. The Mostar serbs mainly inhabited brankovac and bjelusine
quarters, near the orthodox diocese, separated from the main downtown
where they were often discriminated against or were target to turkish
292 Hadžajlić, ensvid, Mostar - vječni grad
293 Hasandedić, Hivzija, Stari most, in Spomenici kulture turskog doba u Mostaru, veselin
Masleša, sarajevo, 1980, -p.115
294 Hadžajlić, ensvid, Mostar - vječni grad
295 Puljić, Borislav, Mahale grada Mostara, in Prostor,university of zagreb, no. 19 (2011)
1(41), zagreb, 2011, -p.165
Figure 69: Plan von Mostar, no year
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oppressors. these steep Mostar quarters were inhabited by orthodox
Christians, while their houses had some degree of oriental comfort and
gardens.296 Mostar downtown gradually became a place of trade, thereby
offering good conditions for the opening of trade and craft stores. the
first stores were located in Mejdan (the modern-day trg 1. maj), around
the sinan-pasha’s Mosque. waqfs played an important role in the development of the downtown. in the beginning stores were made of wood.
sometimes they had stone magazas (storerooms) in the back. it is interesting to mention that thee streets in Mostar were named after craftsmen
who owned stores there: Kazanska Carsija (later sahat-kula, and Brace
Bajata street today), Kujundziluk Carsija, and tabhana Mahala. the dubrovnikans formed a small trade quarter in Mostar at the beginning of the
16th century.297
after the Habsburg-ottoman war from 1683 to 1699 and signing of the
peace treaty in sremski Karlovci in 1699 new fortifications were built
in the city. a part of that wall remains preserved along the suhodolina
stream and above Konak. it is interesting to emphasize that Mostar had
24 mosques and 22 mahalas at the turn of the 17th century. That was how
ottoman-type urban area was formed reaching its peak and final form
from that period at the turn of the 17th century. its symbol and the most
important architectural construction was the renowned old Bridge built in
1566. The city emerged around the bridge. congested by hills surrounding
it from the eastern and especially from the south-western side preventing
it from expanding in that direction, Mostar had to further develop along
the banks of the neretva in the direction north-south. the city remains so
even today, elongated and split by the neretva. Because of its immensely
important position for trade the city developed fast and as early as the
17th century it had 1000 houses.298
already in 1592 Mostar became the seat of the mufti,while in 1797 it
would become the seat of the herzegovinian metropolitan bishop. it has
been the seat of the catholic bishop also since the mid-19th century.
With the reorganization of ottoman defense system in the early 18th century Mostar became the center of a captaincy. The city grew and soon
became the center of Herzegovina. in the mid-18th century, Mostar and
the surrounding area had 1500 Muslim, 766 orthodox, and 300 Catholic
homes. “Catholics lived on the Prijecka side, Muslims lived on the right
side, and orthodoxians lived uphill in Bjelusine.”299
at the beginning of the 19th century, Mostar was a stronghold against
reforms and strengthening of the central ottoman authorities, when it
was led by the ayan ali-aga dadic. after the break of the movement of
Bosnian feudatories in 1832 it became the seat of ali-Pasha rizvanbegovic. the Herzegovina eyalet was established in 1832. it was led by ali-Pasha
rizvanbegovic (1832-1851), who soon earned the title of vizier. Mostar
296 sefrović, osvit, Šta su Srbi u Mostaru, 2011
297 serdarević, Jagoda, Pilog o zanatima i trgovini mostarskih Srba pravoslavaca, Mostar,
2005
298 Šiširak, Hilmija, Mostar -Čaršija kakve više nema I Dio, in Mostarska informativna
revija, no.9,10,11, 1997
299 sefrović, osvit, Šta su Srbi u Mostaru, 2011
Figure 70: Mostar, year 1878
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was the capital. ali-Pasha rizvanbegovic initiated horrific terror against
Christians, especially around Mostar in 1840 when the turks banished all
Catholics from the city, around 320 Catholic families, and decapitated the
serbs and hanged them on the bridge.
in 1875 uprising broke out in herzegovina. it was the uprising of orthodox Herzegovina aided in manpower and weaponry by Montenegro and
partially by serbia. instead of the desired liberation and accession to Montenegro and serbia, occupation by a much more modern power than the
ottomans followed. austria-Hungary took Mostar without any fighting,
conquering Hum hill and the city itself on July 24-25, 1878.300

The ausTro-hungarian period
1878 was the turning point in the development of Mostar. This year
marked the definitive departure of the ottomans and cease of their domination, and the beginning of austro-Hungarian governance. austria-Hungary brought new, european influences, not only in city management but
in its reshaping, development, and civil engineering, which would result
in an almost complete transformation of a small ottoman town into a europeanized city in a matter of only forty years. in those forty years road
and railway communication was established between Mostar and other
centers of Bosnia and Herzegovina and dalmatia. three bridges were built
in the city – the Bridge of Musala, the Lucki and the Carinski Bridge. the
city gained modern aqueduct, sewage system, and electricity.
the biggest contribution austria-Hungary made in the creation of an
entirely new urban matrix which functions even today. City authorities
quickly realized huge possibilities offered by almost entirely neglected
area on the right bank of the neretva. its urbanization started immediately, beginning with already existing objects – mahalas on the banks of the
neretva and the radobolja. 301
The major part of the old downtown spanning from Mala Tepa to the old
Bridge lies on the left side, with Prijecka Carsija on the right. toponym
“Prijecka” speaks of the low significance this part of the city had prior
the arrival of austria-Hungary (1878). after the completion of the railway
bridge (1882), narrow-gauge railway sarajevo-Mostar-Metkovic (1891),
gymnasium (1901-1903), and the mine (1918) this part of the city became
more important.302
during austro-hungarian rule not much new objects were built in the very
heart of the city. still, beside significant objects from ottoman times new
monumental buildings were built by which the authorities sent a clear
message. today one can easily find the difference between the two parts
of the city. the architecture of the ottoman period was adapted to the
needs of the man and the horse, with narrow, curvy streets, gardens,
sadrvans, and fountains. streets from the austrian period are wide and
straight, suitable for automobiles.
Mostar was the seat of the Herzegovina County, while the mine was
opened in 1919. The period of austro-hungarian governance represents a
300 sefrović, 2011
301 Šaravanja, Krešimir,di, Mostovi Mostara iz Austro-ugarskog razdoblja, 2006, -p.4
302 serdarević, 2005

fertile period in terms of civil engineering and urbanization in Mostar. new
public, educational, residential, and industrial objects were built. during
austro-Hungarian rule, Mostar was the seat of cadaster administration,
cadaster court, state court, county court, financial direction and guardians of finance, municipality hospital, city electricity distribution company, tobacco factory, great gymnasium, trade school, post-secondary girl
school, 5 madrassas, 3 islamic religious school, 2 general primary schools,
the headquarters of the infantry division, special military hospital, military
supply warehouse, military construction department, and military station
for homing pigeons.
according to the census from 1910, Mostar had 7212 Muslims, 4518 orthodoxians, 4307 Catholics, 87 evangelists, and 254 Jews.303
Marsala Tita street in Mostar is the longest street in the city but also the
longest urban area street in the entire Herzegovina. its most important
section is named glavna ulica (the Main street), which is actually a quarter in Mostar.
railways connected Mostar with Metkovic and sarajevo, giving a new incentive to the city. a big new bridge was completed in 1885 (the Bridge
of emperor Franz Joseph on Musala), significantly facilitating traffic, while
old roads were reconstructed and new ones built. in that time, Mostar
became an extremely important center, not just to Herzegovina, but also
to all other places of the southern Travnik area reaching livno and bugojno, with the exception of trebinje. the austrian authorities created
large military camps and fortifications on strategic spots around the city.
Mostar became the headquarters of an entire division. City traffic significantly developed, while trade, which was almost entirely owned by orthodoxians, went through true revival. Many Mostar trading firms opened
their subsidiaries in nevesinje, gacko, duvno, Capljina, Metkovic, etc.
with economic progress came interest for culture. This was the golden
age of Mostar poetry. “Prosvjeta”, established in 1902, became the center
of cultural activity. From 1902 to 1908 these entities were founded: craftsmen’s association, young trader’s association, sports association “obilic”,
humanitarian organization “srpkinja”. the establishment of “srpska banka” (“the serbian Bank”) in 1903 was especially important for economic
and trade life.304

sacred Zone
“What completes the central Mostar downtown complex on the left bank
of the neretva are mosques, imposing buildings representing building
practices and art of oriental and seljuk masonry tradition in the most
beautiful way. it is the Karadjoz-Bey, roznamedzijina, Cosa Jahja Hodza’s
and cejvan cehajina mosques around which Mostar downtown emerged.
Close concentration of different objects leaves deep impression - small
stores and shacks are mixed with tall objects such as the old City Hall,
bank, former police station, etc. it is clear this is one urban area with a
303 Šehić , zijad i tepić ,ibrahim, Povjesni Atlas Bosne i Hercegovine sa geografskim i
istorijskim kartama, sejtarija, sarajevo, 2002, -p.242
304 sefrović, osvit, Šta su Srbi u Mostaru, 2011

Figure 71: umgebung von Mostar, year 1879
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variety of roofs and outer facades, entrances, and “auzlak” displays.”305
on the right bank of the neretva there are stairs leading to the oldest
mosque in Mostar: Cejvan Cehajina Mosque built in 1552, which would
become a madrassa later. Koski Mehmed-Pasha’s Mosque was built in
1617. Karadjoz-Bey Mosque is the most monumental mosque in Herzegovina. it was built in 1557 according to the project by the Turkish mason
Mimar sinan. all these mosques were built during ottoman reign.
almost all mosques in Mostar were partially modified in terms of the
polychromatic and plastic decoration during the austro-Hungarian period. some were repainted and some received pointed arches above their
square windows. the austro-Hungarian authorities thought these interventions would make ottoman heritage more oriental and eastern than
it was.306
The Templ synagogue in Mostar is located on 15 brace cisica street in the
brankovac quarter. it was built in 1889.
the old orthodox church - Church of the Birth of virgin Mary is located
eastwards from the city in a quarter called Bjelusine, on a hill above the
ruins of the serbian orthodox Cathedral of the Holy trinity. in architectural terms the church represents a typical herzegovinian sacred object with
a simple rectangular basis, small dimensions and interior semi-dome altar
apse.
With the approval of the Patriarchate, Mostar became the official seat of
the metropolitanate in 1767. The metropolanate - bishop’s court or diocesan’s Palace was built in 1910. it lies on the left side of the neretva, at
one of the highest points on the eastern side of Mostar.
the orthodox church was completed in 1873 and dedicated to the Holy
trinity, a springtime saint’s day when Mostar is the most colorful and
vivid. With this imposing object, the second biggest serbian church, the
orthodox residents of Mostar wanted to give special importance to this
place and prove their religious adherence and strength of orthodoxy right
here in Mostar as a mixed and politically exposed environment.307
The catholic church was built in 1866 with the approval of the ruling sultan and after a gift of 50.000 groschen. Franciscan monastery was built
beside the church in 1890. it holds a library with very rare and valuable
books. The catholic bishop’s court is located on the road between the old
Catholic diocese in vukodol and the Franciscan church. it was built in 1906
and was designed in the spirit of neo-renaissance, which is visible in all
decorative elements on facades, but also in the way the entire space was
designed as a unique, logically connected whole shining with dignity and
balance.308

bridges
the oldest arched bridge in Mostar is the Kriva Cuprija on the radobolja river. the bridge was built by the ottoman architect Cejvan Ketoda in
1558. This bridge is considered to have been built as a test bridge before
the construction of the old Bridge. the old Bridge was completed in 1566.
it gained the title of the biggest architectural achievement during the entire ottoman reign in the Balkans. this single-arched stone bridge was built
according to the design of the original bridge that stood on the neretva
400 years ago. it had two forts, “Cimska” on the western and “nebojsa”
on the eastern bank (tara and Helebija). according to some historians it
was built by the renowned guest of the Patarines radin Butkovic, the supreme courtier of Herzeg stjepan Kosaca. Many historians believe this nobleman connected the two forts by a chain bridge whose ground sections
were made of wooden poles joined together by metal wedges. some data
indicates that sultan Mehmed Fatih repaired this bridge in 1480 and 1481.
after the establishment of ottoman reign this bridge remained in use until 1557. Mostar had both strategic and trade importance. it became the
intersection of roads binding the sea with the inland, or the south with
the north, and the east and the west. that was what created the need for
a bigger, safer stone bridge. so, the construction of the new bridge began
in 1577 lasting for nine years. the bridge was a masterpiece by mason
Hajrudin, a student of the famous mason sinan. the length of the arch is
28.7 meters, 21 meters above the neretva river. two towers were built
for guardians of the bridge, Halebija and tara, which were used as weapon
storage during ottoman reign.309
the stone plate on the bridge has an inscription stating the year of completion - 944 aH or 1566 ad.
in his travel diaries from 1664 evlija celebija wrote the following on the
old Bridge: “since forts are located on both sides of the bridge, it remains
the only way of crossing from one side to the other. let it be known that
i, a miserable and poor servant of god, evlija, travelled across sixteen empires but i have never seen such a tall bridge. it connects the two rocks
reaching the sky itself.” 310
the period of austro-Hungarian governance in Mostar (1878 - 1918) resulted in significant urban transformation of the city, which became connected by railways with other centers of Bosnia, Herzegovina, and dalmatia. three bridges were built: the Bridge of emperor and King Franz
Joseph (1882), the Lucki Bridge (1912-1913), and the Customs Bridge
(1916-1917). Flourishing austro-Hungarian bridge building would have
been continued by the new rudolf’s Bridge, which was supposed to be
so monumental that it would outshine even the old Bridge, but the great
War stopped its realization. 311
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Figure 72: Plan von Mostar, year 1899

Figure 73: gemeinde Mostar , year 1881
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traffic scheme combined the orthogonal and radial models of roads conditioned by the city’s topography on the one hand, while intensive growth
of the city on the right side of the neretva enabled the practical use and
uninterrupted development based on principles of european civil engineering at the turn of the 19th century on the other.
With the construction of the bridges, right and left sides of the neretva
became connected and the needed traffic communication between new
city centers was realized. the austro-Hungarian authorities constructed
the first bridge in order to prepare the grounds for the building of the socalled zapadni logor (the modern-day university campus in Mostar) and
roads to Ljubuski, siroki Brijeg, and imotski. 312

public Zones
an important task in terms of urban planning and development of open
public zones of Mostar that austria-hungary resolved was Musala square
and rondo. 6 alleys go from the rondo square roundabout. new railway
station center on the left bank and residential quarters on the right bank
became connected with wide new streets built according to western
practices of spatial planning. a new part of the city developed on the right
bank from the new bridge in Musala to balinovac with the most important public institutions, many villas, greenery, and comfort. that was how
some of the most beautiful buildings in Mostar were built in the oriental
style mixed with austro-Hungarian practices such as: theold gymnasium
building built in 1898 on spanish square in the pseudo-Moorish style. The
city library was built there also in 1904. the city spa center (1914) was designed by architect rudolf Tonnies with the assistance of Miroslav loose.
These were powerful buildings in the austro-hungarian style with Moorish ornaments. some of the famous architects at the time were Milos Komadina, Miroslav Loose, Joseph vancas, Maximilian david, and others.
even since ottoman times stari bazar or Kujundziluk has been an area
with dense traffic. it was named after the traditional goldsmiths who
made and sold their handicrafts on the street. tepa-market is located near
the mosque.
in the second part of the 19th century, the Mostar serbs built the serbian
school near the church under huge europen nettle trees, which was to
become one of the biggest and most beautiful objects of the time in Mostar. all generations of the serbs from 1856 to 1908 attended went to this
school. after the construction of the school, a small orthodox seminary
and girl school were built as well. the construction and maintenance of
these objects were responsibility of the serbian municipality organization,
aided by donations and also annual grants from the government of russia, after the proposal of the russian ambassador in sarajevo, alexander
giljferding, who was fascinated by zeal and devotion of the orthodox residents of Mostar.313
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Figure 74: stadtplan B von Mostar, year 1917
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green Zones
the first organized planting of tree lines in Mostar occurred during austro-Hungarian rule. From 1887 to 1914 12 tree lines were planted. the first
tree line emerged in the modern-day Knez Branimir street. dendrological
natural monument – the alley of oriental plane trees is located in the very
heart of the city. it is 1.127 meters long and has 179 trees, out of which
174 are plane trees. it was designed as a pedestrian area with tree lines
– an alley.
Most of the plane alley was planted in the honor of austro-hungarian
Crown Prince rudolf’s visit to Mostar on June 21-22, 1888. He was the
only son of King Franz Joseph i. this alley was named stephanie allee in
the honor of the prince’s wife stephanie, the daughter of the Belgian King
leopold ii. The tree seedlings of oriental plane and hybrid plane were obtained from austria. the first drainage channels for regular supply of water to plane trees from the radobolja river were constructed during the
planting of the trees. a section of these channels exists even today.
therefore, this dendrological monument consists of three basic sections:
plane tree line in Kneza Branimira street, rondo square with 17 plane
trees, and Lenjin’s Promenade (nikole subica zrinskog street).314

residenTial Zones
during ottoman rule some valuable monuments of residential architecture were created. Biscevic House from the 17th century, known as Biscevic Corner, is located on the eastern bank of the neretva in Biscevica street.
The corner leaning on two very tall and boldly placed stone poles above
the neretva represents this house as the most boldly designed work of
residential architecture from the ottoman period in Mostar.
divanhana maintained its original ottoman style. the house has an abundance of authentic furniture, while the garden is a typical example of the
ottoman style of building.
Kajtaz House (bb gase ilica street) belongs to urban residential architecture of the ottoman period and is the most beautiful residential complex
with separate quarters for men and women. tall walls are a protection
against strong sunrays and gazes from outside. The house was built of
stone and wood.
national monument “Muslibegovic House” is located near the Karadjoz-bey Mosque and it is one of the most imposing monuments of urban
residential architecture of the ottoman period in Bosnia and Herzegovina.
the complex consists of the family house (women’s garden – haremluk)
and the business section (men’s garden – selamluk) built in the early 18th
century, while the main residential object was reconstructed and expanded in 1872 in the style of representative objects in stamboul.
The growth of wealth in the period of austria-hungary could be felt easily.
old and rugged shacks were replaced by stone-made storage rooms and
houses with arched doorways and doors strengthened with iron, the socalled boss houses. The arrival of the austro-hungarians brought one more
314 M., Ž., Mostarski platani, Austrougarski pečat koji blijedi

previously unknown mid-european style of houses with big windows
– villas. 315 it was a free-standing object surrounded by a garden with tall
trees and flowers. that was how many villas were built in the period of
austria-Hungary, especially in Kneza Branimira street. the serb population
gradually came down to central mahalas, mainly along the main street,
which it previously abandoned due to fear of troubles with the Muslims.
residential object santic villa typologically resembles the austro-Hungarian villa. in 1902 the governor of Bosnia and Herzegovina, baron Benko,
built the villa in Borci, in which he often spend time with friends during
foca is located in the south-eastern part of the country at the border
with Montenegro and serbia, at the brinks of craggy Herzegovina and the
woodlands of Bosnia and the source of the drina river. the Ceotina river
also flows through the city and into the drina. Favorable geographic position destined this area to be inhabited and so it developed reaching high
level of economic and cultural development.316 hunting. ten years later
he sold it to santic family from Mostar. a wealthy serbian trading family
Pesko owned a number of residential objects built in the style of secession. Jospeh vancas designed the house of Mayor Komadina, a respected
and successful manager whose remarks are quoted even today in Mostar.
He was the person who made more contribution to urban, cultural, and
economic development of Mostar than anyone before or after him. His
humane and selfless deeds recorded in imposing and monumental buildings that gave Mostar its urban physiognomy and modern appearance are
the best tribute to his personality and work.
villa zahumka from 1905 is also one of the most important objects of austro-Hungarian residential architecture in Mostar.

urban forM of The MosTar ciTY
Mostar is a city on the neretva river, an important framework which
determines its longitudinal formation of city structure. this is visible on
maps from the 18th century, e.g. the map from 1783. after the arrival
of austria-Hungary, maps from 1878, 1881, and 1899 show gradual formation of composite forms in previously free cell structure of a city with
dense central structure. This includes objects built in the suburbs such
military infrastructure, hospital, and tobacco factory, which are located on
longitudinal ends of the city. The city today has a centrally developed form
with industrial branches along the neretva, based on the guidelines set by
austria-hungary.

315 sefrović, osvit, Šta su Srbi u Mostaru, 2011
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foca
foca is a municipality with the highest peak in bosnia and herzegovina
(Mount Maglic 2386 meters) and some of its parts belong to the area of
highest mountains in bosnia and herzegovina. several mountain peaks
are over 2000 meters above the sea level. it is the place of the only rainforest in Bosnia and Herzegovina and the biggest one in europe - Perucica,
which is a part of the sutjeska national Park, which boasts with still intact
nature reserve with the tallest european specimens of fir (63 m) and the
norway spruce (65 m), along with large samples of beech, and the skakavac waterfall. perucica is bounded on the southeast by the unique canyon
of the tara river, the deepest canyon in europe and the second deepest in
the world, right behind the grand Canyon in the usa.
the first written accounts on the city at the confluence of the Cehotina
and the drina are dated from 1368 in the archives of dubrovnik. situated
on a caravan route dubrovnik-stamboul, Foca was an important trading
and crafts center in medieval times. in dubrovnik archives it was referred
to as “via drina - via CHoCe”. the word Hotca - Hoca is slavic, as many
sources confirm.3Foca was the name used first by the ottomans and then
by domestic sources to refer to this trading town.
evlijaCelebija, the renowned turkish traveler from the 17th century visited Foca in 1664: “the shape and position of Foca. it stretches along the
bank of the great drina river from the east to the west. Mountains abundant with forest and tall trees rise from the southeastern, southern, and
western sides as far as cannon can shoot. The main downtown lies in a
valley on a flat and spacious site. single- and two-story masonry houses
with gardens and vineyards are lined along the bank of the drina. There
are 18 mahalas. ten of them are Muslim, while there are eight Bulgarian,
serbian, and Latin (Catholic) mahalas. there is one Jewish mahala, too.“317

hisTorY
Foca area has been inhabited since the neolithic period. in 1889, in the vicinity of Foca, in Barakovac on the bank of the Cehotina river and the road
to Celebici, several prehistoric piles were discovered. some of them were
dated from the early roman period. Tomaschek assumes that the ancient
roman town of Berselum was situated at the location of today’s Foca.5in
the early Middle ages when the turks arrived in the Balkans, Foca was
referred to as an extremely important trading center and an important
station on the “via drina” route connecting dubrovnik with srebrenica.
bosnian ban Tvrtko conquered the area of gornjepodrinje including hotca
from old rascia in 1376 thereby expanding his country to the southeast
and south. after tvrtko’s death in 1391 political turmoil began in Bosnia and this region, known as drinskaKnezina or drina, was ruled by the
Hranic family, Hum dukes that were independent from the Bosnian crown.
the Hranics had several fortifications in this area, while Hotca was the
only one without any.318
317 Čelebi, evlija, Scyahatnamesi, sv. vi, 1664, 430-435, Čelebi , evlija, Odlomci o jugoslovenskim zemljama, sarajevo, 1979
318 Bejtić, -p.26

until 1436 Hotca was known as the final destination for the goods of caravan traders from dubrovnik. after increasingly frequent raids in the eastern Bosnia by the ottomans, Hotca ceased to be the final destination and
served more as a transitional and reloading point.
today historians consider that the ottomans conquered Hotca between
1416 and 1435 but they argue that the ottomans probably retreated from
the area soon, just like in Hobidjed and vrhbosna in the middle Bosnia. it
is certain that in 1465 Hotca was ruled by sandaljHranic. the ottomans
conquered Foca in 1463 with the conquests of sultan Mehmed iii, whose
forces crossed the drina at foca. in 1465 isa-beyisakovic invaded the territory of Herzegstjepan, who ruled to the south of Foca. isakovic’s conquest
was successful and foca became the seat of the herzegovina sanjak.
Fourteen years after the fall of Bosnia, in 1477, the official ottoman records stated that Hotcha, the seat of the Herzegovina sanjak had 227
Christian houses, 33 adult single men and 5 widows, and only 3 Muslims.
unlike other parts of Bosnia and Herzegovina, widespread islamization in
Podrinje occurred in 1573. a French envoy recorded that “all Christians in
this place were converted to the turkish faith”.
in 1478 foca was a strong trading center.319 it was renowned for its crafts
such as manufacture of items made of leather, wool, metal, and wood,
big swords, flintlock rifles, axes, yataghans, dimiskia sabers, etc. Craftsmen that worked there were tailors, dyers, mercers, and carpet makers.
aside from craftsmanship and mining, Hotca was known for animal husbandry, which pawed the way for wool stampers, saddlers, boot makers,
and skinners. it was also known for the production of decorations and
jewelry, and it was renowned for its goldsmiths and the famous Focatoka
caps, buckles, silver bracelets, alals, broaches, and cigarette holders. Foca
residents sold their products at markets (bazaars), and a main one was at
suha (between tjentiste and vratar) where they traded with traders from
dubrovnik, stamboul, and vienna.
Prior to the arrival of the ottomans, documents describe that vineyards
spanned all the way from sukovac over gradackastijena to the drina, and
even that a great vineyard was located abode the City Market. the ottomans destroyed the vineyards upon their arrival.

The period of oTToMan rule
The core of medieval and today’s foca developed in the corner of the
Cehotina and drina rivers. the ottomans named that part of the city ortakol, meaning “the center”. With the construction of a mosque and stores
downtown began to emerge. the commerce section or the downtown was
established on the ground lowering down towards the Cehotina. square
pazariste formed there around the mosque. it maintains its original ap319 Šehić , zijad i tepić ,ibrahim, Povjesni Atlas Bosne i Hercegovine sa geografskim i
istorijskim kartama, sejtarija, sarajevo, 2002, -p.243
Figure 75: Plan- skizze der umgebung von Foca, year 1783
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pearance to this day, streets from various directions flow into it, because
of which it has an irregular form. The old dubrovnik main road passed
through the square down to the Cehotina crossing it at the very site of the
former wooden bridge that stood there before the war. 320
the old Foca downtown, like all the others in the region, had a typical
oriental architecture. it had densely lined and mostly single-story shops,
which often shared a common simple roof. those stores had typical demountable front covers for closing them and on which customers would
sit. 321
in terms of sanitation culture and techniques, Foca was far ahead of all
other Western european cities of the time and cities that would emerge
later on, where people adopted the habit of more frequent bathing and
building bathrooms only in the second half of the previous century. an
aqueduct made of clay and wood began supplying foca with fresh water
in 1474. Therefore it was more advanced in that branch than many other
places not only in the country but in the entire West.322
Many hans were built in hoca and its vicinity. Most prominent was the
luxurious han of Mehmed-Pasha Kukavica built before 1758 and his clock
tower (the symbol of Foca, made of stone in the shape of a square prism
20 meter high which holds the oldest memorial clock dating from 1493 - a
gift of the people of dubrovnik to Foca.

The ausTro-hungarian period
during ottoman rule, Foca was the eyalet center for a while. after the
austro-Hungarian occupation it was left far from main roads, but with an
important militarily strategic function towards Montenegro. By moving
traffic communications center to the north with the arrival of austria-Hungary Foca lost its significance.
changes that occurred in the economy of bosnia and herzegovina following the occupation in 1878 did not entirely avoid Foca, even though
during the entire period not a single significant industrial factory was built
in it. relying on the lucrative tradition of crafts and trade, Foca residents
gradually adapted to new economic trends. the development of craftsmanship in Foca has an important role in its history. there were excellent
masters of all kinds of crafts, but the highest reach was achieved in the
processing of metal. old crafts began to decline slowly 100 years before
the occupation and trade was turning to austria-Hungary increasingly. after 1878 (in 1879) Bosnia and Herzegovina joined the customs territory
of the monarchy. This inclusion in a more developed economic system
and wide opening to businessmen from abroad caused the market and
turnover expansion simultaneously destroying the guild and patriarchal
tradition. the expansion of the market within the monarchy, however,
did not contribute to the Balkanic-oriental production and trade. Political
320 Bejtić, alija, Povijest i umjetnost Foče na Drini, in Naše strarine IV, godišnjak zemaljskog zavoda za zaštitu spomenika kulture i prirodnih rijetkosti narodne republike Bosne i
Hercegovine, sarajevo, 1957, -p.43-44
321 Bejtić, -p.39
322 Bejtić, -p.33-36
Figure 76: umgebung von Foča, year 1863

and other motives led to the closing of borders with neighboring countries
which were the traditional market for Bosnia and Herzegovina craftsmen
and traders. These general economic and social movements in the country did not favor economic development of foca and its vicinity because
it was left out of the range of railways that would enable the exploitation
of natural resources (primarily the forest that covered 60% of the Foca
region) and economic recovery of the whole area. therefore, during the
entire period of austro-Hungarian rule, Foca maintained the character of
a trading and crafts center with a strong military garrison and local administration.323
in the first years of the occupation, Foca region belonged to the Mostar
County, like in ottoman times, while on July 1, 1880, it was joined to the
sarajevo County. the shape of Foca is irregular, built like all the others
in the ottoman empire, with a business center in the heart on the main
transit road and with residential areas on the surrounding slopes along
narrow, small, and curvy streets. in the general urban composition of the
city two very specific elements stand out: rivers drina and Cehotina that
meet in the city and divide the settlement on two completely detached
spaces and hilly grounds with more or less steep slopes going in three
ways towards the drina and Cehotina riverbeds. the shape of the city
is completely subordinated to these natural characteristics. one part of
the settlement lies between the drina and the Cehotina while the other
stretches along a narrow and long area on the right bank of the Cehotina
going down deep towards the north along the right bank of the drina.central part of the city is in a corner formed by the two rivers, which also the
business and administrative center of the city. objects were built densely.
above the central area and along the entire right bank of the Cehotina lie
thinly populated residential quarters.324
Following the austro-Hungarian occupation Foca lost its former economic
and traffic significance, but it became an important strategic outpost towards Montenegro and the ottoman empire (in relation to novi Pazarsanjak). transportation of people and goods did not go via the stamboul
road. all important railways and roadways were directed towards austria
and hungary. The development of foca largely depended on the economy
of its surroundings. With the construction of the sarajevo-visegrad railway
in 1906 Foca became closer to railways - 46 km, which was still too far so it
did not have positive influence on the economic development of the Foca
region.
The herzegovinian uprising in 1882 that occurred because of people’s dissatisfaction with the closure of borders towards serbia and Montenegro
caused further decline of trade.325
in 1879 Foca had 594 houses with 727 apartments, while in 1910 the mu323 Hadžibegović, ilijas, Bosansko Hercegovački gradovina razmedju 19. i 20. stoljeća,
Institut za istoriju, sarajevo, 2004, -p.108
324 Bejtić, -p.43
325 Hadžibegović, ilijas, Bosansko Hercegovački gradovina razmedju 19. i 20. stoljeća,
Institut za istoriju, sarajevo, 2004, -p.102,96
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nicipality had 942 houses, out of which 825 were residential and 117 were
not (business, administrative, and other buildings). the increase in the
number of houses was not just a reflection of increased civil engineering
activities but also of the expansion of the municipality territory. the highest amounts of money were allocated for the construction and adaptation
of military objects.326
in 1918 Foca had 18 mahalas, 17 mosques and four downtowns (donja,
gornja, Prijeka, and Carevacarsija). Foca lies on the right bank of the drina
and both sides of the Cehotina river that flows into the drina at this point.

sacred Zones
orthodox tradition existed in Foca before the arrival of the ottomans. numerous toponyms point to the existence of church monuments. in this
region the best preserved church is an old church in the village of Zagradjebeneath the town of sokol. legend says it was the court church of
Herzeg stjepan vukcic Kosaca. its tall walls, iconostasis, stone ceiling and
dome allegedly built to resemble Hagia sophia in stamboul still stand.
near the end of ottoman rule, in 1857 the orthodox Church of saint nicolas was built on a hill by the bozovacki creek. it was fenced with thick and
tall walls and it was surrounded by serbian houses and cemetery. Major reconstruction works were completed from 1973 to 1975 after which
Metropolitan vladislav performed the act of consecration on october 23,
1978. it was an imposing building for its time made in the style of somewhat modified old rascia masonry school. 327
the Church of the assumption of virgin Mary was built in 1834 near tjentiste. Legend says Mehmed-Pasha Kukavica built this church as a gift in
order to fulfill his mother’s wish. remains of former lodging still stand beside the church. the church has one nave, a roof made of wooden boards
and a stone floor.
the Church of saint nicolas in rijeka Celebicka was built in 1834. it is covered with a roof made of wooden boards and walls are made of stone.
an interesting detail is that the church is buried in the ground for a half
a meter. icon of saint george made by georgije Mitrofanovic in 1641 still
exists in the church.
For centuries during ottoman rule, Catholics were not allowed to build
new churches or to reconstruct the existing ones. in 1463 the local Catholic church was converted to the emperor’s Mosque. thereby, the interior of this basilica with three naves was changed significantly, while outer
walls remained intact. orthodoxians were in somewhat better position.
in 1914 the catholic church dedicated to the holy heart of jesus was built
as a representative building giving appearance to this area.
the oldest Bosnian mosque, the turhan emin-Bey’s Mosque in ustikolina,
326 Hadžibegović, -p.139
327 Bejtić, alija, Povijest i umjetnost Foče na Drini, in Naše strarine IV, godišnjak zemaljskog zavoda za zaštitu spomenika kulture i prirodnih rijetkosti narodne republike Bosne i
Hercegovine, sarajevo, 1957, -p.51

was built 15 years before the fall of the Bosnian Kingdom in 1448. in hotca,
the first mosque was built by the Herzegovinian sanjak-bey Hamzabeg.
each mahala in foca had a mosque.

public objecTs
the austro-Hungarian authorities were mostly engaged in the exploitation
of ore and forest reserves, so many infrastructural objects were built for
this purpose, including roads and business buildings.the plantation of tobacco and the buying station were especially important in terms of economy for foca and its surrounding. Tobacco storage rooms were built in foca
in 1893 and 1910. the completion of aqueduct was especially important
for the development of foca as an urban area.
Public objects still in use that were built during austro-Hungarian rule are:
the Courti, prison, town House.
economic development of Foca, especially the accumulation of capital
from trade, resulted in the construction of new monetary institutions. in
1906 serbian savings Bank in Foca was built (cooperative with limited warranty) that was renamed in 1910 to the serbian Bank and savings Bank.328
the school system developed in two directions: existing confessional
schools remained and new, secular ones without any national characteristics founded by the state were established as well. Before the great War,
five serbian folklore ensembles existed in Foca. they were also among the
most active ones in the country.329
during 1906 works began on the construction of new court and cadaster
building,whilenew cadaster office building was completed in 1908. these
were representative buildings that resembled similar buildings erected in
other places at that time. architect Karel Pařik signed a Projects. Foca also
had a modern hotel with 24 rooms owned by josef gerstl. Two hotels “Kronprinz rudolf” and “russ” existed before. the first one was owned by
gersl samuel, while the other was owned by russ Jakoba.330

bridges
Before the occupation Foca could be accessed by two ferry lines on the
drina and two bridges - one on the drina and one on the Cehotina.331
Today’s iron bridge where the lower ferry on the drina used to be was built
from June 1882 to october 22, 1884. this 180 m long bridge was designed
by the pioneer first lieutenant Kirchbaumer. according to some accounts,
the austrians first built a wooden bridge and then the today’s iron one.332
in that time, two iron bridges on the drina were built. in 1906 new road for
328 Hadžibegović, -p.113,140
329 Hadžibegović, -p.135,138
330 dimitrijević, dr Branka, architect Karel Pařik, university of zagreb, 1991
331 Bejtić, -p.48
332 Bosnische Post, 1/1884, br. 84 (23 X), Die Drinabrucke bei Foča, 1884

Figure 77: ortsried stadt Foca, year 1884
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gacko was built along with the iron bridge on the drina.333

residenTial Zones
the Foca House represents a special and characteristic style of building
more relying on the Byzantine-aegean style of Macedonia than on traditional forms of Bosnia nad Herzegovina oriental residential architecture.334
architectural structure of the city is dominated by residential houses. the
Foca House is an object with supporting and supported wooden elements
that appear surprisingly light. houses are usually built in the same fashion
- single-story buildings equal in height.
a major residential quarter extends from the Prijeka downtown to the
south at the gornje Polje field. another big residential zone stretches in a
long, narrow track on the right bank of the Cehotina and beyond its delta,
along the right bank of the drina until it reaches a place where the drina
bank becomes narrow and where it is not possible to build any objects.
Most of the residential area was built at the end of the 16th century. Foca
then occupied the same space as today. all those residential parts of the
city were organized as separate quarters – mahalas, which make a network of long or short residential streets – sokaks. each of these mahalas
had a mosque in its center and they were named after the founder of the
mosque. Houses in Foca are completely different than those in sarajevo. Here, houses are built away from streets and the outside world. they
are surrounded by yard in the desire for greater intimacy.335 dubrovacka
House and Bey’s House, both owned by the avdagic family, are two most
prominent examples of house-building from the austro-Hungarian period.

lished as well. the development was taking place in specific conditions
deriving from the military and strategic importance of this area for the
entire Monarchy. detached from the neighboring countries, railways, and
without industry it could not develop as drastically as some cities that
became industrial and traffic centers, but one cannot deny that modern
economic and commercial ideas were brought to this city, as well as new
cultural and national attitudes. 337

urban forM of The foca ciTY
urbanu strukturu Foče je predodredio njen prirodni položaj i geomorfologja terena. naime na ušću rijeke Ćehotine u drinu formiralo se naselje slobodne ćelijske forme, što se uočava na karti iz 1863 godine. grad se dalje
tokom 20. vijeka razvijao longitudinalnim pravcima rijeka na tri strane pa
je tako poprimio zvjezdoliku formu. Foča koja je stišnjena između planina
jedino tako se mogla razvijati, a takvu formu ima i danas.

green Zones
special feature of both the old and today’s foca in terms of urban architecture is greenery that gives the city shade and freshness. The culture of
fruit-growing, which is highly developed in Foca and especially in its surroundings, resulted in areas with dense greenery in the form of separate
grassed orchards or backyard gardens between almost all houses. even
though such gardens usually appeared because of utilitarian needs, their
aesthetic value in the architectural whole of the city cannot be ignored,
just like the citizens’ sensibility towards the culture of greenery in general.
aside from these completely usable green areas, trees that do not produce fruit and whose only purpose is to provide shade and greenery are
lined besides mosques and other places in today’s foca as well. in the architectural sense, Foca is considered to possess the character of a garden
city, while as a whole it has all the traits of a landscape city.336
during austro-hungarian rule from 1878 to 1918 foca went through economic and cultural advancement, and new social relations were estab333 Hadžibegović, -p.142
334 Hrvatsko planinarsko društvo, Bosna i Hercegovina, tisak antuna scholza, zagreb,
1909, -p.122
335 Bejtić, -p.43-47
336 Bejtić, -p.48

337 Hadžibegović, -p.142
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visegrad
at the furthest east of Bosnia and Herzegovina, near the border with the
republic of serbia, lies the city of visegrad. it was founded in the spacious basin of the drina river where it meets the rzav river, on small hills
that turn into high mountains. it is one of the oldest settlements in the
country. it is most famous for the bridge of Mehmed-pasha sokolovic built
during ottoman rule and which greatly influenced developments in the
city. visegrad was the key place on the road to stamboul. even today this
small town lies where the east meets the west.

hisTorY
the oldest traces of activity in the valley of the drina originate from the
period of the illyrians, whose tombs were found in the vicinity. during roman rule, this area was a part of the Malavico province and road via drina passed through visegrad connecting dalmatia and Pannonia. german
saxon ore miners lived in the city at the foot of Bikavac as well. one town
quarter was named after them – sase. Because of its favorable geographic
and strategic position, visegrad was target for many conquerors. in times
of stefan nemanja, this whole region became a part of the serbian state
ruled by the nemanjics, after which it belonged to the serbian lord nikola
altomanovic in the mid-14th century. not long after, it belonged to the
Kingdom of Bosnia ruled by tvrtko Kotromanic.
still, written sources mention the settlement for the first time in 1433.
at the time it belonged to the rich serbian family of Pavlovics. remains
of that old medieval town named Pavlovina after duke Pavle radenkovic
are located at two sites marking former locations of gornji and donji grad
(upper and Lower Fort). on a hill above the today’s town lies a section of
a round tower that used to be connected by wall with the city and which
was used as watch tower. it is traditionally known as the tower of Prince
Marko. beneath the tower there are several dents in the rocks that are
called “Marko’s saddle” or “Marko’s feet”. during ottoman rule the tower
had a dungeon and when the austro-Hungarians came they filled its interior with rocks so hajduks and serbian rebels could not hide inside. The
old Town in visegrad was built in the style of typical medieval towns built
by various noblemen in these areas.338

The oTToMan period
sometime before February of 1462 the town was invaded by the turks
and they immediately established a local court.339
osman-pasha conquered this town in 1544 and it remained under Turkish
rule all until the Berlin Congress in 1878 when austria-Hungary took the
entire Bosnia and Herzegovina.
338 stratimirović, djordje, Markova kula u višegradu, in glasnik zemaljskog Muzeja,
zemaljska štamparija, 1891, -p.283-284
339 Kreševljaković, Hamdija, stari Bosanski gradovi, naše starine i, sarajevo, 1953, -p.12
Figure 78: Plan von visegrad, year 1783
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according to the famous turkish writer and traveler evlija Celebija,
Mehmed-pasha sokolovic built the lower town around 1577 and since
there was another settlement above it, the town was named visegrad
(vise=above, grad=city, town).

bridges
the development of this small town began under ottoman rule. Key moment was the construction of the bridge on the drina, which initiated economic development of the city. even today visegrad is widely famous for
its Bridge, built in 1571. the construction of the object was ordered by
Mehmed-pasha sokolovic. it is registered on the unesco world heritage
List. the Bridge of Mehmed-Pasha sokolovic is 180 meters long, 7 meters
wide, and has 10 pillars and 11 pointed arches.340 it is a master-piece of
ottoman bridge building. its construction began in 1571-1572 and completed in 1577-78. it was designed by the famous Kodza Mimar sinan.341
the bridge was named after the man born near visegrad, who, as a serb
child named Bajica sokolovic, was taken to stamboul where he was converted to islam. later he would become the grand vizier to three sultans
and he made many important decisions in the government of the ottoman empire. He was one of the protagonists in the novel “the Bridge on
the drina” written by ivo andric in 1945 and which brought him the nobel
Prize for Literature in 1961. “it was he who built the magnificent bridge
on the drina in Bosnia, this deep and roaring river. His predecessors were
powerless to build anything, yet under the order of god the great Pasha
did it, so his name would be spoken with respect and gratitude. and he
built a bridge unlike any other in the world.” this is an inscription from
one of the two white marble panels with verses in arabic by poet nihidije
describing the builder and the year of construction.
in the novel, ivo andric describes this bridge as a lasting stone miracle,
priceless object of unique beauty that cannot be found in much wealthier
and bigger towns.342
Bridge widens with two terraces in the center. that section is called the
gate. going from the downtown pole rises on the left side holding the
marble panel. on the opposite side to the right there is the terrace called
sofa. sofa stands two steps above the bridge surface and is fenced with
stone fence, just like the entire bridge. this spot soon became a popular
meeting place for people from visegrad and the vicinity.343
railroad leads from visegrad to the valley of the rzav river arriving at
the last Bosnian station vardiste, 500 m from the serbian border at uzice. this is where the line sarajevo-Medjedje-vardiste ends, a railroad
built with great efforts. a railway bridge was built there in the period of
340 styh, e., Bauwesen in Bosnien und Herzegowina , Wien, 1887
341 Šehić , zijad i tepić ,ibrahim, Povjesni Atlas Bosne i Hercegovine sa geografskim i
istorijskim kartama, sejtarija, sarajevo, 2002, -p.242
342 andrić, ivo, Na Drini ćuprija, Beograd, 1945, nobel prize in Literature, 1961
343 Bejtić, alija, Sokolovićev most na Drini u Višegradu, sarajevo, 1945
Figure 79: umgebung von visegrad, year 1878
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austria-hungary but it was demolished during the last war.344
existence of the bridge on the drina caused faster development of the
city, because at the time it was the only bridge over the drina. Foca had
only a ferry. of course, a mosque was built the first as the core of residential and commercial areas. Mahala developed in the plain, around the
delta of the rzav and the drina and at the foot of the hill.
the downtown, as the main crafts, trading, and business center, developed around the bridge, where a pasha built a great han that could host
up to 300 horses, according to evlija Celebija’s account from 1664. evlija
is known for his exaggerations in descriptions but the fact is that this han
was the largest object of such kind in bosnia and herzegovina.345
aside from building a number of mosques, madrassas, caravanserais
across the empire, grand vizier Mehmed-Pasha sokolovic built a caravanserai in visegrad in 1566, designed by Kodza Mimar sinan.
We know that the bridge was reconstructed around 1664 and then in 187,
1911, 1939, and in 1940. one shaft was destroyed during the retreat of
austrian forces from visegrad in 1914. the next year, serbian army demolished another one in its retreat from visegrad. The bridge remained in
such condition until 1939 when it was renovated. From 1915 to 1939 an
iron construction was set over the destroyed part of the bridge allowing
traffic. that section was also destroyed in the retreat of the germans in
october of 1943.
during ottoman rule, visegrad saw the opening of the first serbian school
in 1865. its construction was initiated by patriotic priests, priest Jevto djurovic from trnavci was one of the most ardent. delighted by liberation
plans of Prince Mihailo obrenovic, the visegrad serbs asked the government in belgrade for assistance in March 1865. The government immediately replied by sending them 50 ducats for the construction of school.
tuition started during the same year in a temporary room. Ministry of education from Belgrade sent four packages of textbooks to visegrad. new
school building was completed at the end of summer of 1867. Hotel Lotka,
owned by the Jewish family Cilermajers, dominated the right bank of the
drina. Lotka is also one of the characters in ivo andric’s novel “the Bridge
on the drina”. the original hotel building still stands in good condition but
it serves for other purposes now.

The ausTro-hungarian period
according to decisions from the Berlin Congress of 1878, austro-Hungarian forces were allowed to enter the territory of Bosnia and Herzegovina,
which was still formally a part of the ottoman empire. visegrad was occupied on october 4. with the arrival of the austro-hungarians this small
town started to resemble an urban area. aqueducts were built, cadaster
office established and the first narrow gauge track was built along with
public institution buildings.
344 Hrvatsko planinarsko društvo, Bosna i Hercegovina, tisak antuna scholza, zagreb,
1909, -p.122
345 Čelebija, evlija, Šeher i grad Mostar, 1664
Figure 80: stadt visegrad, year 1884
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public Zones
during austro-Hungarian rule the city had a cadaster office and cadaster court, municipality office, military command, railway maintenance
section, police command, regional customs and finance office, orthodox
church with two orthodox diocese offices, three mosques with a new
temple, general primary school, maktab Hadzi gazi-Bey’s madrassa, orthodox choir “zastava” with 60 members, Muslim reading room with 50
members and a general reading room with 50 members.346
ont long after the school opening, general Hospital with 17 beds was built
in 1896.
one of the most important institutions in visegrad during austro-Hugnarian rule was the railway. train “Ciro” passed through visegrad on the Belgrade-sarajevo route. narrow gauge railway was built in 1906. 347
the meticulous austrians decorated Bikavac according to their traditions
by building military barracks, hospital, pedestrian track, and an observation deck, which still stands.

urban forM of The visegrad ciTY
the history of visegrad and its urban development were largely influenced by the famous bridge of Mehmed-pasha sokolovic. a map from
1783 proves the significance of the direction leading across the bridge.
a rectangular fortification form is located next to the bridge, from which
the city expanded further. a free cell structure of the city formed around
an important road at the delta of the rzav and drina rivers. a century
later, in 1878, one can observe the expansion of the city from the other
bank of the drina and elements of composite forms in the city structure,
especially on Bikavac hill, a consequence of planned civil engineering by
austria-Hungary. in modern times, the city continues to expand longitudinally along the direction of the drina and its delta with the rzav.

sacred Zone
two mosques still remind of the former turkish small town that was turned
into a modern town after the annexation of Bosnia and Herzegovina. one
of them is near the bridge and the other beside the bridge on the rzav.
a synagogue lies at the foot of Bikavac hill. at the time it was said to have
been the most modern one in bosnia and herzegovina. The jews came to
visegrad from sarajevo in the first years of the 19th century. they completely adapted to the life of their fellow citizens and shared their fate.
according to the Bosnian gazette, 177 Jews lived in visegrad in 1908 and
110 in 1940. in 1905 the visegrad Jews built a beautiful new temple because the old one was already in decay.
the orthodox Church of the assumption of the virgin Mary was built in
1884. at the turn of the 19th century important public institutions were
built. the first one was the People’s Primary school, 1892, located near
the famous bridge, in which ivo andric himself completed the first four
grades in 1903.
during the great War, visegrad, as a bordering area between austria and
serbia, was the site of great and horrific war-time operation. residents
had to flee the city.
according to the 1910 census, in visegrad lived 1275 Muslims, 660 orthodoxians, 328 Catholics, and 265 Jews.348

346 Šehić , zijad i tepić ,ibrahim, Povjesni Atlas Bosne i Hercegovine sa geografskim i
istorijskim kartama, sejtarija, sarajevo, 2002, -p.242
347 Hrvatsko planinarsko društvo, Bosna i Hercegovina, tisak antuna scholza, zagreb,
1909, -p.122
348 Šehić, -p.242

Figure 81: stadt visegrad, no year
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zvorniK
the city of zvornik or “the key to Bosnia” as Karadjordje (the famous
leader of the First serbian uprising) called it,349 and its mahalas have existed for hundreds of years in the narrow basin on the left bank of the
drina, from a medieval fortress on the south to Meteriz on the north.
Mountain Majevica and lower parts of Mountain javor surround the city
on its southern, western, and north-western sides. the drina river is on
the eastern side. it is also the state border between serbia and bosnia
and Herzegovina. the municipality extends further to the semberia plains
through a narrow passage down the drina. To the east only the drina separates it from a town with the same name in serbia, Mali zvornik (Little
zvornik).350 zvornik always had high strategic, communication, and economic significance.351
zvonik, (later known as zvornik) lies close to a roman limes between former roman provinces of dalmatia and Pannonia, a rich mining district
and domavia, on the main road leading through the valley of the drina
to its delta and then further to sirmium. Furthermore, the area of today’s
zvornik has been a junction of roads since ancient times. they were especially important in economic and political terms during the Middle ages
and in the roman era. important main road via western bosnia along the
roman limes still remains: novi-Prijedor-Banja Luka-doboj-zvornik and
then further to the east and south-east.352
during the old ages, the drina river was called drinus or drinos and that
name appears on the oldest maps. in ancient times, people called it zelenika and zelenka (“zelen” = green) because of its clear and green water
with the reflection of pine trees. some claim that during his conquests in
1463 sultan Mehmed ii Fatih tried to cross the river on horseback when
some of the horses drowned in the middle of the river. sultan then yelled:
“Bu su derin!” (this water is deep). they say the drina was later named
after the word derin.353

hisTorY
zvonik (suonich) was the original name first mentioned in 1412. today’s
zvornik first appeared in official documents on 1519 a peace treaty between Hungary and the ottoman empire. according to Mazalic, the city
was named after an abandoned bell tower of an old demolished church
that had been located on the site of the modern-day urban area of gornji
grad („zvonik“=bell tower). the bell tower had to have been visible from
349 Mazlić, Đoko, Zvomik (Zvonik) stari grad na Drini, in glasnik zemaljskog muzeja,sarajevo, 1955, -p.104
350 Hudović, Mehmed, Zvornik slike i bilješke iz prošlosti, sarajevo, 2000., -p.55,64
351 Handžić , adem, Godišnjak društva istoričara Bosne i Hercegovine, god. Xviii, sarajevo, 1968-1969, p.141
352 Mazlić, -p.75,76
353 Hudović, Mehmed, -p.170

a far, serving the locals as a direction landmark, giving the name to the
settlement and place where it stood and also to the city erected there
probably at the end of the 13th and the beginning of the 14th century.354
the first residents of zvornik were the scordisci. after them the romans
came.355
during the period of great migrations of nations in this region in the 5th
and the 6th centuries the authorities of the Western and the eastern roman empires switched roles. it is argued that slavic tribes came to this
region in the second half of the 6th century and the first half of the 7th
century. despite the fact that no evidence of an early-slavic settlement
has been found in zvornik and its vicinity, there are certain indications
that it did exist. after the arrival of the slavs in the region, various slavic,
Frankish, Byzantine, and Hungarian rulers ruled here. in 1153 the area was
conquered by the Hungarians in their fight against the Byzantine empire
maintaining their rule with interruptions until the ottoman era.356
in 1433 despot djuradj calls himself the lord of zvornik and usora. By conquering the serbian despotate (1459) ottoman commanders continued
their operation on the left bank of the drina as well where lands of the
serbian despotate were located. That was how Zvornik and srebrenica areas, as well as usora, its eastern parts, fell to ottoman rule, most probably
at the beginning of 1460. 357
thereby zvornik became an important fortification on the border with
Hungary from where attacks were initiated. Former serbian fortress of the
zlatonosovics was transformed into a new firm fortress. Foundations for
the fortification were then laid on the drina banks in order to close every
possible way of advancement through this direction, while the inspiration
came from the fortress of golubac on the danube, a strong serbian fortification.358
at the time, zvornik belonged to the smederevo sanjak. soon after, at the
end of the eighth or the beginning of the ninth decade of the 15th century, the ottomans formed the zvornik sanjak, which was the third military
and administrational unit in the former Bosnian state after the foundation
of the Bosnian (1463) and the Herzegovinian eyalets (1470). the foundation of that sanjak came as a result of strategic reasons, i.e. the need for
stronger defense and better organization of conquered areas in Podrinje
that were jeopardized by the hungarians. The sanjak included some western areas that belonged to the serbian despotate which led to geographical and administrative joining of two areas divided by the drina. 359
354 Mazlić, -p.75,76
355 Mazlić, -p.78
356 Hudović, -p.9
357 Handžić, -p.142
358 Mazlić, -p.84-86
359 Handžić, -p.143
Figure 82: zvornik. Beschreibung der Festung an ich selbst. Beschreibung der äußeren gegend von zvornik, no year
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in 1512 the zvornik sanjak expanded to areas between lower sections of
the Bosnia, drina, spreca, and sava rivers. in the Bosnian half of the sanjak
significant ethnic changes occurred at the beginning of ottoman rule. the
reason was the fact that the area maintained its strategic importance for
a long time. it remained a protruding border area with great economic
significance. 360
the austrians conquered zvornik for a brief period of time in 1688. other
two sieges were fruitless. after the end of the 18th century zvornik was
considered the best guarded city of bosnia. 361
in 1717 the austrian general Petras sieged zvornik with a large army, taking advantage of a decisive victory of prinz eugen over the great vizier
Halil-Pasha, but the ottomans recovered zvornik that same year. in 1737
austrian army sieged Zvornik once again for a short period.362
in 1807 serbian forces tried to conquer zvornik. serbian military won in
the battle at zvornik in 1810. in 1851 the fortress of zvornik was reconstructed.
in the seventies of the 19th century, major Kliment Bozic, an interpreter in
the german embassy in Bosnia, visited zvornik area. He described zvornik
as a town with 600 houses out of which 100 were owned by Christians.
10 of them were owned by traders while others were owned by craftsmen: shoe makers, tailors, bakers, and carpenters. Muslims were mostly
bakalays, farmers, and sipahi. traffic decreased significantly since ferry
was moved from zvornik to raca. town houses were rudimental, streets
irregular. the fortress was pretty old and consisted from teo parts – upper
section built by the ottomans, and lower section deriving from the times
of austro-hungarian conquests.363

The oTToMan period
in the beginning the core of Zvornik citadel was just velika kula. gornji
grad (upper town) was constructed soon after. it was shaped as an extended rectangle while track protected by walls on both sides connected
to the lower srednji grad (Middle town). Before 1460 the town belonged
to the serbian despot djuradj Brankovic, the fortress’s appearance began
to change once the ottomans arrived in 1460. the main concern of the
turks was to fortify this important outpost.364
the fortress soon became the nucleus of the urban residential Muslim
area once mosque was built. in 1491 donji grad (Lower town) was com360 Handžić , adem, Godišnjak društva istoričara Bosne i Hercegovine, god. Xviii, sarajevo, 1968-1969, -p.143
361 Kreševljaković, Hamdija, stari Bosanski gradovi, naše starine i, sarajevo, 1953, -p.1314
362 Mazlić, Đoko, Zvomik (Zvonik) stari grad na Drini, in glasnik zemaljskog muzeja,sarajevo, 1955, -p.97-98
363 Mazlić, -p.111
364 Handžić, -p.154
Figure 83: Plan von den drin Fluß in Bosnien biegenden Festung zvornik, year 1719
Figure 84: Festung zvornik, year 1783
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pleted. City walls then extended from srednji grad to the very drina riverbank. evlija Celebija (1664) wrote about gornji and donji grad as two
separate wholes under the command of one dizdar. donji grad resembled
an equilateral triangle. its peak is the original srednji grad from which
towers and walls stretch along steep cliffs downwards to the river in two
directions completely closing the passageway along the drina, which is
the third side of that triangle fortified with a tall underwall.365
at the beginning of the fourth decade of the 15th century Zvornik was a
relatively developed town with an often crowded square. Many businessmen, traders, and craftsmen from dubrovnik worked there. silver and led
dominated in the export trade of people from dubrovnik because of close
vicinity of such mines. old Christian quarter in zvornik was not located
right next to the fortress but on a hill where two old roads met – one of
them was leading from vrhbosna by gornji grad and then downwards to
the drina, where it joined the main road on the left bank of the drina.
it was mostly populated by the serbs. according to a 1476 census there
were 165 Christian houses.366 almost all greater cities in the ottoman period in bosnia and herzegovina had certain parts that had been formed
around orthodox churches where orthodox residents were in majority.
that was why these quarters (towns) were called orthodox towns. since
the second half of the 19th century they were named serbian towns.
zvornik’s serbian town was formed on both sides of the zlatica river upstream from causevac to Tuzlanska Malta and around the lisisnjak creek
and a church erected at the very beginning of ottoman rule. it was formed
with the arrival of the ottomans in zvornik and it was inhabited by the orthodox population that served as guardians of the city fortress (the martolos). all of them were mostly colonized cattlemen from Montenegro,
Herzegovina, and serbia who were brought there in the second half of the
15th century and the first half of the 16th century. at the first time they
settled the described part of zvornik called the town. that was how the
old Christian (Catholic) town on the Fetia connected to the west with the
orthodox town that would expand later to the described location. the
settling of the orthodox population to the wider area of zvornik would
occur later, after 1541.367
The development of Muslim quarters or mahalas occurred with the increasing islamization of orthodox residents. statistical data from turkish
census data reveal the tempo of the process of conversion to islam in the
area. the percentage of Muslim residents before 1533 was around 30%,
while in the middle of the 16th century it was around 40% of the entire
population.368
the second Muslim quarter was established with the completion of the
second mosque outside city walls, near the gate of gornji grad. in 1533,
when zvornik ceased to be a protruding part of the frontier, urban Muslim
settlement began to form more intensively. the Christian martolos were
365 Handžić, -p.155-156
366 Handžić, -p.166
367 Mazlić, -p.97-98
368 Handžić, -p.175
Figure 85: Festung zvornik, no year
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folklore ensembles “Prosvjeta”, “gajret”, and “napredak” were founded
in Zvornik.377

bridges on The drina
Much of the transportation over the drina during ottoman and
austria-hungarian rule was performed by boats and ferries. besides wagons, boats and ferries were the only means of transportation at the time.
Place where loading and unloading of goods and transportation of passengers took place was called ferry. The most famous ferry on the drina
was located in zvornik, so this part of the city was named skela (ferry).
the first bridge on the drina in zvornik was built during the great War
(1916). it was located downriver from the present iron bridge and it was
made of wood. it was built by austria. italian prisoners were the laborers.
it was damaged in the flooding of the drina in 1922 and has not been used
ever since.378

public objecTs
austria built several larger objects in Zvornik. one of them was the Zvornik
county building erected in 1886. it remained the seat of the Zvornik county during the period of austria-Hungary, Kingdom of yugoslavia, and after
the World War ii until 1958.
as for cultural, educational and sports institutions and organizations,
Zvornik had two primary schools (the serbian and the state or the people’s school), gymnastics club “srpski soko”, serbian public library, madrasah, and ruzdija (a higher level of religious Muslim schools), as well as
several maktabs for basic religious education of Muslim children. 379
the first serbian school opened in 1853. it was made of wood and it
burned down in 1876 during the uprising. in 1880 the austria-Hungarian
authorities built a new one made of firm materials.380
austria-Hungary opened a people’s (state) primary school in 1886, so two
primary schools operated in zvornik until the great War. in 1914 they
merged into one primary school. new building was built for the people’s
primary school in beksuja in 1888. it had 7 classrooms and an apartment
for the teacher.381
However, education was implemented in an organized way during the
reign of austria-Hungary and in the time of the Kingdom of yugoslavia
as well. Many accounts on public libraries dating from this period confirm this. these were formed mostly as part of educational, folklore, and
sports organizations. the first serbian Library was founded in 1903. the
association of serbian Craftsmen and Crafts association (without religious
and national attributes) were founded at the beginning of the 20th centu377 Hudović, -p. 29, 87,88,
378 Hudović, Mehmed, Zvornik slike i bilješke iz prošlosti, sarajevo, 2000., -p.171-180
379 Hudović, -p. 29,138
380 Mazlić, Đoko, Zvomik (Zvonik) stari grad na Drini, in glasnik zemaljskog muzeja,sarajevo, 1955, -p.111
381 Popić, Mitar, Školstvo u Bosni i Hercegovini za vrijeme austro-ugarske okupacije
(1878-1918), veselin Masleša, sarajevo,1972, -p.46
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ry whose task was to advance craftsmanship.382
the first hospital in zvornik was built in Fetija during the period of
austria-hungary. it was built for the needs of the military garrison in
zvornik, but also served civilian population until the end of the great War.
People used to call it “spitalj”. it also served as the central pharmacy since
its establishment in 1885.383
association for the promotion of physical education “soko” from zvornik
was founded in 1907. “soko” originated from Czech republic (est. in
Prague in 1862) and it emerged in other european countries as well. it
was also an organization of slavic nations under austro-Hungarian administration.384
a strong military garrison was stationed in zvornik in times of both
austria-Hungary and the Kingdom of yugoslavia (until 1934). it resided
in the fortresses of donji and gornji grad and in a camp in Zvornik built
by austria following the occupation in 1878. after the great War ended
(1918) it belonged to the army of the Kingdom of the serbs, Croats, and
slovenes.385
the officers’ House was built in 1910 and it was in use until 1934. it served
for the needs of both the austro-hungarian army and then the army of
the Kingdom of yugoslavia. it had a large garden with a fountain and a nice
tall wire fence by the street and underwall.386The building was designed in
the style of secession and one of the most important characteristics of the
style is dynamic, wavy lines, decorations and asymmetry.
during the period of ottoman rule a customs office existed in zvornik
through which trade with neighboring areas in serbia took place. developed craftsmanship and trade in zvornik needed postal and telegraph
services. therefore, one should not be surprised by the fact that a post
office in zvornik was opened as early as 1864, at the same time when it
was opened in sarajevo and nine other major cities in Bosnia and Herzegovina. two years later (1866) a telegraph station was established in
zvornik as well. Post office manager was the only employee and he performed all affairs in the post office and telegraph station until the arrival
of austria-hungary in 1878.
the first hotel in zvornik was built during the time of austria-Hungary (before 1895) and it was owned by a Jew Lazar Kraus, the father of emile
Kraus. the hotel’s name was “Wien” until 1918 and then “Belgrade” in the
period between the two wars.387

green Zones
simultaneously with the construction of the County administration, a
park with a fountain was built in front of the building, while pine trees
were planted on a hill behind the building. when they grew they formed
a small pine forest known as “Borici”. it had benches and tracks going up
in serpentines and residents of zvornik used it as a park and picnic site.
382 Hadžiosmanović , dr. Lamija, Biblioteke u BiH 1878-1918, veseliti MoBloBtl, sarajevo,
1980,-p.159
383 Hudović, -p. 237
384 Hudović, -p. 242
385 Hudović, -p. 141
386 Hudović, -p. 143
387 Hudović, -p. 149,168

slowly leaving and the number of Christian homes dropped from 150 to
29.369
even though small in size, zvornik already was an important crafts center
with 18 different crafts. Most of them were those who processed leather
and made leather products. the existence of crafts that demanded the vicinity of the drina, e.g. the wool stamper, proves that the part of the town
originally located in gornji grad and around it started extending towards
the old square in the Christian town pretty early.370
Zvornik was the seat of the sanjak-bey himself. That caused more urban
development due to rapid increase of population, which also required
greater and broader craft activities. the urban development of zvornik
can be analyzed only according to accounts from the second half of the
16th century. By the end of that century five mahalas emerged there and
each one had a mosque after which those mahalas were named.371

The ausTro-hungarian period
on september 27, 1878, the austro-Hungarian authorities replaced the
ottoman. during the reign of austria-Hungary (1878-1918) zvornik became more developed, with developed crafts and trade. in Bosnia and
Herzegovina, austria opened primary schools resembling those in europe.
in comparison with the situation at the beginning, significant progress was
made in all areas, especially in economic development. in order to exploit
natural resources the construction of quality roads began immediately.
gravel roads to Lopare, sarajevo, srebrenica, tuzla, and Bijeljina were
built. in 1889 the first telephone was introduced in zvornik for military
purposes and in 1909 for the use by civilians. austrian influence in zvornik
was especially visible in the area of architecture and construction. unlike
old administration buildings from the ottoman period that had small and
narrow windows letting in very little light, grand new buildings were built.
Their monumentality was also supposed to represent the strength of the
new regime. Present City Hall building, officers’ House, military hospital
at Fetija, police station, former primary school building in Beksuja, post
office (present “agroprom” business offices in the center), and madrasah
are only some of the larger objects built during the period of austria-hungary. Customs office was located at the ferry site on the drina from ottoman times until the great War. a strong austrian military garrison was
stationed in zvornik.
schweiger Lerchenfeld’s description from 1878 says that zvornik suddenly
appears as you pass the canyon along the drina. steep banks rise from
the water like towers. the reflection of half-collapsed walls can be seen
on the water’s surface. He says that the fortress has no particular special
features but that the town itself, with its 600 residents, is important since
it is located on an unusually important spot from the political and strate-

369 Handžić, -p.177
370 Handžić , adem, Godišnjak društva istoričara Bosne i Hercegovine, god. Xviii, sarajevo, 1968-1969, -p.181
371 Handžić , -p.181,185

gic point of view.372
Following the occupation the authorities started bringing trust worthy
and educated clerks, traders, craftsmen, and entrepreneurs from other
parts of austria-Hungary, so the Catholic population started settling in
zvornik as well, as there were not any in the city and the County according to the 1879 census. a german colony in branjevo was established by
the settlement of german families from several locations in vojvodina.
County population almost doubled in the first thirty years of austro-Hungarian rule increasing from 27.468 (1879) to 47.756 (1910). according to
the 1910 census the city had 732 houses and 3688 residents, out of which
754 were orthodox, 2092 Muslims, 185 Catholics, 9 evangelists, 148 Jews,
and 498 members of military personnel.373
at the time of arrival of the austria-Hungarian authorities, the settlement
was shaped as a carsija (downtown) with a center. the main street passed
through it with objects on both sides, each of them leaning against the
other, a feature of all urban areas. in the town and around it there were
craft and trade stores, since zvornik was a crafts-trading center for centuries. great fires occurred in the downtown in 1820, 1856, and 1887. in
terms of urban planning, austria-Hungary intervened by building several
important public objects. Today’s old neglected gravel road to the village
of Kula led to the entrance to gornji grad from the city. the austrians
built a new wider gravel road to the right from this one that is used still.
a pedestrian road led from donji to gornji grad through srednji grad. its
remains are still quite visible.374

sacred Zones
a Franciscan Monastery that existed in zvornik even before the arrival of
the ottomans was demolished in 1538 while the order members were
killed. some ottoman sources mentioned that the Church of the Holy
ghost was converted into a mosque.375
Monastery Tamna was built near Zvornik in 1575 and it became a wellknown spiritual center for the serbs from the Zvornik sanjak. it was where
zvornik metropolitans resided (Filipović-Mazalić).376 zvornik orthodox diocese was established after the foundation of the zvornik sanjak (1480)
and it would remain in zvornik until 1851 when it moved to tuzla. today it
is called the diocese of zvornik-tuzla. today’s orthodox church in zvornik
was built in 1823 on the site of an old small church that had been demolished in order to build the new one.
the zvornik synagogue was built in 1902 thanks to contributions of the
jews from Zvornik and the vicinity. it was located in the serbian Town on
the right bank of the zlatica.
religious objects consisted of two churches (an orthodox and a Catholic
one), 7 mosques, and a synagogue. during the period of austria-Hungary,
372 Lerchenfeld, schweiger von amand, Land und Leute von Bosninen und Herzegowina,
Wien, 1878, -p.112
373 Hudović, Mehmed, Zvornik slike i bilješke iz prošlosti, sarajevo, 2000., -p.26,28
374 Hudović, -p. 60 ,78
375 Handžić , -p.173
376 Mazlić, -p.97-98
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austria-Hungary completely fulfilled the mission it was tasked with at the
berlin congress in 1878. order was established in all areas of social and
economic life. economic and every other form of development was initialized, thereby putting zvornik and other parts of B&H on a track of progress
and advancement, which was, unfortunately, interrupted by the outbreak
of the great war in 1914.
the austro-Hungarian cadaster map from 1882 was used in the creation
of this work, along with special austro-Hungarian maps in the ratio of
1:75.000. 388

urBan ForM oF tHe zvorniK City
a map whose date is unknown (maybe the end of the 17th century according to the drawing technique used) represents zvornik as a satellite settlement with an upper and lower fortress and an upper and lower town, and
a few satellite mahalas. an interesting descriptive plan of zvornik from
1719 shows dominant upper and lower fortresses in a free form and longitudinally placed houses along the drina. The map was probably created
at the end of the 18th century and it describes urban elements in the
city with a developed longitudinal suburbs. The map also shows that the
city expanded across the drina as well. that part was considered a village.
a land survey map created by the austro-hungarians in 1882 represents
Zvornik as a longitudinally developed urban area with dense central zone
and elements of composite forms such a hospital and military barracks.
zvornik now has a star-like form, after expansion along road directions. on
the other bank of the drina a town called Mali Zvornik developed and it
belongs to serbia.

388 Mazlić, Đoko, Zvomik (Zvonik) stari grad na Drini, in glasnik zemaljskog muzeja,sarajevo, 1955, -p.73
Figure 86: gemeinde zvornik, year 1882
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urban forMs of ciTies
MosTar
Mostar is a city on the neretva river, an important framework which
determines its longitudinal formation of city structure. this is visible on
maps from the 18th century, e.g. the map from 1783. after the arrival
of austria-Hungary, maps from 1878, 1881, and 1899 show gradual formation of composite forms in previously free cell structure of a city with
dense central structure. This includes objects built in the suburbs such
military infrastructure, hospital, and tobacco factory, which are located
on longitudinal ends of the city. The city today has a centrally developed
form with industrial branches along the neretva, based on the guidelines
set by austria-hungary.

foca
urbanu strukturu Foče je predodredio njen prirodni položaj i geomorfologja terena. naime na ušću rijeke Ćehotine u drinu formiralo se naselje
slobodne ćelijske forme, što se uočava na karti iz 1863 godine. grad se dalje tokom 20. vijeka razvijao longitudinalnim pravcima rijeka na tri strane
pa je tako poprimio zvjezdoliku formu. Foča koja je stišnjena između planina jedino tako se mogla razvijati, a takvu formu ima i danas.

visegrad
the history of visegrad and its urban development were largely influenced by the famous bridge of Mehmed-pasha sokolovic. a map from
1783 proves the significance of the direction leading across the bridge.
a rectangular fortification form is located next to the bridge, from which
the city expanded further. a free cell structure of the city formed around
an important road at the delta of the rzav and drina rivers. a century
later, in 1878, one can observe the expansion of the city from the other
bank of the drina and elements of composite forms in the city structure,
especially on Bikavac hill, a consequence of planned civil engineering by
austria-Hungary. in modern times, the city continues to expand longitudinally along the direction of the drina and its delta with the rzav.

zvorniK
a map whose date is unknown (maybe the end of the 17th century according to the drawing technique used) represents zvornik as a satellite
settlement with an upper and lower fortress and an upper and lower
town, and a few satellite mahalas. an interesting descriptive plan of
Zvornik from 1719 shows dominant upper and lower fortresses in a free
form and longitudinally placed houses along the drina. The map was
probably created at the end of the 18th century and it describes urban
elements in the city with a developed longitudinal suburbs. The map
also shows that the city expanded across the drina as well. that part was
considered a village. a land survey map created by the austro-hungarians in 1882 represents Zvornik as a longitudinally developed urban area
with dense central zone and elements of composite forms such a hospital and military barracks. zvornik now has a star-like form, after expansion along road directions. on the other bank of the drina a town called
Mali Zvornik developed and it belongs to serbia.

individual analyses of each of the cities bring to the conclusion that,
during ottoman reign, former medieval fortified cities took combined
forms with a cell structure of settlements outside bulwarks and a modular fortress scheme. the austro-Hungarian authorities demolished these
fortifications in former border cities, allowing the free expansion of
city structure, most often longitudinally along river directions. strategic
strongholds of the Monarchy then became cities to the southeast, along
the drina, which experienced visible changes. Cities at river deltas often
expanded centrally. Composite elements within city structures emerged
thanks to planned building by austria-hungary. usually these composite
elements were placed in the suburbs, providing guidelines for further
city expansion. Cities with dominant rivers expanded longitudinally. By
now, most cities have taken star-like forms due to the magnetism of
important road directions.
the arrival of the austro-Hungarian administration brought changes in all
cities, regardless of whether they lost or gained strategic importance or
they became important transit, trade, or economy centers. the biggest
centers of modernization were sarajevo, Banja Luka, and Mostar.

Figure 87: urban matrix of Mostar, Foca, visegrad, zvornik, year 2016
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conclusion
bosnia and herzegovina has always been a place where the east clashed
with the West. sometimes it was the West in the east and sometimes the
east in the West. in such conditions consequences were most visible in
the demographic and religious structure of the population, but also in urban planning and architecture. With the arrival of austria-Hungary, Bosnia
and Herzegovina’s position as “the West in the east” changed into “the
east in the West”. in this shift, formerly frontier cities lost their strategic
importance and the line of strategic action moved to the drina river. this
fact influenced their urban development. the development of railways
also initiated the economic development of the whole country. in the 40
years of its reign austria-Hungary made an urban planning revolution in
the development of cities in Bosnia and Herzegovina changing them from
oriental to european cities. thanks to great building expansion and new
triangular methods of surveying, from 1880 to 1884 Bosnia and Herzegovina had land survey maps of all cities, thanks, of course, to experts sent by
the austro-hungarian Monarchy. with the establishment of the civil engineering department with the national government in sarajevo came the
establishment of civil engineering departments in all small settlements
across bosnia and herzegovina.
First encounters of european culture, urbanization, and architecture with
oriental culture brought to this area by the ottomans demonstrates signs
of respect, even though european principles of urbanization are sometimes completely opposite to oriental urbanization. transit structure
changed significantly. narrow streets built only for pedestrians and horsemen were replaced by wide streets enabling car traffic as well. the country
experienced significant progress thanks to the development of railways,
roads, and transit with neighboring countries, which also brought progress in trade and industry. austria-hungary did not try to modify densely
structured residential zones that had no rules of regulation and impose
new regulation rules. instead it built new zones with luxurious mansions
and gardens with flowers. these were usually Christian quarters. even
though there was a clear distinction between orthodox, Catholic, and
Muslim quarters which had emerged around religious objects, there were
no major differences in the structure of objects in these quarters. even
today one can observe mahala-type residential areas in combination with
areas structured according to certain regulations.
great fires in two biggest cities, Banja Luka and sarajevo, largely destroyed
their business zones and downtowns. in this case, austria-Hungary
showed great care for the inherited structure and partially reconstructed
burned objects. these were the first examples of protection and revitalization of objects in Bosnia and Herzegovina. the austro-Hungarian Monarchy developed public and business zones in central city cores, building
new monumental objects according to european models. on the other
hand, the new authorities demolished old found military fortifications in
Brod, gradiska, and Bihac that used to lie on the border with the ottoman empire, simultaneously building new military storages. in that time,
special attention in europe was dedicated to green zones and parks as
open public spaces. stagnation occurred in the building of mosques, but

they continued to dominate in city structure, because every mahala had
a mosque. the construction of Catholic and orthodox churches brought
enlightenment and spiritual uplift to the suffering Christian population.
individual analyses performed for every city during the period of ottoman
reign led to the conclusion that formerly medieval fortified cities gradually obtained a combined form with a cell-like structure of settlements
expanding outside city walls and a modular fortress structure. during the
occupation by austria-Hungary, fortifications in former frontier cities were
demolished, enabling free expansion of city structure, most often longitudinally along rivers. Cities in the south-east, along the drina, experienced
visible changes after becoming strategic strongholds of the Monarchy. Cities at river deltas often expanded from the center. Composite elements
within city structures became visible with the planned building by the
austro-Hungarian Monarchy authorities. these composite elements were
placed in the suburbs giving directions for future city expansion. Cities
whose structure was dominated by rivers expanded longitudinally. today,
most cities obtained star-like forms due to the magnetism of roads with
dense traffic.
the occupation and later annexation of Bosnia and Herzegovina by
austria-Hungary caused changes in all cities, regardless of whether they
gained or lost strategic importance, or they became more important transit, trade, or economy centers. the biggest centers of modernization were
sarajevo, Banja Luka, and Mostar.
This was a short but historically greatly important period during which
austria-Hungary laid the foundations and basic guidelines of planned urbanism in the cities of Bosnia and Herzegovina. objects that were built
back then still dominate in the overall city matrix and many were proclaimed national monuments.
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Hung. et serviae partibus, adjunct praecipuorum in his regionibus munimentorum ichnographia curantibus homanianis heredibus norib.
20 Mapp. 8/ii Be 57 Linker teil, Bayerische staatsbibliothek München
year: nürnberg, 1724, scale: 1:800.000
author: Homan Heredibus

Figure 8: Map of Bosnia and Herzegovina
B iX a 932-4, Österreichisches staatsarchiv - Kriegsarchiv - Kartensammlung, Wien
year: Beograd, 1909, Kola srpskih sestara, scale: 1:750.000
author: radoje dedinac

Figure 18: Les environs de Novi en Bosnie
gih 446-16, Österreichisches staatsarchiv - Kriegsarchiv – Kartensammlung

Figure 9: Routen in Bosnien und Herzegowina
FKB B.63 Kar, Österreichische nationalbibliothek- Kartensammlung, Wien

Figure 19: Sarajevo
Figure: Plan von sarajevo und umgebung
gih 621-20, Österreichisches staatsarchiv - Kriegsarchiv - Kartensammlung, Wien
year: 1912
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Figure 20: Wihitsch, Bihac
Österreichisches staatsarchiv - Kriegsarchiv - Kartensammlung, Wien
year: 1566, author: nicolaus angelius
Figure 21: Wihitsch, Bihac
Moll-0003.503,8,přív.09, Kartensammlung Moll, ungarn
year: 1686-1744, author: Birckenstein, anton ernst Burckhard
verlagsangaben: Wien : Johann van ghelen, 1686
Figure 22: Pinta della Citta e Contorni di Bihac
gih 23-21, Österreichisches staatsarchiv - Kriegsarchiv - Kartensammlung, Wien
year: 1807
Figure 23: Festung Bihach
gih 24-10, Österreichisches staatsarchiv - Kriegsarchiv - Kartensammlung, Wien
year: 1785, vienna, author: Boxich
Figure 24: Gemeinde Bihac
gih 23-32, Österreichisches staatsarchiv - Kriegsarchiv - Kartensammlung, Wien
year: 1884, scale: 1:3125
geometer: oberlt, Mich, serdić
adjunkt : Karl zeman
Figure 25: Plan der Festung Novi
gih 446-15, Österreichisches staatsarchiv - Kriegsarchiv – Kartensammlung
year: 1806, scale: 1:820
Figure 26: Situations plan der Gegend von Türkisch Novi
gih 446-11, Österreichisches staatsarchiv - Kriegsarchiv – Kartensammlung
year: 1783, scale: 1:2880
Figure 27: Plan der türkischen Festung Novi
gih 446-12, Österreichisches staatsarchiv - Kriegsarchiv – Kartensammlung
year: 1783
Figure 28: Plan der türkischen Festung Novi
gih 446-13, Österreichisches staatsarchiv - Kriegsarchiv – Kartensammlung
Figure 29: Plan der Festung Novi
g vi 446-14, Österreichisches staatsarchiv - Kriegsarchiv – Kartensammlung
year: 1789
Figure 30: Gemeinde Bosanski Novi
gih 446-20, Österreichisches staatsarchiv - Kriegsarchiv – Kartensammlung
year: 1881, scale: 1:3125
author: scheibler
Figure 31: Ansicht von Gradisca
gvi 4490, Österreichisches staatsarchiv - Kriegsarchiv – Kartensammlung
year: 1750
Figure 32: Plan und Profil der Festung Gradiska
gih 209-25, Österreichisches staatsarchiv - Kriegsarchiv – Kartensammlung
year: 1734
Figure 33: Nova Gradiska - Plan der Stadt und Festung Gradiska
g vi 209-22, Österreichisches staatsarchiv - Kriegsarchiv – Kartensammlung
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year: 1800, scale: 1:2 760
Figure 34: Situations Plan der Festung Alt Gradiska
gih 212-03, Österreichisches staatsarchiv - Kriegsarchiv – Kartensammlung
year: im september 1900, scale: 1:1500.
Figure 35: Gemeinde Gradiska
gih 212-02, Österreichisches staatsarchiv - Kriegsarchiv – Kartensammlung
year: 1882, scale: 1:3 125
Figure 36: Plan der Festung Brod und Umgebung
gih 34-9, Österreichisches staatsarchiv - Kriegsarchiv - Kartensammlung, Wien
year: 1698
Figure 37: Plan der Festung Brod am Sustorm
gih 34-11, Österreichisches staatsarchiv - Kriegsarchiv - Kartensammlung, Wien
year: 1770
Figure 38: Gemeinde Brod
gih 34-13-20, Österreichisches staatsarchiv - Kriegsarchiv - Kartensammlung,
Wien, year: 1882, scale: 1:3125
geometer oblt. netuschil
adjunkt: W. Harth
Figure 39: Urban matrix of of Bihac, Novi Grad, Gradiska, Brod
usgs Hostorical topographic Map explorer
year: 2016
Figure 40: Ansicht von Sarajevo
die stadt sarajevo im jahre 1697
H iii c 2-16, Österreichisches staatsarchiv - Kriegsarchiv - Kartensammlung, Wien
year: 1740, vienna
Figure 41: Sarajevo
gih 621-10, Österreichisches staatsarchiv - Kriegsarchiv - Kartensammlung, Wien
year: 1783
Figure 42: Umgebung von Sarajevo
gih 621-11, Österreichisches staatsarchiv - Kriegsarchiv - Kartensammlung, Wien
year: 1862-1863, scale: 1: 7,200
Figure 43: Sarajevo
gih 621-13, Österreichisches staatsarchiv - Kriegsarchiv - Kartensammlung, Wien
year: Jänner 1879, sarajevo, author:oberlieut, domansky
Figure 44: Plan von Sarajevo
gih 621-14, Österreichisches staatsarchiv - Kriegsarchiv - Kartensammlung, Wien
year: 1880, scale: 1:6220.1 cm
Figure 45: Gemeinde Sarajevo
Plan von sarajevo , gemeinde sarajevo - reduction der Catastral - aufnahme aus
dem jahre 1882.
gih 621-16, Österreichisches staatsarchiv - Kriegsarchiv - Kartensammlung, Wien
year: 1884; scale: 1:3.125 d.n; scale - Čaršia 1:1562.5
geometer: Hauptmann Josef Matasic des infanterie regiments no20.
adjunkte: Felix naganowski. gustav riefs. Ludwig tautscher.

Figure 46: Sarajevo city center, Carsija
FKB 274-58 Kar, Österreichische nationalbibliothek- Kartensammlung, Wien
Plan von sarajevo. - Wien: K.K. Militär-geografischen institut, s.a.
year: 1882
Figure 47: Srajevo
aB 408 (11) Kar, Österreichische nationalbibliothek- Kartensammlung, Wien
entwicklung der Landeshauptstadt sarajevo unter der regierung Kais. Franz Josef
i. Wien: g. Freytag u. Berndt
year: 1898
Figure 48: Srajevo
K i 113898 Kar, Österreichische nationalbibliothek- Kartensammlung, Wien
sarajevo - studnička & Co. : Buchwald und Comp., s.s. (um 1912)
year: 1912
Figure 49: Plan von Sarajevo und Umgebung
gih 621-20, Österreichisches staatsarchiv - Kriegsarchiv - Kartensammlung, Wien
year: 1912
Figure 50: Sarajevo
gih 621-19, Österreichisches staatsarchiv - Kriegsarchiv - Kartensammlung, Wien
Figure 51: Umgebungskarte von Sarajevo
gih 621-18, Österreichisches staatsarchiv - Kriegsarchiv - Kartensammlung, Wien
year: 1887, scale: 1:75.000.
Commissions-verlag des k. u. k. militär-geogr. institutes:r. Lechner (Wilh. Müller),
k.u.k. Hof- und universitäts- Buchhandlung Wien, graben 31.
Figure 52: Plan von Livno und Umgebung
gih 394-17, Österreichisches staatsarchiv - Kriegsarchiv – Kartensammlung
year: 1788, scale: 1: 7.200
Figure 53: Croquis von Livno
K i 112916,7 Kar, Österreichische nationalbibliothek- Kartensammlung, Wien
s.L. (Wien): K.k. Hof-u. staatsduckerei
year:1863
Figure 54: Umgebungsplan von Livno
gih 394-18, Österreichisches staatsarchiv - Kriegsarchiv – Kartensammlung
year: 1880, scale: 1: 25000
Figure 55: Gemeinde Livno
gih 394-19-5, Österreichisches staatsarchiv - Kriegsarchiv – Kartensammlung
year: 1883, scale: 1: 3 125
geometer: georg gutwirth
adjunkt: valentin Czaslavsky
Figure 56: Plan von der Stadt und Schloss Banja Luka
Belagert von einem Kays. Corps v. 25. Batt. unter Comando d. Prinz von Hildenburghausen von 23. Juni bis 4. aug. 1737. Par raport de rebain ing. de tour fecit
1737.
H iii c 1315, Österreichisches staatsarchiv - Kriegsarchiv - Kartensammlung, Wien
year: 1737, vienna; author: K. de rebain
Figure 57: Plan der Festung Banjaluka
in türkish Croatien nebst der herumliegenden gegend

gih 18-11, Österreichisches staatsarchiv - Kriegsarchiv - Kartensammlung, Wien
year: 1785, scale: 1:10.000
Figure 58: Plan der Festung Banjaluka
gih 18-10, Österreichisches staatsarchiv - Kriegsarchiv - Kartensammlung, Wien
year: 1785
Figure 59: Plan von Banjaluka
Plan der Festung Banjaluka in türkish Croatien nebst der herumliegenden gegend.
gih 18-12, Österreichisches staatsarchiv - Kriegsarchiv - Kartensammlung, Wien
year: 1878, scale: 1:5760
aufgenommen im jahre 1878. v.k.k. oberlieutenant adolf edler v. brenneis glstbsoffz
Lith.u.gedr. im kk. militär.geograf. institut.
Figure 60: Plan der Umgebung von Banjaluka
KB 111072 Kar, Österreichische nationalbibliothek- Kartensammlung, Wien
s.L. (Wien): (Militärgeographisches institut) s.a. (um 1890)
year: 1890
Figure 61: Plan von der Stadt und Schloss Banja Luka
welches durch ein kays. Corps von 15. Bat. infant: Batai. ille Croate, 3 escad. Cavall: ein reg. hus: und etlichen Compag. razianer, Leuth. Comando des Prinzen
von saxen Hilburghausen von 23. Julio nis 4. aug. 1737. Belagert gewesen. per i.
K de rebain Hauptm. ing. 1737
H iii c 1316, Österreichisches staatsarchiv - Kriegsarchiv - Kartensammlung, Wien
year: 1737, vienna; author: K. de rebain
Figure 62: Stadt Banjaluka
gih 18-17, Österreichisches staatsarchiv - Kriegsarchiv - Kartensammlung, Wien
year: 1881, scale: 1:3125
geometer: Hauptmann Friedrich r. v. Franz
adjunkt: Franz Kacena
Figure 63: Plan von Jajce zwischen Vrbas und Pliva Fluss in Bosnia
gih 260-12, Österreichisches staatsarchiv - Kriegsarchiv - Kartensammlung, Wien
year: 1783, scale: 1:14.400
Figure 64: Plan von Jajce und Umgebung
gih 260-11, Österreichisches staatsarchiv - Kriegsarchiv - Kartensammlung, Wien
year: 1788, scale: 1:6000
Figure 65: Plan der Stadt Jajce
gih 260-10, Österreichisches staatsarchiv - Kriegsarchiv - Kartensammlung, Wien
year: 1796, scale: 1:6000
Figure 66: Gemeinde Jajce
gih 260-12-10, Österreichisches staatsarchiv - Kriegsarchiv - Kartensammlung,
Wien, year: 1882, scale: 1:6000
Figure 67: Urban matrix of Sarajevo, Livno, Banja Luka, Jajce
usgs Hostorical topographic Map explorer
year: 2016
Figure 68: Plan von Mostar
gih 428-10, Österreichisches staatsarchiv - Kriegsarchiv – Kartensammlung
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year: 1783, scale: 1:25.000
autor: gollubovich und Mattuch
Figure 69: Plan von Mostar
gih 428-11, Österreichisches staatsarchiv - Kriegsarchiv – Kartensammlung
scale: 1:28.800
Figure 70: Mostar
gih 428-11-5, Österreichisches staatsarchiv - Kriegsarchiv – Kartensammlung
year: 1878, scale: 1: 2880
Figure 71: Umgebung von Mostar
gih 428-12, Österreichisches staatsarchiv - Kriegsarchiv – Kartensammlung
year: 1879, scale: 1:50000
author: Böheim von Heldensium
Figure 72: Plan von Mostar
K i 118268 Kar, Österreichische nationalbibliothek- Kartensammlung, Wien
Mostar: Pacher & Kisic
year: 1899
Figure 73: Gemeinde Mostar
gih 428-12-10, Österreichisches staatsarchiv - Kriegsarchiv – Kartensammlung
year: 1881, scale: 1: 3125
geometer: elias zivic
adjunkt: Karl v. Bohn
Figure 74: Stadtplan B von Mostar
gih 428-18, Österreichisches staatsarchiv - Kriegsarchiv – Kartensammlung
K.u.k. Milir. Bauabteilg des Mil. Kombos Mostar
year: 1917, scale: 1: 10.000
geometer: elias zivic
Figure 75: Plan- Skizze der Umgebung von Foca
gih 181-10, Österreichisches staatsarchiv - Kriegsarchiv - Kartensammlung
year: 1783, scale: 1:25.000
author: Major Liedescron
Figure 76: Umgebung von Foča
K i 112916,4 Kar, Österreichische nationalbibliothek- Kartensammlung, Wien
s.L. (Wien): K.k. Hof-u. staatsduckerei
year: 1863
Figure 77: Ortsried Stadt Foca
gih 181-10-10, Österreichisches staatsarchiv - Kriegsarchiv - Kartensammlung
year: 1884, scale: 1:3125
geometer: alex Milenkovic
adjunkt: Moriz sieber
Figure 78: Plan von Visegrad
gih 742-10, Österreichisches staatsarchiv - Kriegsarchiv - Kartensammlung, Wien
year: 1783, scale: 1:5.300
Figure 79: Umgebung von Visegrad, year 1878
gih 742-11, Österreichisches staatsarchiv - Kriegsarchiv - Kartensammlung, Wien
year: 1878, aut. i. k.k. tech. Mil. Com.
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Figure 80: Stadt Visegrad
gih 742-12-20, Österreichisches staatsarchiv - Kriegsarchiv - Kartensammlung,
wien
year: 1884
Figure 81: stadt visegrad
Figure 82: Zvornik. Beschreibung der Festung an ich selbst. Beschreibung der
äußeren Gegend von Zvornik
gih 1550, Österreichisches staatsarchiv - Kriegsarchiv - Kartensammlung, Wien
Figure 83: Plan von den Drin Fluß in Bosnien biegenden Festung Zvornik
gih 1548, Österreichisches staatsarchiv - Kriegsarchiv – Kartensammlung
year: 1719.
author: J. W. Heckenauer
Figure 84: Festung Zvornik
gih 1548, Österreichisches staatsarchiv - Kriegsarchiv – Kartensammlung
year: 1783, scale: 1:25.000
author: Hptm. turaty
Figure 85: Festung Zvornik
gih 1554, Österreichisches staatsarchiv - Kriegsarchiv - Kartensammlung, Wien
Figure 86: Gemeinde Zvornik
gih 1539-300, Österreichisches staatsarchiv - Kriegsarchiv – Kartensammlung
year: 1882
Figure 87: Urban matrix of Mostar, Foca, Visegrad, Zvornik
usgs Hostorical topographic Map explorer
year: 2016
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